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Would call attention to theJollowing new and
valuable text-books for school use.
Shepard's Inorganic Chemistry.
Descriptive ami Qualitative ; experimental and
intluctive;leads the sttHlcnt to observe and think. Used in over 400 schools anrl colleges. I 12
Sheldon's Gene::-al Histvry. 'The only history f,,llo11in;!; the •·Semin;uy'' or Laboratory
plan now advocat...:d l>y all leading tem:hers . . ..... ......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 6o
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r,·s,•ardt ?o!tidt!lte ordiwny f,•xt IJi>ol.-s do not gi<•e. ''
Sheldon's Greek and Roman History. The first part of the alnve b lllnd separately .. 1 oo
Sheldon's United States' History. A new bonk on the seminary methnt! modified for
grammar schools. The hest in the market.
No teacher shou!cl fail to ~ee it ......... I 12
Shaler's First Book in Geology. For pupils of from ro to 15 years of age. Designed
tn gi,·c a few clear, well selected facts that may serve as a key to the knowledge of the
earth ..................................................................... 1 oo
The 7~rb!d, l.ondon: "Tit,• aut/wr of tllis book knows his su/JjetL,and htt lias a good t?'i!
.for its attradi~:•e and slri!.·ing aspetts."
Hyde's Lessons in English, Book I. For Jrd and 4th years of school. Contain,; exercise: for reproduction, picture lessons, letter writing,ustts of parts of speech, etc....... .
35
Hyde's Lessons in English, Book II. Contains enough technical grammar to teach
cnrrect use of English........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6o
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Meiklejohn's English Grammar. For high schools and acaclemies. Brief, thorough,
exact. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l'n>/. F .-/ . .J!arth: "T/11• /ttSt f~' nglislt grammar in English."
Meiklejohn's English Language. Ctmtains the above and a concise account of the his ·
tory of the language nne! of the litcrnture. A most comenient compendium...........
Wright's Nature Readers, No. I. 1>cscribcs crabs, wasps,spiders, bees, and some uni' ah·l· mollusks. 9(> pagl's...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No II. llcscri bes ants, llies,earlh worms, beetles, barnacles, star· fish, and dragon- flies. 184
pages........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
No. III.

llns lessons in plant ltfe, grasshoppers, butlcrflies,and birds.
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No. IV. Tells the story of the earth's history and changes.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1

fnd : '· '/'h,:v are admir,r/Jiy tolltt•i<•t•d, and mor<' Jlt'arly ,•m/Jcll~l' my idea of a real reading
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MY HISTORIC PENNY.

J.

N my pocket is an English penny
bearing the date of 1776. Let us
see what can be learned from it.
It was, in October, r88s, dug up by
some curiosity seekers .from the site on
which stood the cabin in which James
Buchanan was born.
The cabiU: in
question stood by the side of a packer's
path which led from Cumberland valley
in Southern Pennsylvania across North
Mountain into ·western Pennsylvania,
and along which the pioneers moved in
piercing the dense forests and districts
then lying toward the setting sun. The
particular place was a cove in the mountain known as '' tony batter," in Franklin County, distant three miles and a
half from what is now Mercersburg, a
village famous for its picturesque situation and literary history. The cove is
a romantic place, it pines and other
evergreens, its huge rocks from which
burst forth living streams of pure t water, its natural murmurs and the music
of wild bird , its wild flower of infinite
variety, its rdreshing shades and numberless precious memories all combin-
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FRAISE RICHARD.

ing to make it the abode which the gods
would seek.
From its overhanging
mountains in the west, hordes of fierce
savages were accustomed to look with
jealous eye upon the encroaching column of westward moving civilization.
Between its mighty walls went forth the
cruel warrior as he led his dusky comrades to the slaughter of ~lefen seless and
unsuspectin g women and children in
pioneer times; and within sight of its
surrounding walls passed the mighty
anny of Lee when Pennsylvania was invaded in r863, and at other times.
At the time this penny was coined,
eorge the Third wa King of England.
He was the ·on of Frederic, Prin e of
\Vales, and was born in London, June
4, 1738, and succeeded to the English
throne in 1760. He was well educated,
and strongly attached to the institution ·
of his country. li e was onscientious
in the discharge of his dutie . , and a
firm patron of morality and reli rion as
he understood them. In these respect<.,
his career on trasted ~trangdy with
those of his two immediate prcde c~ ors
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and two successors.
His mind was
sluggish. He was obstinate and crafty,
revengeful and unrelenting to his enemies, and strangely partial to his political friends. · His reign of sixty years was
filled with stirring events, among which
may be mentioned : The Spanish war of
q62-3; Wilkes Controversy, q62-82;
Passage of American Stamp Act, q65;
Publication of the Celebrated Junius
letters, q68-7 2; American Revolution
r 775-83; Fox and North Coalition, q83;
French Revolution, q89; Irish Rebellion, q98; and Napoleonic wars.
In r81o he became insane for the fifth
and last time; the following year blind;
and the Prince of'"' ales became Regent.
He died - at Windsor on January 29,
I 82o.
His was a memorable reign.
The important event which occurred
in this country during the year in which
this coin was made was the signing, in
the City of Philadelphia, of the Declaration of Independence. In this important document, whi·ch should be read
by every teacher and pupil in the land,
the denunciations of King George are
terrifically severe.
Another important personage connected with the history of this penny
was James Buchanan, who became fi.fteenth President of the United States.
He was born in the little cabin referred
to, April 23, !79 r, and for some six or
seven years lived there amid the wilder. ness and simplicity of the dell. So great
\vas the danger of his becoming lost
among the rocks and trees that surrounded the cabin, that his mother fastened
a bell around his neck. He literally
ran wild. Six years later this rural happiness was abridged by the romoval of
the family to the village of Mercersburg:
and some thirty -five years later the little
cabin, a round -log, one story and a half

structure, 20 by 2 r Yz feet in size, was
also removed to the village where it
may be still seen on an obscure street
occupied by people in very indigent
circumstances.
James graduated at Dickinson College in r8o9; studied law, and was admitted to the bar in Lancaster, in r8r2;
was a member of the State Legislature;
served in Congress and the Senate of
the United States for ten years each;
was a minister to Russia and England;
served as Secretary of State, and was
President from March
r857 to March
4, r86r. He died at his home near
Lancaster, in r868.
The site of his birth is a wild cove,
wholly unmarked by the least effort at
remembrance, the lofty pines, the lonely rocks, the dewy grass, the lovely
wild flowers, and the silent stars of midnight being the only reminders of the
sacredness of the place.
One other character is associated with
this coin. Grover Cleveland, also President of the United States. He was
born in Caldwell, Essex County, N.Y.,
March r8, r837. Receiving a common
school education he went at the age of
q, to Buffalo, and began the study of
law with Rogers, Brown and Rogers.
In r859 he was arlmittecl to practice,
and became, in r863, assistant Di trict
Attorney for Erie County. In the autumn of r87o, he was elected Sheriff of
his county, and held the place for three
years. In r88r he was chosen Mayor
of Buffalo, and in r882 was elected
Governor of New York by a majority of
192,ooo over Charley J. Folger, President Arthur's Secretary of the Treasury.
By theN ational Democratic Convention
he wa nominated for President July r r,
r88-t, and elected over James G. Blaine
No . 4, r884. He wa renominated at

4;
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St. Louis, June 6,1888, but was defeated November 6, by Benjamin Harrison.
When this penny was coined the
United States contained but thirteen
colonies with a population of about
three millions of people, and rio estab-
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lished capital. There were no steamboats, no railroads, no telegraphs, no
reapers,· mowers or threshing machines,
and for about six years afterward,there
was not a daily paper in the United
States.

HOW LONG CAN THE EARTH SUSTAIN LlFE?
Sm

R oJERT

(In T wo Parts.

I

KNOW that in the present day there
. are many who seem to think that
hardly any boundaries can be assigned
to the resources of a reaso ning being. I
have heard that when King Hudson in
the zenith of hi s fame was asked as to
what his railways were to do when all
the coal was burned out, he replied that
by that time we should have learned
how to burn water. Those who a re askeel the same question now, will often reply that they will use electricity, and
doubtless think that they have thus disposed of the question. The fallacy of
such answers is obvio us. A so-call ed
"water gas" may no doubt be used for
developing heat, but it is not the water
which suppli es the energy. Trains may
be run by electricity, but all that the
electricity does is to convey the energy
from the point where it is generated to
the train which is in motion. Electricity is itself no more a source of power
than is the rope with which a horse drags
a boat along the anal. There is much
more philosophy in the old saying,
"Money makes the mare to go," than
in the optimi tic doctrine we often hear
spoken of with regard to the capacity of
man for dealing with nature. The fact
i that a very larg~ part of th<.! boa ted

B \LL.

Part 1.)

advance of civilization is merely the acquisition of an increased capability of
squandering. For what are we doing
every clay but devising fresh appliances
to exhaust with ever greater rapidity the
hoard of coal. There are just a certain
number of tons of coal lying in the earth,
and when these are gone there can be
no mo re forthcoming. There is no manufacture of coal in progress at the present time. Th~ useful mineral was the
product of a very singular periocl in the
earth's history, the like of which has
not again occurred in any n oteworthy
degree in the geological ages which have
si nce run their course. Our steam-engines are methods of spendi ng this hoarcl;
and what we often hear lauded as some
triumph in human progress is merely the
development of some fresh departure in
a frightful extravagance.
\Ve woulcl
j u ·tly regard a man as guilty of expending his sub tance wastefully if he could
not perform a journey without a coach ·
and-six and half -a- dozen out-riders, and
yet we insi st that the great steamers
which take us across the "\tlan ti shall
be run at a speed whi h requires ngine,
let us say of I2,C'Oo horse -powe r. If
the number of passengers on such a VI! sel be set down as soo, we ha\'e for each
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passenger "the united force of 24horses,
night and day, throughout the _voyage.
I expect our descendants will think that
our coal cellars have been emptied in a
very wasteful manner, particularly when
they reflect that if we had been content
with a speed somewhat less than that at
present demanded the necessary consumption of coal would have been reduced in a far greater proportion than
the mere alteration of speed would imply.
Of course, no one will contepd that
the exhaustion of coal means the end of
the human race ; man lived here for
tens of thousands of years before he
learned how to use coal. There may
be a sort of Chinese-like civilization
qui_te compatible with the absence of
mineral fuel, at all events in regions
where the climate is tolerably mild. We
must also remember, as Professor
Crookes has so forcibly p0inted out, in
a recent article, that there are vast stores
of energy available elsewhere. The radiation from the sun, if it could be suitably garnered up and employed both directly as heat and indirectly as a source
of power, would be quite capable of
supplying all conceivable wants of humanity for ages. It is also to be noted
that we live on the outside of a globe
the inside of which is filled with substances that appear, from all we can
learn, to have a temperature not less
than that of molten iron. If the crust
could be pierced sufficiently fa.r, vast indeed is the quantity of heat that mi gh t
be available. \Ve see the operation of
tapping the internal heat going on in
nature. Every volcanic outbreak ,every
spring of hot water, every geyser are but
indications of the internal heat o f our
globe. It may indeed be hard to see
how a practical method for drawing on

this vast reserve of heat can be devised,
but it is-at least conceivable that it may
be rendered available when the coal and
other more accessible sources have become exhausted, or even when their
yield has considerably lessened.
The coal in the various parts of the
globe may supply our cellars for a few
centuries, but the exhaustion of this truly marvellous product is proceeding at
an accelerated pace. Doubtless the end
of the coal, at least as an article of a
mighty commerce, will arrive within a
period brief in comparison with the ages
of human existence. In the history of
humanity from first to last the few
centuries through which we are now
passing will stand out prominently as
the coal-burning period.
It is a noteworthy fact that the po::;sibility of the continued existence of the
human race depends fundamentally upon the question of heat. If heat, or
what is equivalent to heat, does not last,
then ruan cannot last either. There is
no shirking this plain truism. It is therefore necessary to review carefully the
possible sources of heat and see how far
they can be relied upon to provide a
continuous supply.
Of course it is obvious that the available heat generally comes from the sun.
It may be used directly, or it may be
and often is used indirectly, for nothing
can be more certain than that it is sun
heat in a modified form which radiates
from a coal fire in the drawing-room or
from a log fire in the backwoods. As
the sun shines on the growing vegetation, the leaves extract the warmth from
the sunbeams. The organism want
carbon, and to obtain it decomposes
the carbonic acid gas of which a certain
proportion i always present in the air.
To decompose this gas requires the ex-
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penditure of heat or of what is equivalent to heat. But this does not show
itself in raising the temperature of the
carbon and oxygen after they have been
dissociated. Their temperJ.ture may be
no higher than was that of the carbonic
acid from which they hav~ come, but
the heat has been expenued in the process of forcing the several molecules
asunder from the close and intimate
union of their combined condition.
As the growing plant must have carbon, it draws that carbon from the atmosphere, and the heat that is required
to effect the decomposition of the carbonic acid is obtained from sunbeams.
When the carbon thus derived by the
plant comes ultimately to be burned it
reunites with the oxygen of the air, and
in the act of doing so evolves an amount
uf heat precisely equivalent to that
which was absorbed from the sunbeams.
Thu::; it is that the heat now radiating
from our fireplaces has at some time
previously been transmitted to the earth
from the sun. If it be timber that we
are burning, then we are using the sunbeams that have shone on the earth within a few decades. If it be coal, then we
are transforming to heat the solar energy which arrived at the earth millions
of years ago.
The question as to the continued existence of man on this globe resolves
itself eventually into an investigation as
to the permanence of th e heat supply.
Doubtless human life requires many uther conditions, but of this we may feel
assured, that if the heat fail and if noth ing else be forthcoming which can be
transformed into heat, then most assuredly from this cause alone there is a term
to human exi tence. Before di ·cussing
theprospectof the duration of sunbeams
we may first con ider a few other less
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important sources of heat. So far as
the coal goes, we have already observed
that as it is limited in quantity it can
offer no perennial supply. Doubtle ~ s
there is in the earth some quantity of
other materials capable of oxidation,or
of undergoing other chemical change;
in the course of which and as an incident of such change heat is evolved.
The amount of heat that can possibly
arise from such sources is strictly limiteo. There is in the entire earth just a
certain number of units of heat poss ible from such chemical combinations,
but after the combination has been effected there cannot be any nore heat
from this source.
Then as to the internal heat of the
earth due to the incandescent state of
its interior. Here there is no doubt a
large store of energy, but still it is of
limited quantity, and it is also on the
wane. This heat is occasionally copiously liberated by volcanoes, but ordinarily the tran si t of heat from the interior to the surface and its discharge
from thence by radiati o n is a slow process. It is however sufficient for our
present purpose to observe that slow
though the escape may be, it is incessantly going on. There is only a clefinite numb er of units of heat contained
in the interior of the earth at this moment, and as they are gradually diminishing, and as there is no source from
whence the loss can be replenished, there
is here no supply of warmth that can be
relied on permanently. It must also be
mentioned that there exists allother store
of energy which under certain ontlitions
admits of being transformed into heat.
I allude to the energy which the earth
possesses in virtue of its rapid rotation
on its axis. In this respe t we may
liken our globe to a mighty fly-wheel
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which contains a certain quantity of energy that must be poured forth as its
speed is reduced. It is the action of
the tides which enables this form of earth
energy to be transformed into heat. The
tides check the speed with which the
earth rotates. The energy thus lost
must in part at least be transformed into heat which is then again lost by radiation into space. Of course the quantity of energy which the earth possesses
by reason of its rotation is of limited
amount, and it is steadily being dissipated just as the internal heat is being
lost and just as the potential heat
that exists in consequence of unsatisfied
chemical attraction is also declining. It
seems that whenever the tide shall have
so checked the earth that it ·only rotates
at half its present speed, the quantity of
the energy now existing in consequence
of the rotation will have been reduced
to a fourth of its present value.
Next as to the various forms in which
sun heat i received. vVe have already
referred to the mode in which it is captured by growing plants. There is also
another indirect method in which the
sun heat is made to provide energy useful to man. The waterfall which turns
the millwheel is of course really efficient
because the water is running down, and
it can only run down because it has fir t
been raised up. Thi s raising is accomplished by sunbeams. They beat down
on the wide expanse of the great oceans,
there they evaporate the wate{ arid the
vapour soar aloft int the heights of
the atmosphere where it forms clouds.
It is of course the solar energy that ha
perf rmed this ta k of lifting, and a
the rain descends it becomes collected
into the streams and river which on
their way to the sea are made to turn
the waterwheels. In like manner it is

of course the action of the sun which
sets in motion great volumes of air to
form the winds, so that when we employ
windmills to grind our corn we are utilizing energy diffused from the sun.
It goes without saying that the welfare of the human race is necessarily
connected with the continuance of the
sun's beneficent action. We have indeed shown that the few other direct or
indirect sources of heat 'vhich might
conceivably be relied upon are in the
very nature of things devoid of the necessary permanence . It becomes therefore of the utmost interest to inquire
whether the sun's heat can be calculated
on indefinitely. Here is indeed a subject which is literally of the most vital
importance so far as organic life is concerned. If the sun ever ceases to shine,
then must it be certain that there is a
term beyond which human existence, or
indeed, organic existence of any type
whatever cannot any longer endure on
the earth.
We may say once for all that the sun
contains just a certain number of units
of heat actual or potential, and that he
is a.t the present moment shedding that
heat around with the most appalling extravagance. No doubt the heat-hoard
of the sun is so tremendous that the consequence of his mighty profusion do not
become speedily apparent. They are
indeed, it must be admitted, hardly to
be discerned within the few brief centuries that the sun has been submitted to
human observation.
But we have
grounds for knowing as a certainty that
the un cannot escape from the de tiny
that sooner or later overtake the pendthrift. In hi interesting studies of thi
subject, Profe or Langley give a striking illu tration of the rate at which th
solar heat is being squandered at this

: •
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tnoment. He remarks that the great coalfields of Pennsylvania contain enough
of the precio_us mineral to supply the
wants of the United States for a thousand years. If all that tremendous accumulation of fuel were to be extracted
and burned in one vast conflagration,
the total quantity of heat that would be
produced would no doubt be stupendous,
and yet, says this authority, who has
taught us so much about the sun, all the
heat developed by that terrific coal fire
:would not be equal to that which the sun
pours forth in the thousandth part of
each single second. When we reflect
that this expenditure of heat has been
going on not alone for the centuries during which the earth has been the abode of
man, but also for those periods which
we cannot estimate, except by saying
that they are doubtless millions of years
during which there has been life on the
globe, then indeed we begin to com prebend how vast must have been the capital of heat with which the sun started
on its career.
But now for the question, of supreme
importance so far as organic life is concerned, as to the possibility of the in·
definite duration of the sun as a source
of radiant energy. It may indeed be
urged that there is no apparent decline
in the warmth of the sun and the brilliancy of the light that he diffuses.
There is no reason to think from any
historical evidence, or indeed from any
evidence whatever, that there is the
slightest measurable difference between
the radiance of the sun that was shed on
the inhabitants of ancient Greece and
the radiance that still falls on the same
classic soil. So far as our knowledge
goes, the plants that now grow on the
hills and plains of Greece are the same
as the plants which grew on the same
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hills and plains two thousand ye.ars ago.
It is, of course, true that the signifi.cance of the argument is affected by the
circumstance that organisms by the influence of natural selection can preserve
a continuous adaptation to an environment which is gradually becoming modified. The olive grows in Greece now,
and a tree called by the same name
grew there a couple of thousand years
ago. I do not suppose that anyone is
likely to doubt that the ancient olive
and the modern olive are at all events
so far alike that plants identical in every
respect with the olive of ancient times
could flourish where the modern olive
now abounds. That there have been
great climatic vicissitudes in tim es past
is of course clearly shown by the records of the rocks. It is almost certain
that astronomical causes have been
largely concerned in the production of
these changes, but from among these
causes we may exclude the variations in
the sun's heat. There does not seem
to be the least reason to suppose that
any alteration in th ~ rate at which the
sun diffuses heat hp.s been a cause of
the vicissitudes of dimates which th e
earth has certainly undergone within
geological times.
And yet we fed certain that the in ,.
cessant radiation from the sun must be
producing a profound effect on its sto re ~
of energy. The only way of r econciling this with the total absence of ev idence of th e expected changes is to be
found in the supposilion that such is
the mighty mass of the sun, such the
prodigious supply of heat, or what is
equivalent to heat that it contains, that
the grand transformation through which
it is passing proceeds at a rate so slow
that, during the ages accessi ble to our
observations, the results achieved ha\·e
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been imperceptible. Think of a spher"e
the size of the earth. 'Vould it be possible to detect the curvature of a pottion of its equator a yard in length ? T 'o
our senses, nay, even to our most tefitned rneasurerllents, such a line,. Hllol.llgh
indeed a portion of a circulatar·c 1 wou~d
be indistinguishable from a Sitr·adght line.
So is. it with the solar radiation. To
our ephemeral glance it appears to be
quite uniform; we: can only stQdy a very
l[l;~inl.]Jte l?art o£ ~he whole s.eries. of
<:hanges, so that w·e are as ~iHk able to
djetect the want of l:Jjnifo:rrmjty . as we
should do to detect the departure: from
a straight line of the arc of a circle which
we have given as an illustration..
'Ve cannot, however, att:ribQte to the
sun any miraculous :p,ower of generating
heat. That great body cannot disobey
those laws which we have learned from
experiments. iu our laboratories.. Of
course J;l.O one :now dotlbts that the great

law of the conservation of energy I1oicfs
good . We do not in the least believe·
tha.t because the sun's heat is· radiated
away in such pro'fusion that it is theref·ore entirely lost. It tt'aveJ~wff no doubt
to the depths of space, and as to what
ma.y become of it there we have no in •
formation. Everything we know points
to the law that energy is as indestructible as matter itself. The heat scattered
from the sun exists at least as ethereal
vibration if in no otherform. But it is
most assuredly true that this energy so
cop'iously dispensed is lost to our solar
s.ystem. There is no form in which it
is returned, or in which it can ~e returned. The energy of the system is as
surely declining as the energy of the
clock declines according as the weight
runs down. In the clock, however, the
energy is restored by winding up the
weigbt, but there is no analogous process known in our system.
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SOME MISTAKES ABOUT WORDS.

F

W subjects possess greater charms,
or have hall more attention bestowed on them of late y~ars, than the study
of langnage. For the philologist itmust
always be a source of the b(ghest interest to trace the laws by wbich whole
languages have diverged or disappeared,
and the principles which have guided
the formation of particular words and
expressions. Among the general laws,
however, which govern the formation
of word , many curious perversions are
to be found. Indeed, a whole chapter
of the history of every language might
well be devoted to an account of the
odd freaks and whimsicalities to be traced in the history of certain words. It
.!.,

may be of interest to give a few instan ces of the curious shifts to which people have been put to account for the
connection between words, and especially of the many cases which occur
where, from a similarity of sound or
sense, or both, between two words which
are really quite distinct, an unconscious
association has been formed.
The examples to be given may be di vided into three kinds. Our first list of
words is taken from that large class which
whether by accident or error, ha e become so like ot.h er already familiar words
as to be unconsciously as ociated with
them in derivation and meaning. Nin e
persons out of ten would probably give

. ,,
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the derivation of 'blind-fold' as coming
ing directly from 'blind' and 'fold,'
from the practice of 'folding' a cloth
round the eyes, as in the game of Blindman's Buff. The word has, however,
nothing to do with 'fold,' but means
'felled,' or struck blind, and might be
written 'blind-felled.' In the same way
the word 'buttery' is easily confused
with the common term 'butter,' with
which, however, it has no connection,
save in the minds of those who do not
know it to be a contraction for 'bottlery,' a place where 'bottles' are kept,
and over which the 'bottler' or 'butler'
presides.
To speak of a person acting in a 'gingerly' fashion would certainly convey a
clear enough idea, and we easily connect the word in some vague manner
with the word 'ginger,' perhaps from
the association in our minds of the sparing use made of that condiment. The
word, however is innocent of any such
roundabout derivation, and come directly from the old word 'gang,' to gostill preserved in the cotch phrase,
'gang that gate'-and thu s originally
means with cautious, faltering, or 'gingerly' steps. Again, in u ·ing the word
'blunderbuss' we uncon ciou ly imply a
sense of disparagement for the shooting
powers of our forefathers contrasted
with the precision of the modern riAe.
The word itself has, however, a terrible
enough meaning, anci disdains all connection with 'blunder.' 'Blunderbu ·s,'
in fact, a. we have it, i a trange corruption-perhap. not altogether untinged with the sen e and ound of 'blunder'
-of the old Dutch word donderbus,
which can be literally translated into
the English 'thunder-box' or 'thunderbarrel. '
Two such implc word as greyh und'

and. 'humble-bee' seem the last to cause
difficulty as to their meaning in ordinary use; yet few people wculd guess
that the first part of the forme.r is unconnected with our name for a common
color, and is in reality an Icelandic
word signifying a 'dog,' the whole word
thus becoming 'dog-hound.' In the case
of 'humble-bee,' guesses would probably
preponderate in favor of deriving the
word from 'humble,' meaning 'lowly,'
as opposed to the correct derivation
from the 'humming' sound which is the
distinguishing point about this insect.
Perhaps, however, the popular derivation may be partly attributable to the
well-known fable where a contrast is
drawn between the plodding and contented bee ancl her gay and thriftless
cousin the wasp . This word 'humb le,'
curiously enough, gave ris e to another
popular fallacy. In the phrase 'to eat
humble-pie' there seen1s little ingenuity
required to connect the word 'humble'
with the ordinary use of the word. But
with thi s in reality it has nothing to do,
the 'humble pie' being, properly speaking, the dish made from the 'numbles'
or inferior parts of· a deer's carcase,
which woulcl naturally be the portion of
menials or 'humble' folk.
In the case of the word 'steelyard,' a
popular etymology which deri\'ecl the
word from 'steel' and 'yarcl' would have
a seeming confirmation in the fa t that
the instrument designated is actually
made of steel and is about three feet
long. The real derivation of the word,
however, takes u<; back to the 'yanl,' or
court, in London where the traders of
the Continent sold their steel, and whi h
was regulated by the 'Mer hants of the
teelyarcl.' In this yard, or court, there
would . tand some kind of balance for
weighing the metal, and this meaning
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soon supplanted the original word.
'Steelyard' has thus, as \Ve see, so far as
etymology goes, nothing to do with a
yard measui·e, though such an idea is
inseparably associated with our use of
the word.
The help of an historical dictionary
of the language would surely be necessary to bring us to believe that the easylooking worcl 'shame faced' is unconnected with face. The term is, however, a corruption of 'shamefast,' an old
word meaning 'fast,' firm, or steadfast
in shame or modesty j and the last syllable, 'fast,' being pronounced so like
'faced' or 'face,' the part of the body
most expressive of the feeling of shame,
the transformation of the word into its
modern form becomes easy of explanation. Quite as legitimate as this transition seems that between 1 aying off a
man and 'cashiering' him j yet the verb
'to cashier' has nothing to uo either with
'cash,' meaning money, or with 'cashier,' a person who looks after it. The
verb con1es from an olu French word
me<\ning to brea.k off or discharge, and
thus is unconnected with 'ca.sh,' which,
though now used in the sense of money,
was originally applied to the box in
which it was kept.
Two words, 'purblind' and 'parboil,'
are interesting as showing how a false
derivation or a ·sociation of sound can
bange the meaning of a word.
Purblind' originally meant 'purely' blind ·
but probably, through confusion with
the verb 'to pore,' it has now the meaning of 'partly blind. In the same way,
to 'I arboil' at first signified to boil purely' or thoroughly · but through confusion with the word part,' the meaning
has been modified t that of boiling
'partly.
Perhaps few would venture to seek a

connection between 'oakum' and oak j 1
but fewer still would be happy enough
to give the correct derivation, and connect it with 'comb,' the tool with which
the substance is teased out.
The verb 'gang,' to go, which we saw
1ay at the root of the word 'gingerly,' is
also of use to distinguish the two terms
'gauntlet' and 'gantlet,' which seems in
some way to have been confused in sense
as well as sound. The term 'gauntlet,'
in the phrase 'to throw down the gauntlet,' is evidently a diminutive of the
French 'gant,' a glove, and refers to the
old feudal practice of the challenger in
the lists throwing down the mailed glove,
which was picked up by the accepter of
the challenge. But in the expression
'to run the gantlet' we have a word of
totally distinct derivation, coming from
'gang,' to go, and referring to the space
over which the culprit or fugitive had
to 'gang' before he was clear of danger.
Once more: many people nowadays
connect the expression 'train-oil' in some
way with locomotives and railroads.
There was no danger of this mistake
sixty years ago, when trains were little
known and train-oil (compare tear,
something squeezed out), or the expressed fat of whales, was a common article
of demestic use.
\V e now pass to a second cla s of
word which illustrate, from a slightly
different point of view, the vagaries of
popular etymology.
o philological
prin iple is found to hohl with greater
consistency ancl completene than thi '
that words which, though originally perfectly under tood hav come to lose
their first clear meaning, very frequently under o a change, whereby they beome connected in form and ouncl with
other totally distinct.
People mu t
have word which they can under tand

...
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and recall ; and in orde r to gain simplicity and case in remembering, they
do not scruple to mutilate an offending
term beyond recognition. In Scotland,
for example, the popular ear found nothing to attract it in the term 'lilac,' a
word of Per::.ian origin; but by changing
the foreign name into 'lily-oak, 'familiarity and ease in recognition were gained
at the ex pense of strict terminology.
It is said that th e manifestly corrupteel wor~.l 'isinglass' owes its change from
a foreign to its English dress to the popular fancy, which, finding the Dutch term
'huizenblas' (sturg eo n- bladd er) meaningless in English, quietly changed it into 'isinglass,' and secured its easy remembrance from association with the
'icing' purposes for which it is used,
and the 'glassy' appearance it presents .
The two terms, 'crayfish' and 'causeway'
singularly exemplify the same ready
method of treatment to which words are
subjected when they fail to convey their
meaning with the requisite ease. The
last syllable of the French ecrevisse
would necessarily be without sense to u s;
and the ingenuity which converted it
into 'fish,' and the whole word into
'crayfish,' at once gave the name an Engli sh look and a sound which might suggest the tlling signified. In th e case of
'causeway,' again, we find popular etymology overdoing itself. We have the
modern French word 'chaussee,' which,
through its progenitors, wa represented
in English by 'causey.'
A vulgar ingenuity, however, stepped in and accounted for the last syllable by supplying what it con idered the o ri ginal spelling, 'way,' and thus left the first part of
the worrl quite unaccounted for, though
the word as a whole gained a form whi h
rendered it more familiar to the English
eye.

A still more remarkable instance of
tl1is tendenc y to change anJ even mutilate a word in order to give ita familiar and suggestive appearance is found
in the expression 'jerked-beef,' which is
a ready English substitute for 'charqui,'
the Peruvian word for meat cooked in
smoke, or 'jerked.' Such a liberty taken with a foreign word may readily be
pardoned when so happy in result; but
the necessity for changing 'lust rine,' a
French word for silk, into .'lutestring, '
may be questioned, seeing we have many
words, such as 'lustre' and 'lustrous,'
from the same root. But there is no accounting for fancie.s.
Many persons
must have b ee n struck with the awkward
beginning of the lin e in the hundredth
psalm :
For why? The Lord our God is good.

The truth is, popular ingenuity-represented in this case, perhaps, . by the
printer-has taken the liberty o f changing the old word 'forwhy,' mcaning'because,' which gave good sense, and
translated the original, l>ut which bad
fall en out of common use, into the modern 'for why?' Surely the restoration of
the word might stilll>e attemptedl>efore
it is too late.
Another curious instance of the false
ingenuity of the popular m,ind when put
to the test is to l>e seen in the simplelooking word "titmouse.' The first part
of this wonl is very easy, and means
something small, as we see in .'titlark'
and 'tomtit.' The 1\Iiddle-English form
or our worcl was, however, 'ti tnwuse,'
the last part of which mean · a small
bircl,and has nothing to do with 'mouse.'
Not only, however, dicl the popular
fancy scizl.: on the..: form 'titmose' as
more familiar and ~uggestive, but it was
o captivated with its own ckverne~s
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that the plural of the word became 'titmice!'
The explanation of the word 'belfry'
is interesting in this connection . The
wor.cl has originally no connection with
'bell,' an idea which is now intimately
associated with the te r m.
The first
meaning given is 'watch-tower,' from the
Middle English 'berfry,' a watch-tower.
The first part of this word is connected
with 'borough,' the second with 'free.'
As the practice grew of hanging 'bells'
in such towers, people reminded themselves of the fact by changing the word
'berfry' into the modern 'belfry.' In
modern times, with our wide diffusion
of education, the spread of books, and
the steadying influences of printing, the
tendency, illustrated above, to sacrifice
accuracy in terminology to simplicity in
form and sound, connot much longer
hope to find illustration. Yet in the
word 'sparrow-grass,' a corruption of
'asparagus,' we can still trace the stri ving of the popular ear to find a word
which will sound less unfamiliar and unmeaning. Vlere the counteracting influences of education and printing to
cease, this vulgar substitute might possibly find a place among the acknowledged vocables of the language.
There is still another class of words
to which it may prove interesting to draw
attention. The tendency to throw unfamiliar words into more intelligible
form is often supplemented by a striving to account for them as they stand
by some fanc"iful and generally fictitious
explanation. The ancients were unaccountably ignorant of the principles of
word-formation, and even so late a writer as Justinian derives the word 'testament' from 'testis ' a witnes , which is
right, and 'mens,' the mind, which i
nonsense. Every one ha hea nl of the

famous derivation of the Latin 'lucus,'
a grove, from 'lux,' light, the connection between the two words being
explained by the fact that in groves
there is little or no light !
The Greeks, when put to it to explain
the word 'Amazons,' a tribe of female
warriors excelling in archery, broke the
word up into two, 'a' and 'mazon,'
which in Greek mean 'without a breast,'
and, to give color to this derivation, invented the absurd story of these warriors cutting off their right breasts to enable them to draw their bows more easily!-The writer was tau ght that the
word 'barbarous' came from 'barba,' a
beard, because such people did not
shave; and that 'Scot-free' meant as
free as the Scots when returning from a
marauding expedition across the Border! This latter word of course really
means free from contribution, 'scot' being a payment which is 'shot' into a box .
The true meaning of the term is seen in
the phrase 'scot and lot,' which forms
the subject of an interesting pape~ in
the Transaction of the Philological Society for 1876.
The famous story of the word 'sirloin,'
or, more properly, 'surloin,' is of more
recent creation. A king of Englandthe 'Merry Monarch,' most likelycoming in hungry one day from the
chase, had served up to him a savory
loin of beef. So delighted was the famishing king at the sight of his favorite
dish that he knighted it on the spot,and
is it not known as 'Sir Loin' even to this
day? The story is of course a mere fabrication. The first part of the word,
which seems to have tickled the fancy
of talemongers i a common component
of words in our language and appears
in the common term surface.'
urloin'
or 'sirloin' will therefore mean simply
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the upper part of the loin, just as the invented of the cockatrice being hatched from a cock's egg !-Lastly, in the
Another word to v·:hich popular fancy expression 'Jerusalem artichoke' we have
-always attracted by what is unusual a curious turnabout of words which
and out of the way-has attached a would require a lengthy explanation.
story, which, though not baseless, is yet Suffice it here to say that originally the
inconsistent with fact, is the term 'cabal.' word had nothing to do with the Holy
The vulgar derivation which gives it as City, but comes directly from 'girasole,'
coming from a combination of the ini- the Italian name for a sunflower. This
tials of the five statesmen who formed blunder is now doubly irreparable. Peothe Cabinet of r67 r, Clifford, Arlington, ple will always connect this vegetable
Buckingham, Ashley, and Lauderdale, in some way with Jerusalem, and we are
seems ingenious enough to be true, were even taught to call the soup made fr0m
it not for the awkward fact that the term it 'Palestine Soup !'-One other word
is really of Hebrew extraction, imported and we are done. Many people must
into the language and used a century have wondered where all the briars are
grown from the roots of which are cut
earlier than the date given above.
Two other words will suffice to bring the pipes so well known to smokers as
our list to a close. What is the etymol- 'briar-root pipes.' It need scarcely be
ogy of the term 'cockatrice?' It is a lin- said that no pi pes are mad e from the
eal descendant of the English and Greek briar. The word briar-root is undoubtword 'crocodile j' but the 'r'-a frequent edly a corruption; and the derivation
offender in this respect- dropped out, of 'Beirout' (a town which is said to exand the word then became easily con- port large quantities of the wood use d
founded with the English 'cock.' But in the manufacture ) has been suggested.
the word, through this confusion with Most people would , however, prefer to
the name of a familiar bird, had lost side with Kingsley, and ascribe it to the
much of its original terrible significance. French word for heath (bruyere), the
To regain for it its lost association of tough woody fibre of which is peculiarterror and 'uncanniness, '·while retaining ly adapted for the purpose required.
its familiar sound, the hideous story was
-Citamber's :Journal.

surface is the upper face of anything.
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By

degrees the De Beers company
has brought up the four principal
mines in the district, which are included in the limited space of four square
mil es, and comprise the Kimberley,
area 3 r acres; Du Toits, 35 acres;
Bultfontcin, 2 7 acres; while the Be Beer
proper, the mo t valuable of all, preads

over r8 x-2 acres. In addition it has a
large proprietorship in Brazilian mines.
The directors therefore strenuously insist, with every appearan e of sound
reasoning that the purchase of their
shares should not be regarded as a
speculation like gold-mine property, but
as a safe and permanent investment.
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They claim tbat being the chief diamond
producers in the world, they can so regul~te the issues of stores to the market
that they can maintain a steadily uniform price, and that their unworked
"blue," even at the present level, will
suffice for many years' harvest on the
existing scale. But as yet the: bottom
has not been plumbed, and the deei)er
the shaft the richer the produce. I may
mention tl1e theory, whicll, however
crude, is not entirely without verisimilitude, that the. diamondiferous material
has been tluust up by igneous agency
from immense profundity through a superincumbent mass; that the same agent
had long agu crystallized the diamonds;
and that if we col,ld dig down to that
crust we should find the precious stones
sticking to the roof like pieces of suet
in a pudding. Nor is it argued--can
there be the smallest don bt?-after such
long and extensive experience, as to the
uniform average richness of the earth.
For instance, the accepted estimate that
one De Beers truck-load will produce
r I -2 carat is useful and true in theory
only, but that a thousand loads will
bring to light r,soo carats is perfectly
accurate in practice.
One morning when I was inspecting
the works the 4oo-carat stone to which
I have already alluded was discovered,
and great was the curiosity and interest
excited throughout Kimberley generally.
But the mining managers were supremely indifferent; the find would merely
help to balance the average, and its direct influence on the gross receipts
would be quite inappreciable. Should
there be any temporary surfeit of stones
in England, the demand in America,
and especially in the States, is steadily
increasing, and there is an encouraging
prospect of a fresh field for sale in the

vast and populous Chinese empire. On
the otber hand, the counter-arguments
must be conceded, tbat it is quite within the bounds of possibility the demand
for diamonds may simultaneously diminish throughout the world; and there
exists the still more serious contingency
of the discovery of fresh and extensive
surface-washings, so inexpensive in
working as to lessen materially the value
of the Kimberley mines with their costly machinery.
\Vith some sensation of relief I turn
from poring over these-shall I say stupid?-stones, to the remarkable system
of native labor organized for their collection. I have alrearl.y alluded to the
extreme facilities for pilfering them;
and to counteract this as effectually as
possible a large native compound-an
inclosure within the mining inclosurehas been established, comprising an area
of I I -2 acre:., surrounded by corrugated-iron sheeting, about r o feet high and
very difficult to climb. Incessant watch
anct. ward, iron portals, bolts and bars,
are safegnat:ds against the escape of insiders; and all outsiders are subjected,
like ourselves, to a scrutiny of our appearance and an examination of our
passes, ere admitted within the precincts of that anomaly- a prison forfree
men. One working shift is being actually employed in the mines, but the remainder, r, -too or r, soo in number,
constitute a strange c-ollection of numerous tribes, collected from every quar- ·
tcr of South Africa, which would engross
the interest of an enthusiastic ethnologist. Nor is the sight altogether displeasing : laughing and talking, basking
and sleeping, eating, smoking and playing, are in full swing; but the concourse of so many perfectly nude blacks
represents a type of life o strangely re-
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tnoved from civilization that we need
all the dictates of humanity and religion
to prevent our constantly forg etti ng
"after who se im:1ge" all these men are
made. An English superintendent conducts me through the c;;:ablishment,ancl
by degrees the imprcss i1)11 of noisy chaos
is cl1angecl into an apprcci.ttion of the
system and order maintain~d. In one
corner are quarters rcscrv-.:d for the
European warders; elscw;1c re is a large
butchery where good mnlton is sold at
8 cents, and beef at 6 cents a pound .
The superior tribes, that is to say, the
most indus.trious, intelligent, reliable,
and stalwart, such as the Zulus-are
flesh -eating, and habitually consume as
much as I r-2 lb. daily; the inferioras, for example, the Korannas and
Bushmen-subsist entirely on mealies
and other veget:1.ble diet. Here is a
canteen on an extensive ancl comprehensive scale, furnishing the natives
with every article of daily life they have
learned to require by association with
Europeans, and with every description
of grocery for which they have a fancy.
Beer, spirits, or .alcohol in any form
whatsoever, are, however, rigidly exeluded, and although Kaffirs are prone
to excessive intemperance, and bere bave
plenty of money at their disposal, they
readily accept the restriction- one more
instance of the advantageous practicability of suddenly rlepriving habitual
inebriates of their poison. The receipt
of high wages powerfully develops the
craze for gambling, a. innate in blacks
as in whites. A group is co!Iccted in a
shady corner absorbed in a game of
hilclish si£11plicity with cards, which a
Kaftir deals with the neatness and rapic.Jity of a profc sed pre tidigitator.
The stake are 10 cent · per deal- a
ruinou ly high as unlimited loo would
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be to Englishmen-and the winners
clutc\1 at their ga in s with a frenzy quite
at variance with the ideal impassiveness
of the savage. Elsewhere, in the open,
cooks are preparing food in large caldrons for their respective tribes. J\. hasty
inspection of some of the nauseous
seething messes conveys to me the impression that the chief constituents are
heads and entrails. Tribes are kept
apart in sepa rate huts, for were there an
indiscriminate mixture one half would
quickly be at the throats of the other
half.
The interior of the dwellings
mark curiously the g radations of savagedom. In some-for example, amoung
the Zu Iu s-comparative neatness, order,
and cleanliness prevail; th eir blankets
and rugs are brightly strirccl, their rags
are brilliant, their sleeping-places h:1.ve
some semblance of being human resorts,
and even faint traces of attempted rlecoration can be cletected. In others,
notably among the l3aralongs ancl Batlapins, the interiors are like nothing else
than the lairs of groveling beasts of the
field. One habit, however, seems common to all. \ Vhatcver the heat of the
weather or warmth of the spot the sleeping savage is careful to envelop completely in his blanket not only his bocly
but his head, leaving not the smallest
chink for breathing, so that it is marvelous he is not asphyxiated . The high er tribes of Kaffirs are however, clean
in their habits, and delight in wallowing
in the large compound tank providccl
for them, and are remarkably free from
bouquet de native; whereas a single
whiff of a Chinaman is sickening, and
proximity even to a hath-loving Japa
nese elicits an involuntary "phew."
Almost every traveler has encounte reel certain marvelous experience'> which
if he be prudent, he will forbear detail -
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ing, under the penalty of being considered a bold -faced liar; and I only venture to allude to the following circumstance because it can be corroborated
by many independent witnesses. The
Kimberley Kaffirs are extremely fond of
cigars, but they smoke with the lighted
end in their mouths. When this peculiarity was first mentioned to me I supposed that my informant was cracking
a somewhat vacuous joke; but to my
amazement I saw numerous instances
of the reality in the compound. The
native first lighted his cigar by the ordinary method, then turning it around
he deftly arranged the hotly glowing end
in his mouth, and tucking away his
tongue in his cheek, proceeded to inspire and expire the fumes, very gradually consuming the whole of the cigar.
The smokers assured me that the process was warm, comforting, delicious,
and far superior to the usual mode. On
subsequent trial I found that the knack
is less difficult to acquire than might be
supposed.
The Kaffirs, when hired, enter into
agreements for minimum periods of
three months, and during these terms
they are never suffered to quit the mining inclosure on any pretext whatever.
They do not appear to find this restraint
irksome ; some, indeed, voluntarily thus
pass three or four years in unbroken
captivity, while others at the end of their
contract sally forth for a week's swinish
orgies, and then return to renew their
engagements. During their incarceration they are at all times liable, and are
sometimes subjected, to sudden search,
but the thorough and crucial investigation is carried out during their last seven day re idence.
n reaching this
margin they are separated from the rna s
of their fellow , clo ely confined in a

large hut set aside for ~he purpose, and
watched day and night like felons under
sentence of death. Admitted within its
precincts, I see about forty naked fellows either lying on the ground comfortably dozing or squatting, in the contented vacuity of do-nothingness so
charming to all torpid intellects. Each
Kaffir wears a pair of thick leather
gloves, padlocked round the wrist and
never for a moment removed. Being
fingerless and resembling boxing-gloves
without padding, they render the hands
almost useless for purposes of hiding or
picking or stealing. Their sole custodian is one sturdy Englishman, the picture of boredom, and who unassisted is
perfectly competent to maintain oTder,
stop squabbling, and to some extent
baffle schemes for theiving. At my request he gives me an example of the
way in which his captives are searched
before being set free-in addition to
certain other effectual measures. Awakening a sleeper by a friendly pull of the
ear, "Jigger" is his first injunction, and
forthwith the naked savage gravely begins to hop, skip, and jump, as though
executing a horn-pipe. These movements would cause stones ensconced
about the person to fall on the ground.
Next the custodian minutely searches
the hair, ears, toes, and every part of
his charge's body; then he thrusts his
fingers into the native's mouth and rummages about the teeth and inside the
cheeks; anrl finally the suspect is re quired to waggle hi tongue inca e any
stone shall have been secreted about the
root. \Vere' The History of a iarnond"
written, like that of it cou in carbon,
'The History of a Lump of oal," it
might furni h u with two cenes in uch
trange contra t a to leav e to u the
alternative of a mile or a neer.

.DIAMOND-MINING.
Scene 1.-A squalid African hut; a
white ·overseer is co:11pelling a naked
Kaffir prisoner to go through grotesquely degrading antics; a dirty little white
stone, only useful to be strung like an
ornamental bead, drops from the poor
black carcass; overseer triumphantly
pounces on the discovery.
Scene 2.-Six thousand miles distant;
a London ball-room with all accessories
of civilized splendor; the stone reappears cut and in the shape of a brilliant,
enhancing the charms of some young
loveliness, and prompting the instinct
which bids us worship and honor her
beauty, as though it were something divme.
Notwithstanding all the precautions I
have indicated the blacks occasionally
succeed in besting the whites. Some
have the knack of stowing a diamond
for a few minutes a short distance down
the throat, and when the search is over
working it back into the mouth by a
muscular movement. I am shown evera} tin boxes used by the natives for
holding the rag or two they may possess,
and wherein stones have been most ingeniously concealed behind the metal
lining or plate or the handle. On one
occasion a liberated Kaffir was passing
the last outside sentry, swiuging a small
open flimsy basket, such as children use
in England when gathering cowslips.
"Let me look at it " said the warder,
without any real su picion, ancl in the
mere vacuity of idleness. The wicker
handle was a little loose; it was lightly
tacked on to a small slip of wood at the
brim, and when pulled aside it was discovered that a neatly concealed cavity
had been cooped out and a valuable
diamond depositccl therein. Equally
ingenious mean have been devised for
baffiing the outside detectl\'Cs, and for
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smuggling stones from Kimberley to a
remote and safe locality. A diamond
is wrapped in a piece of meat and given to a dog which is conveyed out of
the district and slau~htered, when the
stone is removed from the intestines.
Sometimes carrier-pigeons are utilized,
and for a long time the parcel-post was
rendered an accomplice by means of an
ordinary book with a hollow cut out of
the central pages, wherein the booty was
ensconced. The detective department
is elaborately and effectually organized,
and breaches of the diamond laws are
very properly punished with extreme
severity, five years' penal servitude on
the government works being a not infrequent sentence. A convict digging
at one of the Cape Town forts hid a very
valuable diamond, which had escaped
discovery when he was apprehended, in
a corner of the parapet, as the surest
place of concealment. He was unexpectedly transferred ·temporarily to another work, ancl on his return found
that a large mass of earth had been
carted over his cadu. The diamond
has remained unrecovered up to the
present clay, and the four -gun battery is
invested with a halo in consequence of
its latent treasure, quite irrespective of
its value for annihilating an enemy's
ships. Again, no one is allowed to deal
in the rough stones without a special
license; only cut jewels- which exist in
very small numbers in Kimberley-are
open to free traffic. Were a casual wayfarer to pick up a chance diamond on
a waste piece of land the retention of it
or any attempt to sell it would be penal.
Yet, as I have already mentioned, the
"l. D. B.," as it is called-illicit diamond buying- is carried on to a serious
extent, and I could quote one of the
most prominently prosperous individu _
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ab in South Africa, who, as is generally admitted, am:1ssed, in former days,a
con sid~ raLle :>~1m by the nefarious traffic,
and who is now nourishing in several
public ral~acitics, though, according to
rule .:; of ju~ti cc, l1t! should be behind
the bars of a jail. Some years back
detectives lighted on a very hotbed of
"I. D. B.," but were una.blc to obtain
legal proof. At dead of night some disgui sed members of the force betook
themselves to the thieves' clen, and offered for sale a certain number of pre-

cious stones. Only a woman was forthcoming, who handled them, admitted
that they were genuine, but professing
herself unable to rio any business, restored them to the fictitious sellers.
The detectives withdrew bafned, but
·w ere considerably more baffied the next
morning on discovering l11at the intend ed victim had so cleverly exercisect her
sleight of hand as to have substituted
her own imitation diamonds for the valuable stones originally tendered.
-Biackzvood's Afagazine.
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IT

is one of those unfortunate truths
which are not to be gainsaid that a
certain amount of humbug is necessary
for the conduct of civilized society.
Truth doubtless is great, but there are
things which are even greater than truth,
or rather than the expression of truth,
and such are the requirements of social
intercourse.
It is told of a certain
royal duke who had the unhappy habit
of expressing his thoughts aloud that,
in a lull in the conversation at a dinnerparty, he was heard to say to himself,
"What a ctisagreeable lot of people these
are ! I wish I had not come." It is nnquestionable that it was out of the fullness of the heart that his royal highness
spoke, antl it is equally certain that he
uttered the truth, from his point of viewj
but the effect on the company for the
rest of the evening was deplorable. It
ha · probably fallen to the lot of most
of us to have met people who, with out
the excuse of an nncon . cious habit ha\'e
the knack of as erting unplca ant truths,
and who value the ungracious pra tice
as a ign of honesty. These arc mostly

young ladies who have entered the li sts
at competitive examinations, and who
in the magnification of narrow subjects
have lost the perspective of life. But
there are others, such as the Quakers of
bygone days, who regard every ex pression which may not be in strict accordance with absolute truth as a sin against
their conscienc~s. To such people the
idea of subscribing themseh·es "Yours
truly," or of beginning a letter to acasual
acquaintance, uDear So and So," is abhorrent. But public opinion has been
too strong for them, and "·e continue.
anrl shall continue so long as society
holds together, to address one another
in terms of endearment and respect
which are by no means required to correspond with our actual sentiments.
Orientals have surpas:etln · in thi. regard as much as the brilliant unshine
to which they are accustomed excels the
murky atmosphere of Europe. The de scriptions of ourseh·es and of our correspondents pale before the glowing ex
pre-sions of objectiYe admiration and
snbje ti,·e self-abasement whi h adorn
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Eastern epistles. \Ve are content to
confine our wishes and compliments to
the p resent life; but such a limit is far
too narrow for an Asiatic, who delights
in wishing that his friends may live for
ever and ever, and that the ancestors of
hi s enemies may be condemned to everlasting disgrace. \Ve are satisfied to
speak of "1" and "You," but an Oriental loves to heap adjectives of contempt
upon himself and of glorification upon
h is correspondents.
In translating letters from Orientals
interpreters are accustomed to write,
"After compliments, the writer says,
etc." This is cruel, as the expressions
thus ignored l1ave probably formed a
prominent idea in the mind of the write r, who has in all likelihood carefully
we ighed the terms used to indicate the
relations which he wished to assume
with his correspondent. For example,
if a Chinaman wishes to be somewhat
cold to an absent acquaintance, he begins his letters by saying, "For some
days we ha\·e not met." If, however,
he is de;;irou::; of showing a reg,ucl f.::>r
his friend, he expands the phrase into' 'From a distance I have hopeJ that the
blessings of your daily life and the best
of good fortune may be such as to gratify you;'' or, ,.,Having been separated
from you for some days, I ha\'C thought
eagerly ancl deeply of you." He then
goes on to the ubjcct of his letter, but
in all cases he avoids the use of the personal pronouns. By a sy. tem of ci rcurnlocution necessitated by this om is s ion, he describes himself as "Your
younger brother," the character representing his expre sion being written
small ancl partly at the side of the column of word:;, and he cle'>ignates him ·
self and other: conjointly as '\Ve ants."
But the person he i addressing flgures
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as "Your Excellency," ''My benevolent
elder brother," or "Your hono r," literally, "You who arc at the steps of the
council chamber." His own house is
"a mean dwelling," or, as the parts of
the character signify, "a stricken and
broken dwelling;" but he is unable to
think of ·his correspondent's habitat io n
as anything but "an honorable,'' literally "basket-,of-pearls palace." In the
same spirit of self-abasement he feels
obliged to wincl up his epistle with the
phrase, "Your stupid younger brother,
So an ,\ So, how:; his head to the ground."
The character for "stupid" is clr:1wn
for us by two hieroglyphics, meaning
"monkey-hearted," for the Chinese are
not like the natives of the West Coast of
Africa, who believe that the only rcason wl1y monkeys do not talk is that they
fear if they do they will be made to
work; but regard them as silly creatures, which may birly bchelcl to rep resent fools, To bow to his friends is
abo pictorially expressed by a collocation of ''a head" and "turf,'' suggesting the act of bowing the bead to the
earth.
If this correspondent propo.'>cs to call
upon him, he hastens lo assure him that
"at the appointed hour, with bowing
hancls, he will await the time when His
Excellency shall ab:1se himself by chi,·ing his ch:1riot to his office."
1 Ii~
friend's letter is "the revelation of his
hand," and he takes pains to make him
aware that holclinrr it "with wa . heel
hands he had chanted'' its ontents.
The pictorial nature of the Chinese
writingsuppliesan interesting omrnentary on the ideas and habits of the peo ple on the subject whi h they wish to
express, and thus the phrase just quoted
is represented on paper l>y '"water in a
ewer over a ba...,in," hav i11g reference t(J
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the old Eastern custom of cleansing the
hands by pouring water over them, and
''words bursting forth" as in chant or
song. In the same way the symbol for
"ants" is made up of two parts, meaning "the righteous" "insects;" a tribute
to the orderly habits of the creatures,
who recognize among themselv~s, as the
Chinese have obs€rved, the distinctive
ranks of prince, ministers, and people.
On expressions of thanks p'articular emphasis is laid by the Chinese, and with
true Oriental instinct, in their effort after hyperbole, they are accustomed to
give a physical interpretation to their
mental feelings. For instance, a correspondent who wishes to say that he is
profoundly grateful writes, "Your kindness is very deeply engraved and en veined in my heart." If he hears of the illness of a friend ''he cannot help being
hung up in suspense," and the symbol
he uses shows to the eyes the heart of
the writer tied up, while at the same
time he urges him "to take care of his
person as a pearl." And on the receipt
of better news he breaks out, "How
shall I bear the joy and pleasure!" Having finished expressing the object of his
letter, he winds up by "availing himself
of the opportunity to wish his correspondent all the blessings o.f the season,
and," if he is on the road to honor,' 'all
the promotion he deserves."
Tried by the standard of ·w estern
ideas, these and similar expressions have,
from their exaggerated phraseology, a
ring of insincerity about them. But this
is not a bit more the case than when we
address a man for whom we do not care
a brass farthing as "My dear sir," and
sign ourselves "Yours very sincerely"
to a correspondent with whom we have
not a single thought in common. Further, they may be defended on the ground

that they have a humanizing and civilizing effect, and are the counterparts on
paper of the physical acts of courtesy
which are current in the land. It is said
that the habit of raising the joined hands
above the head when in the presence of
a superior owed its origin to the same
cause which makes American highwaymen shout "Hands up" when they stop
a coach. A man cannot handle a weapon unseen when he is holding his hands
above his head, and in a milder degree
the less pronounced acts of courtesy
have a marked pacific tendency. A man
who is always accustomed to bow low to
his acquaintances is less likely in a moment of quarrel to use his fists or his feet
than one who is not practised in those
gentle exercises. And in the same way
the use of courteous expressions makes
it difficult for a correspondent to turn
from the civil to the ferocious.
But, if not ferocious, a sufficient latitude still remains to a Chinaman for the
development of much plain speaking.
It is as possible to "slit the thin-spun
life" with a stiletto as with a broadsword,
and in the most finished periods a Chinaman P.nds himself quite able to express
either withering contempt or remorseless hate. But he has other ways also
of giving vent to his ill humors. The
very punctilious rules of letter-writing
enable him to convey his dislike by
omission as well as by commission.
Ch~nese is, it may be explained, written
in vertical columns, beginning on the
top ri ght-hand corner of the page. In
ordinary circumstances each column is
completed to the bottom of the page ;
but long usage has established the custom that, if the name or attributes of
the person addressed occurs, the column
is cut short, and the characters representing these subjects of honor begin the
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hext column at an elevation of the space
of one or two characters, as the case may
be, above the general level of the text.
The expressions, for example, "Your
honorable country," "My benevolent
elder brother," and others, are entitled
to stand prominently out at the head of
the columns-a position which gives
them the same kind of distinction which
capital letters confer among ourselves.
It will now be seen what a ready weapon
lies to the hand o f a Chinese letter-writer. To write ''Your Excellency" or the
name of the correspondent's country or
sovereign in the body of the column is
to inflict a dire insult upon him, and is
equivalent to the expression of the bitterest · contempt in European epistolary
style. Occasionally infringments of this
rule are made by mistake, and it not unfrequently happens that condign punishment overtakes careless or ignorant officials who forget its application to the
titles of the Imp erial family. Not long
since an Imperial censor presented a
memorial to the throne, in which the
proper elevation was not given to the
name of the Dowager Empress. The
result was doubly disastrous to the writer. Not only was the prayer of his
memorial rejected, but he was handed
over to the Board of Punishments to
suffer the consequence of bis error. On
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foreigners Chinamen used to delight,
and still do to a certain extent, in heaping up this and other insults, trusting
to the ignorance of their correspondents
in the forms and diction of the language.
It was their wont to speak of foreigners
as "barbarians," or, as the characters
depict for us, "Great-bow men, " a term
applied to savage tribes in Western
China. Our knowl edge of the language
has, h owever, reached a point when we
are able to detect such palpable hits.
But being unwilling altogether to give
up the privilege they possess, the Celestials are n ow driven to exe rcise their ingenuity in conveying covert sneers and
impertinences which require the petty
and conventional mind of a Chinaman
for their detection.
Finally, when th e let ter is written it is
put into an envelope, which is addressed in exactly the opposite form from
that used among ourselves. vVe always
descend from the particular to the gene ral j Chinamen, from the general to the
particular.
Thus, for example, if a
Chinaman were to inscribe the equivalent of the address on the envelope
which is to contain this article, he would
write "London, Southampton Street,
No. 38, of the Saturday Re7!l·ew, the
Editor. "-Saturday Rez,iew.
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I.
Hat.'e a dejinitt' plan for calling the teacher 's voice. The constant jin~
classes to raitation seats.
gling anrl tinklin g of a all bell is annoy
For this there is nothing better than ing and irritating to nervous and excita-
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7. A lwaJ'S put tlze question so tlte
ble rn1pils, and disturbs those who are
tryin g to study. Be sure that the room pupils mn11ot g uess tlte ans7ocr.
is perfectly quiet, then, in a clear and
This is done to make pupils think. A
distinct, b11~ not loud tone, call the class. question shou IJ be so worded as to re Have th e pupils 'Walk in an orderly man- quire a clear and definite answer from
ner to the recitation scat.
the pupil.

.. .

...

2.
Do not al70ays lta'i.JC tlu pupds
8. A hoa)'S put lite question so tlwt
seated in t!te same order in class.
tlze a/IS7CJcr shall be more tlwn J'CS or 110.

\Vcak pnpils naturally seat themselves
The pnpil should be required to exwhere they may receive help from strong- press an opinion on the subject, no mater or more se lf-reliant ones. It is well ter how tri\·ial the subject may seem.
to have them arrange themselves differ- He should think the answer out fully be ent\ y, to prevent thi s if possilJle. And fore attempting to give it. Then the
also to accustom them to think readily answer should be in concise and simple
in any position or place.
language.
But the teacher must be
careful
not
to
insist too strongly on pre3 · Do not w!lupon tlzc pupils to rcrite in the (Jrdcr i 11 1uludz thC)' are seated ci sion in expression at first, for timid
or arranged in tlzc class.
pupils may become discouraged andreChildren arc always watching for the fuse to talk.
question that may come to them ancl
9· Do not always ask the questions
when they know they arc to recite just in tlu order of tlte topics in tlze !rsson.
after the o ne who is next to them they
If the pupils are really prepared on
prepare thcmseln·s to answer a certain the lesson, they will be able to answer
q nestion, and, when that is done, are questions, when the order is varied.
likely to become inattentive.
If they are prepared in a mechanical
4· Do 11ot rail 11pon p11pils to recite way only, this may be easily discovered
in I !tc (}rt/o· in 7t'lticlz tluir names are by a variation in the order of topics.
Then, too, pupils frequently Jearn only
reg/stt'rcd in tlu· nJ/1 book.
The same rea ~o n may be gi \'Cn for the part they think they may be called
upon to recite, and the change teaches
this as for the one above.
5. A !wa)'S lzape caclt j11pil rise to rc- them to be ready on all parts.
rite.
Pupils must learn to think when standing as well as when seated. Then, the
pupil's standing will have a tendency to
prevent his receiving help from those
near him. He ~hould stand erect and
free from the seat or desk.
6. A huays ask tlu· quNiia 11 btfiJu
dcst/;nating wlwt jlljil is to ll!IS1t'Cr it.
This will keep the attention of each
pupil in the class. All will then think
what the answer shou l<.l be and will, if
necessa ry, be prepared to tell it.

10. Do not ahoaJ'S. let the bn:![ht pufils a11s1ocr.
The quick ones and the bright ones
are sure to get the points, and are also
certain to recite oftener than other more
dull pupils. It is much easier for the
teacher to let the bright and ready ones
do lhe most of the reciting, and there is
a strong temptation to do ·o when one
is pressed for time in the recitation.
But it i~ not ju~t to the other members
of the class.

I 1.

Call twice upon tlzc slMuJhe dull,

<

..
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tlte timid and tlte lazy pupils, to once upOJt tlte bn:I!M and apt {liteS.
A slow child needs frequent opportunities, in order to quicken his expressian of thought. Practice begets habit
and he will thus work more speedily.
A dull thinker needs the stimulus of being often required to exert his power.
A timid child n eeds frequent recitation
to give him confidence. A lazy pupil
needs to be stirred up again and again.
rz. Do not saz1e all t!te easy questio11s
f or tile slow or tlte dull or t!te lazy pupils.
l\lake them know they can work out
difficult things as well as the more expert pupils can. It is discouraging and
humiliating to a sensitive child to feel
that little is required or expected of him
because he is not quick in speech or
though t. A lazy pupil sbould be forced
to do hard thinking. Sometimes the
ambition of a lazy boy is roused by being given something really difficult to
do.
13. Do not permit pupils to rc,:ite
witlwut being first recognized by t!te
teaclter.
Confusion and disorder arise when pupils are permitted to recite as they please.
Enthusiasm in the class ought not to be
repressed, but each pupil should raise
his hand in token that he has something
to say, and then the teacher should call
upon each to express his opinion on
the subject under discussion.
I-+· Do not aht.'ll)'S call upon t/wse
wlwse !tands are up.
\\'hen teachers call only upon those who
raise their hands, the shirks are <luick
to note the fact and, by keeping the
hands down, escape being called upon.
Then, too, some naturally retiring pupil he:;itate to put their hands up,
though they may know the le ·son well.
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But it is well to notice that some pupils
ahoa)'S have their hands up, which docs
not necessarily illdicate their kno~Yl·'clge
of the lesson; so the shrewd teacher
will need to observe closely all their
wiles.
IS. Ifaz 1e z•olunlar rcrd£ztt"o11s jrc rJIICllt!y .

This gives the thinking pupi!s a chance
to express their ideas, an :.l arvuses e:lthnsiasm.
I6. Rarely let pupil> rude in conart.
The strong grow stronger and the
weak weaker by concert recitation.
Then it creates more or le:;s noise in
the schoolroom, ancl disturb.; other lHIpils who may be trying to study.
It is sometimes urged that in concert
recitations, timid pupil.; do lJeLtcr ~n<l
gain courage; ancl that there is a saving of time lJy having answers or recitations in concert. . This may uc to
some extent true, b ·1t the evil effects
overbalance the good ones.
I7. Do not pro/1/pl or ltl'!p a pupil by

'Word or look 70/ul£' !te is ra/li11g.
Some pupils learn to rely upon the
teacher's aid, and do no independent
work. Others who arc poor! y prepared,
shrewdly watch the teacher's face and,
at the slightest sign of disapproval,
change the answer they were beginning
to make, and IJy thus !;llCSsing their way,
contrive to make a recitation.
I 8. Do not interrupt or uag a pupil
wlule !te is I1J 1ing to ruite.

Whl!n thl! pupil is attempting tD re cite, an interruption from the ll.:a ·her
breaks hi:; train of thought and prt.! \'en ts
his making a perfect recitation . . \ nerv ous child is so thrown out of his sclfposo.;ession that rccitin~ is impossiulc,
if he is interru ptcd.
1 agging
or sarcastic intermptions
from a teacher are mean and cowardly.
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However exasperating the pupil may be
when reciting the teacher should not
sink to the same level in trying to correct the child's behavior. No one but
a coward would take advantage of his
authority to say cutting things to a child
who is probably doing his best in trying
to recite.
I 9· .Ifave no comments on t!ze work
until t!ze pupil is tlzrouglz reciting.
Though the child may make mistakes,
do not let the other children by either
act or word show that he has done so
till he is through. Then let them kindly
tell how or where the mistake was made.
And, remember, that it is wise to
have the pupils frequently tell the good
points in the recitation just made.
2 o. Som!!fimes !tave tlze other pupils
ask questions of tile one who has just recited.
This will cause each one to prepare
himself thoroughly on the lesson, and
will stimulate all of them to think more
keenly.
2 r. Stimulate all of tlze pupils to ask
questions outside of those found in the
book.
These questions should be put to the
teacher. Children will be encouraged
to study many books on the subject instead of one, and to feel that there is
much to be learned beside what they
have studied.
2 2. Use the books as lz'ttle as possible
during the recitation.
Pupils must be trained to master subjects, and to become self-reliant.
23. 7he teacher s!zould use tlze book
very rarely during the recitation.
This means that the teacher should
prepare his lesson beforehand, the most
primary as well as the most ad anced.
Be can then give his undivided attento his class; and command their re-

spect for his knowledge of the subject.
Children are quick to detect ignorance
and lack of preparation on the part of
the teacher, and their respect is proportionately diminished, if they find him
deficient and dependent upon the book.
2 4· Ha ve a definite object in view in
asking each questz'on.
Teachers often waste time by asking
meaningless or purposeless questions.
Each question should bring out some
definite thought.
25. Plan to accomplish a definite
amount of work, or to get over a definite
portion of a subject, in each recitation.
By this is not meant that a class
should be crowded or hurried, but that
some definite and valuable thing shall
have been done or learned each time
the class recites.
2 6. Recapitulate the p(Jints made in
the lesson just recited.
It is always well to go over the points
in the lesson, stripping them of details
and fixing them clearly in the pupils'
minds before the class is dissmissed.
2 7. Be definite and careful in assigning the new lesson.
Impress upon the pupils where the
lesson begins, what it includes, and to
what it extends. Do not take it for
granted that they understand. See that
each one is paying attention before assigning the lesson.
28. Before
dismissz'ng tlte class,
give wltatever drill is necessary to
enable tlte pupz'ls to master tlze luson
just assigned.
They must know what is expected of
them in the preparation of the new lesson. They cannot work at it intelligently unless shown what points are to
be brought out, or what principle are
to be learned. Hard word , technical
terms, new processe should all be made
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plain by the teacher. Then the pupils
can go to their seats and study with zeal
and intelligence.
29 . Ne'ver give tlze same lesson over.
If it was not mastered by the pupils
in the first trial, ascertain why. It may
have been too long, or too difficult, so
that they could not learn it. It may
have been too short or too easy, and
they delayed learning it till too late, or
did not try to learn it at all . In any
case, when necessary to repeat the points
or principles involv.~d in the lesson,
better give ne·w problems or sentences
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involving those points. Then the pupils will have greater interest and a desire to atone for the poo rl y prepa red
lesson just recited.
30. Do not call allotltcr class up to

recite till tlte one just dismis sed i s
quietly seated for study.
Disorder in the schoolroom arises
from having two sets of pupils on the
floor at the same time. Time is reall y
saved and much annoyance spared the
teacher, by being careful to observe this
rule.

CHRIS10PHER'S "AT HOME."
T UDO R JENKS.

F course he may have been asleep
and have dreamed it all. It's an
easy way to explain those odd happenings and queer goings-on that we don't
know anything about, to say, "0h! he
dreamed it." But here's the story, just
as Kit told it to me; and Kit is a very
wide-awake sort of a lad- he's our shortstop, you know, and we don't have
sleepy-heads for short-stops in the Alert
Nine, I can tell you.
You see Kit had to hand ina composition on Friday. Like most boys in the
class, he put off writing it until Thursday night, and then he knew he had to
do it. So he went into the librarythey have a good library room at the
Johnson's (Christophe r Johnso n is his
cornpany-name)-and he sat clown before their big green-baize table, spread
out a lot of commercial-note paper, got
a pen and dashed right at it.
Kit is a good writer, and he can roll
off a composition just like anything.
The subject he took was "Columbus's

O

First Voyage." H e likes hi sto rical subjects, so he took that insteau of "My
Pets," or "A Day in the Fields," or
"My Favorite Game," which were the
others.
You see Kit is a lively sort of a boy,
and he reads a goo d many exciting
books, and that gives him a style of
writing that isn't usual among boys.
I suppose most fellows would have
begun this way :
"Christophero olumbo was born in
the year so-and-so, in the obscure little
town of you-know-its-name-better-thanl-ean-tell -yo u," an 1 so on.
But Kit likes somethi ng snappier than
that.
o he got his elbows as far out
on each side of him as he could reac h,
held hi s pen so tight that it wanted to
squeal, bent his head over towa rd his
left shoulder, his tongue out like that of
a really fashionable pug, and reeled off
this opening ·ent<.:ncc:
"Little could the pruucl Ferdinand hrU<Jk such
insalencc from a comparitivcly unknown aclvcnt ·
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urer no mor~ h.:: "aid with h twty dis .lane tire our
royal e1:-; with t~1y o::;h sk~:n~> we luv.:! no gold
to wast on thy vane vaporings and he would
have dismise•l ~ulLt n~m;; withvut furth.:!r parly
uut her..: th~ IJeautiful [:; tbella bes Jrt him to pause
f.n a momenc
A boon a boon my lege she
cried l have ge\Yel5 i!l my cofer
Let me sell
them and fit out a vessel
l\T:1yhap we may thus
acuire vaste domanes and convert many hethen. ''

I copied this word for word from the
first page. Kit can spell w~en he tries,
but he spells just anyhow when he's in
a hurry.
That was as far as he had written
when there came a knock on the door.
Now, Kit hopetl it was his sister Helen.
Helen was always good to Kit; and;
especially on composition-days, Kit fully appreciated what it was to have such
a sister.
You sec Helen was one of the studying kind, and she would look over Kit's
compositions and put a little pencil mark
opposite the words that she wanted him
to look up in the dictionary.
Kit was an honest little fellow, and
he told the teacher about it; bnt she
said it was all right, so long as Helen
ctidn't write the words out for him.
Helen used to punctuate for him, too,
sometimes; for Kit couldn't have patience to put in all the dots and dashes
for himself. He said he couldn't bother with them ; they interrupted the flow
of his ideas.
But it wasn't Helen who had knocked
at the library door, as Kit found out
when be said, "Come in !"
The door opened slowly, wider and
wider, until it stood wide open. And
then a procession came in, led by a
ourtly little gentleman in small clothes
wig, silk coat and waistcoat, and wearing a rapier at his side. He \\'a · only
an inch or two talL
nPermit me," he said bowing to Kit

much as the dancing-master docs when
you come in late, "to introduce myself
and my companions. Understanding
that you had devoted the evening to
letters, I have invited myself to be present, in order to render any assistance
that may lie in my power. I am known
as the Master- of-Ceremonies,'' and he
bowed again.
"Glad to see you," mum bled Kit,
looking at him with very wide-open eyes.
"\V on't you and your friends sit down?"
"Thank you, no," answered the leader. '''I've don't care to delay. We will
duly take our places where we belong.
Let me look at your composition," and
the little Master-of-Ceremonies hopped
upon the table and began to read it
aloud. \Vhen he came to the word tl1at
Kit had spelled insalence, he drew his
sword and pointed toward the a. ·
"You're needed here, 0," he said .
At once a rotund little gentleman came
roiling across the room; the A jumped
out of the word, and 0 inserted himself
in its place.
"He's an usurper," he said. "That
is my place. I've owned that place
ever since the Romans accustomed me
to it."
"Quite right," said the Master-ofCeremonies to Kit. "You '11 find his
title made out plainly in the Latin dietionary."
"I had no wish to keep him out, '
said Kit. "\Vhat shall I do with :.Ir. :\ ?"
This last question was suggested by
seeing that gentleman, who hatl risen
to give place to ~Ir. 0 wandering uneasily over the page.
"Fortunately we can make room for
him between the R and the T in comparitiN~V," said the ~laster-of - Ccremo nies, lookin rr a little further down the
sheet.
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So A, looking m uch relieved, took the
place which I a t on ce yielded to him;
Mr. I r e mark ed , " I a lw ays feel out of
plac e in th ose fi r:-;t co njug,ttio n derivativ es. Su ppose I fi nrl a place f(}r myself in disda ne, a few l ine:-; down? If
Mr. E will kind ly make room fo r me I
will sit dow n on the otl1er side off .i\Iiss
N, th ere. "
This ch a n ge was soon made, and
Mr. E, with o ut say in g, "By your leave,"
sat down by Mi ss T in the wo rd "wast,"
where he fe lt h e was we lcome .
"Adventurer no more,'' read the r-. laster-of-Ceremo ni es. " \Vhere is my friend
Mr. Period? H ere seems to be room
for him.
The ge ntlem a~ inqui r ed for came forward. H e r esembled Mr. 0, but was
smaller, and h ad a much less open countenance. H e settled down after the
word adventurer, but complained of be in g lonel y. T wo small boys, who ,.,_·ere
twi11S ca me f or wa rd hand in hand.
''Ah !" sai d the courtly leader; ''the
Quotatio n twin s ! Suppose you two sit
down on those high seats just before no
more. A nd -n ow I notice you, Miss
N- th ere's some mistake.
You're in
your mo th e r 's place.
Will ~Irs. N
plea se come and sit at the head of this
row? Bei ng a matron, Christophcr,sh~
is e n titl ed to sit at the head of this row.
A nd as these words seem crowded, suppose we move these down a line, an(l
ca ll the whole a new paragraph group,
b eg inn ing where the Ouotation twins are
sitting."
Christopher agreed.
But as the
M as ter-of-Ceremontes turned again to
the compo ·ition, Christopher blushed
a nd picked up the shcet.
" l say," aid Kit; "I didn't expect
v isi to rs this evening, and I'm afraid it
will b e a lon r time before you all find
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places. Perhaps if you can call againsay to-morrow- I shall have the composition in a little better order."
"0h ~ very well," said the l.ttlc gentleman, repeating his courtly bow; "we
had no intention of giving you any
trouble; but you see my friends l1cre
arc somewhat jeal tlu-; of their places,
and they asked me to inquire whether
you had any Phj .~cti(). l to gi \' ing them
their right-;. "
So SJying, he h()ppcd nimbly down
from the table and nl.ldc his \\ay out of
the rO D tn, tol]o,\· cd by t11C letters and
punctuatiun nurk-; .
Then Kit went over his work again,
and it is re 1lly surpri..;in:; how many excuses he found for the visit paid him.
\Vhen Helen came in from dancin ·~
school, she found that Kit had wrillen
a very creditable composition.
"Where did you ]cam to spell anc l
punctuate so well, Kit? " she asked.
"\Vhy, at my ' At home,'" Kit an swered ; and then he told her of the
1aster-of- Ceremonies.
"And, Helen," he said in conrhs;nn,
"I don 't think anybody could fot ..:et to
put in quotation-marks after seci11;.4 th;)se
twins perch them se lve s on their high
chairs to hear what was to he s:licl. . or
could any fl:llow ka\'l: out a period at
the end uf a scntcnce, if hc had seen
that exclusive ~1r. Pcri()d sctt le himself
down and draw away from the following se ntenc e. Then there was an exclamation-point-an old l.1dy with both
hands held up in a.;tnnt lnnent-who
wa s all ready to cxpres-, Ferdinand\
disdain for Coltttnbu-,'s rtnlt ulumt.l. I
tell you I'111 guing to get acquainted
with these punctuation people, for thcy'rc
a very interesting lot."
'' I think they arc,'' ~aid 1 Jelen. ''.\nd
it'· really very kind of them to stan<l
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around while we read, to explain everything and to tell us just who said everything and how they said it."
'·'Where rlid they come fr om?" - asked Kit.
"0h! they're qui te modern, most of
them ," said Helen.
"Some of the older ones have lived many ages, but many
are rece nt. There's the question mark,
for instance. H e Legan life as a whole
word, so my teacher told me; 'Qttery,'
his name wa s. Then they gave him a
nickname , 'Qy'; and finally be was written only?, and people forgot that he
bore any relati on to the letter Q."
"I don't remember that I ever paid
any attention to those little marks, except in schoo l," said Kit; "but school
or no school, I'm not th e fellow to forget my friends, and I'm going to ge t
the Master-of-Ceremonies to bring the
wh ole of them around to see me some
day."

"Then it will be the whole 'Kit and
boodle' of them," said Helen, laughing.
There! that's what Kit told me about
the evening he wrote his composition .
I suppose he drea·ned it; but it was a
funny dream, any way, and seemerl to
have a sort of moral to it. Didn't it?
I know that it has made Kit a goocl
punctuater, if there is any such word.
H e u:-;es semicolons now . In fact, I
have seen a C(Jmposition of his telling
all about the "Conjunction of Ju piter
and Venus'' that had real colons in it.
His teacher said "M y stars !" when she
saw it and exp ressed the wish that a ll
the scholars would punctuate and spe ll
as well as Christopher Johnson cl1d.
And th en Kit got as red as a beet, and
we boys washed his face for him in the
snow at recess to_ keep him from getti ng
too proud. But the re's no danger of
that. Kit is too good a fellow.
- Wide A ·wak e.

OME LESSONS IN DR WING.

XL

( Conical Objects.)
G. \V .

I

FERGUSON.

F the cone be placed in an upright
position with its base on the level of
the ~ ~ye it becomes a triangle in appearance, the plane of the base being viewed
edgewise.
It would be impossible for us to see
more than half way round a cylinder,
unless its diameter was less than the distance between our two eyes.
If the cone be pla.ced in an upright
po ition below the eye and a little distance in front of the ob erver the ellip e
would be visible beyond it ccnter.due
to the tapering shaJ e of the obje t.
The profile lines of the cone, in this
case, would not appear to be joined to

the ends of the longer ax is, but to some
part beyond the center.
Supposing the pupil now to have a
cone placed in the same relative position as bas just been described to make
a drawing of it he should proceed as
follows : erect a vertical line line of
symmetry, set off the de ired height of
cone, which may be any height. Oberve where the longer axis of the ellipse, or the line connecting the extreme right and left point of the ba e
cd appears to cut the line of ymmetry
ab. \\ha t part of the whole vertical
line i the part cut off? ·a ' one-~ighth .
Then we would divide the verti al into
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equal parts and draw a horizon tal
line through the lowest point thus found.
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If the cone is resting on one of its
sides with the apex toward the observer,
he should procee i in th e same manne r
as when the plane of the base was visible .
o. r represents a cone with the plane
of its base parallel to the observer and
the ape~ pointing d irertly toward the
eye of the observer.

I n o:·d er t') g~~ cri the proper len6th ,
we must compare the width of the
ba ·e w t 1 the height of the cone.
Suppo. ing it to be hal~ as great we woulcl
bis vct line ab and make line cd qual
in length to one-half ab.
One-half
on either sicle of ab. The longer axis
No. 2 represents a con , when the
does not represent the perspective cen- apex falls just inside the ellipse in apt er of the circular ba. e, but represents pearance.
the true center of the ellipse. This beNo 3, when the apex falls just outside
ing true, we will next set off point c, the ellipse.
one-eighth of line ab above line eel.
The unseen lines are dotted. Th e apThe ellipse shoulcl now be clrawn.
pearance o f solidity can only be addc<l
In drawing the profile lines, be sure
by shading.
to have them tan ge ntial to the ellipse,
To draw a frustum of a one we comand 'not cut into it. In orcler to make
bine the principles of drawing both the
thi clear the profile lines have been excylinder and the cone.
tended beyond the ellipse.
To draw the one when the base is
visible, proc eed as you woulcl in clrawing the cylinder, the c;ame ntles ap]lying
here.
et the slope of th e longer axi . of
the ba e of the cone. -:\fake thi~ line of
any length you choose, bisect it, draw a
To draw the fru stum in an upright
line through the point of bi ection,and,
po ition pro e d as you did with the
at right angle. to th e longer axi ·, et off
cylinder, by erecting a vertical line, or
width of ellip as shown at J K · al. o
line of symmetry, and making it of a
length of cone, and :ketch in li~thtly the
l ngth equal to th e apparent height of
ba e of the cone draw profile lin
the mod ·1 from the front of th ' lower
to th e bark of the upper ellip<;e cl raw
upper ellip c ac; you would for a cylin
dcr and the lower ellip e and ..,ide line<;
a for a con e.
\\'hen the fru . tum re. t "i on on· of
its sid s ~fir. t draw the vi ible ellip..,c,
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then produce the shorter axis, draw
farther ellipse, side lines.
Bear in mind that the longer axes of
the ellipses are parallel in appearance,
.also that the shorter axis producect divides the model into two equal parts in
appearance.
In drawing any object we should first
look for some regular figure as in the
bucket or tub. \Ve do not see the cone
complete, but in part, yet we look at it
and think of a cone, though it is a frustum, and we should bear in mind the
figure of which it is a p:ut if we wi -h
to reap the greatest amount of good
from drawing any object.
The first question that comes to my
mind, when I see an object, is what does
it look like?
I recall to memory the objects that I
have seen that were similar to it in shape,
size and color. Then these questions
follow: \Vhat is it? Whose is it? Where
did it come from? \Vho made it? Of

what is it made? &c. If it is a good
work it is either made by God direct, or
by God through man.
Each and every lesson from nature
may, and should in a few moments, not
only lead us to think of the Creator of
the things near to us and of the universe, but make us long to have the
darkness cleared away so that our vision
may no longer be obstructed in this
world.
Every true lover and student of. nature is drawn closer and closer to his
God.
If an artist's ol>ject in sturl.yingnature
is only to reap the mighty dollar for
his canvases he is not a true lover of
God's works, an ·l hence is not lifted to
a much higher plane.
One of our old artists said that to
paint Christ we must live with Christ.
Our mind needs to be pure while seeking the great truths and beautiful appearance of the noble works of Gocl.
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THO:\IAS WE ' TWORTII IIIGG!l\SON.

ORD TENNYSON gives the best bottom of all proaress. Such maxims
formula ever given for good man- as"\Vhat is understood interests; what
interests is remembered'' have affected
ncrs, when he says :
all our teaching. The tendency of mere
"Kind nature is the best: those m :mncr nc:-.t
That fit us like a nature seco nd -hand ;
school organization indefinitely extend\Vhich are imkl.!c1 the mann e r,; of thc ~real.' '
ed and elaborated i alway- to make
But what is true of go d manners is everything formal and technical,so that
true of all training , all knowledge. The th tex:-book be omes mere question
great reformers in edu ation have al- and an wer, to be pumped into the child's
ways been thos who carried us back to mind by main for e and to be retained
the mo t natural methods : R o usseau, till the next examination day.
fler
Pe ·talozzi Fro bel. What drive .\meri - that no matter. . \n accompli .- hed womcan r former · con tantly ba k to Hor- an who wa · many ·ear a'TO a medal
a e Iann in educational matter.-, i.· be- cholar in one of the be t Bo ton · hools
caus his simple principle arc at the told m that she wa there furni ·hed on
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beginning the study of history, with a
she t of foolscap paper which she was
expected to rule in four columns. When

This it is-this terror of the proces:>
-which brings alJout those sudden attack~ of apparent paralysis of all com-

she came to a date in the history it was
to be written down and so with each in
succe sion till there were sixteen solid
columns of dates. These dates were

mon sense with which C\'ery school examiner is familiar the moment he goes
in the least outside of the prescribed
course.
No mattt:r how kind and conciliatory he may be, or how gentle his

comtnittecl to memory, and when she
left the school she could begin any column at th e top and say to the bottom
or lJegm at the bottom and say to the
top or begin in the middle and say either way, or both ways at the same time
for aught I know-it does not make

approaches, it is easy for him at any
time to throw a whole school into confusion by merely presenting a question
in a perfectly simple form, ·weeping

much difference-and when she had
been out of school six months she had

away the pre ·cribed approaches whi h
have hitherto guided them.
One of the
most accomplished teachers and school
examiners whom this country ever saw

forgotten every date and was glad they
were gone. In later years she began
all over again to rearl history for herself
and found it the most fascinating of all
studies.
At a meeting held to discuss popular

-the late Professor .\lphcus Crosby of
Dartmouth college, afterwards principal
of the Salem, Massachusetts,
ormal
school-was never weary of insisting on
this point, or of illu-;trating it from his
own wide experience.
lie would say to

education I heard it deliberately asserted by a teacher of wide experience, who
had been also a most ::uccessful school

a class, for in::,tance, "Suppose you were
to go out of the front door of this lJuilcling an<.l were to walk ten miles due north.

uperinten<.lent and a member of a state
board of education, that the children in
our fJUblic schools spend two-thirds of
their time in putting into a mlne com-

Suppose you were then to turn round
and walk three miles due south.
llow
far would you then be from the schoolhouse door?" He solemnly <kclared

plicated shape things which they know
perfectly well already. At the same
meeting a lady of equal experience told
a story of a little boy who was wei rhed

that he had asked questions like that in
school after school without finding a
single pupil to answer them ; and that if
a scholar did answer it was very like! y
to be the poorest scholar in the class,

to the earth by the problem, "If John
has two red apples and Charlc-; has two
red apples ho' many reel apple· have
they both?" He admilted that he knew
perfectly well that two and two made
four · but it was "the process" that was
too mn h for him - to 1 resent thi.., sim ple ombination of red apples in pre i ely the conventional form prescribed
in his s houl.
'' h ~Ir . - - - , " he
id, •'it'· the proce .. th t wt:ar· me
out."

'' ho, from lJein6 such, had kept hi·
mind out of the rub, so that it worked
naturally alld untrammelled. .\nother
avoritc question of his was this: "'uppose you walked along the globe until
there

you came to the C<juatur, would

lJe an) thmg to <..limb o\·t:r or to step
O\ er ?" and he declart:d 1hat nt:arl y all
·hildren would answer • · \ es."
.'ollle allowance i:-. to be 1nade no
doubt, for the natural

aut1<m of pupib
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and the fear lest there may be a trap
somewhere; but surely it should be one
object in teaching to preserve that simplicity which does not fear a trap, or
'Yhich will not imagine the existence of
a trap where there i:; at most but empty
a1r. It is to be noticed that these questions strike far deeper than any matter
of mere knowledge and reach the action
of th human mind itself. It is of comparatively little importance whether the
child knows where Port Mahon or Cape
Malabar is-two questions which I have
found uniformly puzzling, not to pupils
merely but to teachers- but it is of the
greatest importance that he should have
his wits about him and have a brain that
works in a simple and natural way. One
of the most rational examiners of whom
I ever heard was that admiral in one of
Marryatt's novels who, when examining
a midshipman for promotion, described
with vivid vehemence some terrible complication of winds and waves, .and continued: "And now, Mr.---, supposing that at the very heigth of all this
commotion of the elements the captain
should suddenly send for you to the
quarter-deck and should offer you a cigar, which end of it-mark me, sir!
-which end wou~d yon put into your
mouth?" The amazed boy could only
stammer out, "The little end, sir, if it
was a Havana; and either end th ame,
if it was a cheroot ." I quote from memory and, not being myself a midshipman, I may ha\'e got the ends of the ci gar confused, but the principle is plain.
To know whether your young officer
habitually ha hi , wit about him and
can meet the unexpected i m re impor
tant than to know whether he can clubhaul a hip.
In the delightful "\ illiam Henry Letters, by Mrs. Abby Morton Diaz, the

little boy demur's at being sent to daneing school, as his maiden aunts desire,
in order that he may learn how to enter
a room . "I told 'em" ~e plaintively
said, "that I didn't see anything so very
difficult about entering a room; I told
'em, walk right in~" It is this charm of
simplicity, this habit of doing a thing
in the natural way, which much of the
mechanism of our schools represses.
Instead of walking right into the truth,
it must be administered in some artificial way. Everyone who visits schools
may notice, for instance, that the boy
who merely reads aloud his sum as propounded in the arithmetic, simply for
the sake of knowin g it, without the
thought of elocution, will read it in a
simple and natural way; but put that
boy on the platform and give him
''Spartacus the Gladiator" to declaim,
and how instantly he will begin to
mouth and rant. Not a tone of his voice,
not a movement of his hand, will be
natural; you rejoice when he is remanded to the arithmetic and becomes plain
William Henry once more. A visitor
once attending, by urgent solicitation,
the graduating exercises of a school of
elocution, was asked eagerly by the
teacher for criticisms. "All I can say
is," he said frankly, "that out of the
twenty whom I have heard, there is only one whom I should be willing to have
read to me if I were ill. ' This unexpected test evid ntly startled the teacher very much.
It is alwa) ' to be borne in mind that,
with whate\·er faults of method, the merits of our public schools are so Yery
great that they will really bear any
amount of criticism. All that their pupils learn or do not learn, in the purely intellectual way i · really econdary
ot the fundamental virtues-punctuali-
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ty, obedience, order, patience, cleanliness, self-control, application- which
even the poorest of these schools is unconsciously impressing, day after Jay,
upon pupils who often have no other
opportunity of learning the least of these
goou gifts. As a rule,our public schools
teach these thing:; better than any private schools. On the other hand, the
public schools "have defects growing out
of their merits-lcs defauts de ses qualites. Their enormous size and number
render it almost inevitable that they
should l>ecome machines. ·w here a dozeel different grammar schools are all
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aiming at the same annual examination,
for instance, the chance for indi\·iduality in a teacher is reduced almost to a
minimum j every hour, almost every
word, mu:;t be brought to corresponu
with the same hour and word in the
grammar school in the next ward. Only very rare teachers or very rdre superintendents can infuse the oxygen of
fresh life into a med1anism so enorn1ousj
and it needs the constant criticism of the
best friends of the public school system
to keep it true to ''kind nature's" methods.
- · Tltc Cosmopohtan.

TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
\\'. ::\IIARRS.

T

HE teaching of elementary science
in ungraded schools is one of the
best means of developing thought and
observation, awakening dormant minds,
and creating a general interest. The
purpose of this brief article is merely to
give a few suggestions as to how the
work may be presented to even quite
young children. It is presumed that all
teachers are conversant with the rudimental sciences. One caution, howeverj don't teach too much. Like des sert it is not intended to make a meal
on. Remember that your mission is to
set minds to thinking, and not to "fill
them with knowledge."
se as many
practical illustrations as possible. Suppose, for a general exercise next week,
that we study

bound on it and after several hours it
sank into position.
3· Get an iron ring of any kind,and
a piece of iron that will just go through
it. \Vhen heated it will not go through
the ring.
4· Why does a clock run faster in
winter than in summer?
5· \Vhy is the space left between the
ends of the rails on a railroad?
6. \Vhy arc wagon· tires put on loose?
\Vhy do some tires have to be "set" or
''cut"?
7. What is the salt for in making
icc· cream ? .1. ote that erroneous ideas
exist regarding this.
'peak of the affinity or "thirst" of salt for water, also
that melting ice is colder than ice.
8. How is dew formed ? Explain
HE.\T .\.:\' U COLD.
this and the "sweating" pitcher togethr. Familiarize pupils with the law, er. \Vhy does not much dew form on
''heat expands and cold contracts."
a windy or cloudy night?
z. In the build in r of the . t. Loui~
9· \Yhy d o we blow our hands to
bridge one of the iron beams was found make them warm, and our soup to make
to be an inch or two too long. Ice was it cool? Does a fan cool the air?
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10. "'hy does sprinkling the floor
cool the room? Explain bow heat and
moisture form vapor. \Vhy does it rise?
What .does it form? Explain that the only difference between clouds and fogs is
in their elevation.
1 I. In illustration of some of the
above, speak of putting a lighted paper
under an inverted cup and how it draws
the water up.
I z . Make hygienic suggestions when
opportune. Why ventilation is best at
the t op of windows; why it is not
h ealthful to sleep on the floor?
IJ. lee sometimes forms on the desert of Sahara. The air becomes so dry
as to let the heat escape and ice is formed.
This is one of the principles in
th e production of artificial ice. Why is
it cold on mountains? Speak of the
temperature in ascent and vice versa.
14- Ice melts under pressure as well
as un der heat. Let a bar of ice be supported at each end by blocks. Pass a
broom wire around. the center and sus-

pend a weight of IS lbs. The wire will
gradually work its way through the ice
and the c revice be frozen up again as
fast as melted.
IS. \Vhy does the snow keep the grass
green? Snow reflects heat but absorbs
little. Light colors absorb less and refleet more than darker ones.
Talk
about ''cool" and ''wa rm" colors of
clothing.
I 6. \Vhat cau es wood to sna'p when
put on the fire? A ns. The escaping of
the air cells as they are expanded by
the heat. In like manner a bladder is
distended when held near the fir e. What
kind of wood crackles most?
I 7. An egg may be cooked on a paper laid flat on the stove and the paper
only slightly burned. Why is this.
18. \Vhat are the so urc es of heat?
\Vhat is a thermometer? Analyze the
word. Bring one to school and have
children explain its use.
-Sclwol News.
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OP E. Alexander Pope, the greatest
poet of the "Augustan \ge" of English literature (the age of QueenAnne) ,
was born in r688, near \Vindsor, in England. In youth he exhibited remarkable precocity as a student and writer.
\Vhile in his twelfth year, he wrote his
"Ode on Solitude", which is still read
and admired.
At sixteen he wrote
"Pastoral·", and at eighteen ' The ~le ·siah", buth fashioned after classic mod els, the last named being a close imita tion of Vergil': P ollio. Other brilliant
succes cs in poetical composition followed in quick succes ·ion , and Pope
be amc the rei• rning favorite in letters,
amazing all by the flash of his burnish-

I.

.KI~NER.

ed couplets and the splendo r of his
effects. Critics he had, and upon them
he wreaked unexampled vengeance, hurling again l them his terrible atire, the
"Dunciad", which ' fell among hi opponents like an exterminating thunrlerbolt."
He translated Homer's iliad
and OdJ'SSl'J', and wrote a didactic poem
the "Essay on Ian'', which upplied a
large number of sententious pro\·erb ,
current in the present day. His ' Rape
of the Lock' a mock -heroic compo ition, and the Es -ay on Critici m",
among his earlier poem are among his
best.
Pope wa never married. He exhibited in his personal character th trait of
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a spoiled child. His whole life was a mcnt of arts j such as half-wits, tastestruggle against disease. He was ever less admirers, vain pretencters, the flatthe petted boy of a proud and indulgent tere~·s of dunces or the patrons of them.
mother. He died at his country seat All these crowd around her j one of
"Twickenham", near London, in 17 44· them, offering to approach her, is driv en back by a rival , but she commends
1
Extracts from "T!te Dunciarl, " Buol.t and encourages both. The first who
speak in form are the Geniuses of the
IV.
schools, who assure her of their care to
2
ARGUMENT.
The poet * * * shows advance her cause by coJl_/ining y{lu./lt to
the Goddess (''Dullness," the daughter w:Jrds, Lll/(l keeping tltem out of t!te WJY
of Chaos and Night) coming in her of real kilowlt'r<![e.
Their address,
majesty to destroy order and .science, an<l her gracious answer, with her cl1arg;::
and to substitute the kingdom of the to them and the universities. The uni dull upon the earth. How she leads versities appear by their proper depu captive the sciences, and stlenceth the ties, and assure her that the same methmuses: and what they be who succeed od is observed in the progress of eduin their stead.
All her children, by
cation.
a wonderful attraction, are drawn about
-From Pope's .\.rgumcnt to th e
her and bear along with them eli vers
others, who promote her empire by con- Fuurth Book.
nivance, weak resistance, or discourageNow flamed the dog-star's unpropitious ray,
Smote every brain, and withered e\·ery bay ;
Sick was the sun, the owl forsook his bower,
The moon-struck prophet felt the madding hour :
Then rose the seed of Chaos and of Night,
To blot out order and extinguish light,
Of dull and venal a new world to mold,
And bring S<:tturnian days of lead and gold.
She mounts the throne j her head a cloud concealeJ,
In broad effulgence all below revealed,
('Tis thus aspiring Dullness ever shines,)
Soft on her lap her laureate son reclines.
Beneath her footstool, Science groans in chains,
And Wit dreads exile, penalties, and pains.
There foam'd rebellious Logic, gagg'd and bound,
There, stript, fair Rhetoric languished on the ground ;
His blunted arms by Sophistry are Lorne ,
And shameles Billingsgate her robes adorn.
Morality, by her false guardians drawn,
Chicane in furs, and Casuistry in lawn,
Ga ps, as they straiten at each end the cord,
1. The title i
imitated fro m Homer's "Iliad" (from the city of Il ium, or Troy), \'cq.{d 's
"Aeneid" (from Aenea, a Trojan hero), Camoens' ' ' Lusiad"-the Portuguese epic [from Lusu -. .
the fabled founder of Lisbon], etc.
2. Abstract of the hook; a term applied to the synop~i-; which generally precede ~ c .1ch h) ,k of
a heroic poem.
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And dies, when Dullness gives her Pagea the word.
Mad Mathesis 4 alone was unconfined,Too mad for mere material chains to bind,
~ow to pure space lifts her ecstatic . tare,
Now, running round the circle, finds it square.
But held in tenfold bonds the Iuses lie,
Watched both by El1\·y's and by Flattery's eye.
There to her heart sad Tragedy addrest
The dac:rger wont to pierce the tyrant's breast;
But sober Hi tory restrained her rage,
And promised vengeance on a barbarous age.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The gathering number, as it move along,
Involves a vast, involuntary throng,
Who, gently drawn, and struggling less and less,
Roll in her vortex, and her power confess.
Not those alone who passive own her laws,
But who, weak rebels, more advance her cause.
\Vhate'er the mongrel no one class admits,
A wit with dunces, and a dunce with wits.
Nor absent they, no members of her state,
\Vho pay her homage in her sons, the great;
\Vho, false to Phoebus• bow the knee to BaaP,
Or, impious, preach his word without a call.
Patrons, who sneak from living worlh to dtad,
\Vithhold the pension, arid set up the head; 6
Or vest dull Flattery in the sacred gown;
Or give from fool to fool the laurel crown.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

\Vhen Dullness, smiling-"Tnus revive the wits !
But murder first, and mince them all to bits ;
Let standard authors, thus like trophies borne,
Appear more glorious a - more hacked and torn;
And you, my critics~ in the chequcr cl shade,
Admire new light through holes your elves haye made.
Leave not a foot of ver e, a foot of stone,
A page, a grave, that they can call their own;
But spread, my son , your glory thin and thick,
n passive paper or on solid brick."
1

3·
4·
S·
6.

Jud~e

*

*

*

ow crowds on crowds around the godJess pre

Page - an English jurist always ready to hang the d efendant.
Le arning; a Greek word referring especially to mathematical cience.
Phoebus and B.tal, divinitie · of anci ent Ill) thology.
~eglect a tar\'ing genius while he lives, a nd erect a statue in his honor after his death.

(
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Each eager to present the first aduress.
Dunce scorning rl.unce beholds the next ad\·ance,
But fop shows fop superior complaisance.
When lo ~ a spectre 7 rose, whose index hand
Held forth the virtue of the dreadful wand j
His beaverecl brow a birchen garland wears,
Dropping with infants' blood, aml mothers' tears.
O'er every vein a shuddering horror runs j
Eton 8 and \Vinton 9 shal<e through all their sons.
All flesh is humbled, \Vestminster 's t<• bold race
Shrink, and confess the genius of the place:
The pale boy -senator yet tingling stands,
And holcJs his oreeches clo;:;e with both his hands.
Then thus 1 1 : "Since man from beast by words is known,
vVords are man's pro\·ince, word;:; we teach aione.
vVhen reason, doubtful, like the Sam ian letter, 1 ~
Points him two ways, the narrower is the better.
Plac'd at the door of learning, youth to guide,
We never suffer it to stand too wide.
To ask, to guess, to know, as they comm.'!nce,
As fancy opens the y_ uick springs of sense,
\Ve ply the memory, we loau the br:1in,
Bind rebel wit, and double chain on chainj
Confine the thought, to exercise the breath,
And keep them in the pale of words till death.
\Vhate'er the talents, or howe'er design'd,
\V e hang one jingling padlock on the mind."

*

*

*

*

*

*

"0 (cried the goduess) for some pedant reign !
Some gentle James, to bless the lanu againj 1 a
To stick the uoctor's chair into the throne,
Give law to words, or war with worus alone,
Senates anu courts with Greek and L ati n rule,
And turn the council to a gram ma r school~
For sure, if Dullness sees a grateful day,
'Tis in the shade of arbitrary sway.
0~ if my sons may learn one earthly thing,
7· A representative of the schoolmasters.
8, 9, 10. Famous Engli ·h schools.
1 r. The word says is here omitted, as i-.; frequently the case in epic poetry.
12 . The Greek l.Jp ilon, represcnte<l graphically in the English alphabet by \ ' .
In the schno~l <>f
the ·amian Pythagor.1 - it was maJe the symbul of the parting of the ways-of the choice between
virtue and vice.
13. Jamc I. <>f England and VI. of "cutlatHl, who was so famous for his pedantry that p(llitician ought to gain hi - favor by purposely committing blunders, which gJve their ruyal nta:,ter an
opportunity to display hi learning by correcting them.
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Teach but that one, ·ufficieut for a king ;
That which my priests, and mine alone, maintain,
Whic.h, as it dies or lives, we fall or reign ;
-lay you, n;ay Cam, and Isis preach it long !
The RtGHT DlVlr E of Kings to govern wrong."

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Mistress! dismiss that rabble from your throne!
vaunt-is Aristarchus 14 yet unknovvnThy mightly scholiast, whose unwearied pains
Made Horace dull, and humbled Milton's strains?
Turn what they will to verse, their toil is vain;
Critics like me shall rnake it prose again.
P oman and Greek grammarians! known your better·
Author of something yet more great than letter;
While, towering o'er your alphabet, like Saul,
Stancls our Digamma, 15 and o'ertops them all.
'Tis true, on words is still our whole debate,
Disputes of me or te, of aut or at,
To sound or sink in Cano, 0 or A,
Or give up Cicero to CorK. 16

*

*

*

*

*

*

In ancient sense if any needs will deal,
Be sure I give them fragments, not a ..-neal.
What Gellius 17 or Stob.:eus 1 g ha h'd before,
Or chewed by blind old scholiasts o'er and o'er.
The critic eye, that microscope of wit,
Sees hairs and pores, examines bit by bit:
How parts relate lo parts, or they to whole.
The body's harmony, the beaming soul,
Are things whi h Kuster 19 , Burman, 1 n \Yasse 2 0 shall see,
When man's whole frame is obviou to a flea.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Sec! Still thy own the hea,·y cannon roll,
And metaphysic smokes in,·ol ''e the Pole.
For thee we cl i m the eye , and stuff the head,
With all such reading a· was never read ;
For thee explain a thing till all men doubt it,
And write about it, Godde ·s, and nhout it.
o spins the silk-worm ·mall it~ slender ·tore,
And lab rs till it clouds it ·elf all o'er.
I4. The repre. cntative of the univer ·itic .· at th e C

)Urt

of I ullnes,;.

IS· A tall letter of the Ancient Greek alphabe t resembling th e Engli ·h F.
16. Allud~ng to the different pronunc-iation of Latin .

I7. J\ minute critic.
I

'"

.

The writer of a common place bunk made up of cltpping · from old auth r ·.
20. Le.uncd critic .
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\Vhat though we let some better sort of fool
Thrid eve ry science, run through every schoo l?
Never by tumbler through the lwops was shown
Such skill in passing all, and touching none.
He may, indeed (if sober all this time),
Plague with dispute, or persecute with rhyme.
\Ve only furnish wl1at he cannot usc,
Or wed to what he mt1st divorce, a muse ; 21
Full in the midst of E·1clid 22 dip at once,
And petrify a genius to a dunce.
Or, set on metaphysic ground to prance,
Show all his paces, not a step advance.
W1 th the same cement. ever sure to bind,
We bring to one dead level every mind.
Then take him to develop, if you can,
And hew the block off, ancl get out the man . 23
21. One of the nine g•>cldesse> of the Greeks and R<Jman s, f::t!Jlcd to preside over literature,
science.and art.
22. ,\ famnus mathem a tician of antiquity.
23. r\lludin g to the odd conceit uf an ancient sculpt >r. that every IJL>ck of marl>le already contains an exquisite piece of scu lpture, which requires unly th .tt th-: marble conf·inin;,: it shal l be re ·
lllUV ed.
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QUERIES.

70. D e termine the equation of the locu s of
the center of the circle w1th radius r, tangent ex
teriorly tq the ellipse IJlx -.! f-a~ y2= .L2!J2.
71. Find the value of x, y, ancll in the fol lowing equati<>ns:
c x + y :~.z a + ac r c
c 1 x r y I a 1 z - 3aC
ac' \- 2y, -~ acz a 1 +2ac I c 1
(Rol>ins•>n's Slementary. Ex . 13, L'a!;C 157.)
. \ .':-, WER S.

48. Let us assume 25 to he the

li~t price of
each set of books
10 and 5 off
14-1'~ off and 100 j0- q~ % -85~%
20 " 10 ··
z:) .. ''
" 100 .. - 2S ·• - 72 "
20 "
5 " - 2-t .. ·• " IUu " - 2-1- ''
7() · '
25 ,. Ill . . . 32l" .•.• JO,) •• J.!.Yz'"
67~ ..
25 X Sj~-:;.21 375• assumed cost uf l SI set of
lhH>ks
"25 "- . 72 "- 1 S, :~.-;sumcd co-;t of 2nd set <>f hooks.
:;.25
70 - "1 9,
•· Jrd " '·
~2 5 . h75
. •6 s7~, "
....ph •· ••
21.375 " 1. 10 - "23-5125, as;;umecl sdliu~ prin.:
of Isl etof book·.

$18. X I. 10 S19.So, assumed selling price of 2nd
set of books.
5 •9· ,.< 1.20 $22 So, assumed ·e ll in~ price of yrl
set of l>"oks.
$ 16 875 Y J.25 = $ZI.09375, assumed selling price
of 4th set of bouks.
$23.5125 • 19.80 ~ $22 So +:>2 1.09375
':>X7 zo(>25 . .tssunted selling price <>f 1he f<>ur sets
of l>ouks.
But the :1ctual selling price wao; ';>2 o .
. ·. Our as<:umecl price is~ 7 2;:,0.: 2 -. or2 1I 111!;•.,1 1
tinws t<>" small, whence by mullipli ca tion we lind
th e fullnwin~ res ults .
::.s7-335 =l ist price of each set uf hook -;.
':>V) -U22 =cos t of 1st set of l>11oks.
"-ti.2SJ
·' "2nd " "
••
':>-t1 r'-1-7
"Jnl '' "
':>_;8 701
,, ..j.th " "
"53·<)2-1- sc:lt ng price of Jst set of book-;.
:::--+5·-1-"IJ
•' " 2nd " ''
"52-.)7D
" 3rcl " "
.4S ..)7()
·· 41h " "
c:;53 924 : .90
set of :>,>uk-;.

"'59 91, marking price of I<;t

"-+5 · ~<X) : .So
sd uf lu>oks.

':>56 762 , marking price of 21.d
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52.376-+-.80= 65.462, markin~ price of 3rd
set of books.
S48.376-+-. 75 = 64 . 502, marking price of 41h
set ot llooks.
49·022 S4I.28I
'43·647+538. 701
$172J•s r, c"st of tlie fnur set. of books.
~l.vv-·172 bSI = $27-349, am llllll of gain.
$172 6jr - 100 per ccnt.

=

+

- - - - p e r cent.
J. 7265 I
27-349
$27.349----- per cent.= I5!+ percent. ,
I. 726SI
gam In per cent.
L. I. Knowlton.
u-2 . '(his IS a problem of double integration.
I
Let }{ - r.1dius of log and well.
2. 'I hen x 2 +y 2 = R 2 =equatiun of well.

Let x =no. of rods on each side of th e fie ld.
x2
Then - - = no. of acres contained.
, 16)
And, 4(2ox)= nL'. of rails in the fence.
>..t

8ox=-16o
~8o

I -

3·

Yz=Rz-xz

4·
6.

y::-: ±lfR2-x2
,_- .~.- .=l<.~ =equation of log.
z =- 1 JZ~ -xl

7·

V=

)·

8.

=

<ly.
Y·

=

Io.

=

JJz

rlx dy

r - 1/ R Z-xz
-+ +v' H.2 -xz±v'K~-.l\.2
f -R
R,

f: ~~(2R 2 -2xl)dx

=

IISS
. ·. The pile C<'ntained

6

155 hot.
J. D. French .
64. The .'turmian function
tht! given equa
tion otre:
x4 4x 3+ 3x
I

of

4X 3

12X'

12 00.

I

f+~~(2R 2 dx-2x2 dx)

6

X=

- - = 1024000, no of acre contained
160
= nn. of rails in fence.
E. T. Fermier.
67. L et Jx=width of th e rectangle.
Let 4x = lt:ngtlt of the rectangle.
l2'1. t= 1472
x2 = 122?)= a ~is
X = 1/ J ~ = I I 07 55
3x = 33.2265, width.
4 x = 44 302, length.
E. J. Fcrmier.
68. The present worth of 13 cts due in Smo.,
without interest, when money is worth 6 percent.
dx is I2Yz ct . 12,Yz cts.-12 cts. = Yz ct., loss by
selling for cash .
I2 Yz cts. = 100 per cent.

j 4R2x - 4x:! ~ +R
(
a
1- R
8R 3
12.
=--for vol. of~ of log.
3
I6R 3
13 .
--=vol. of log.
3
14·
Sui ~1ituting ~ for R we get
IS. V=83 3,}:3 cu. ft.
C. I. Jan. ky.
63. Let n=numl er of cour es in th e 1 ile.
T.et 1 = ' ength of lower course.
Thl"n sum=tn(n I } (3l-n I}
uhstituting,
IO(IO
1}(72-10 I} IO X II X 63
um = - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - =
I L

160

1 3

4X 2-3X 35
-6sx- I7C)

-R
By :<.nmining the e function we finci that there
are no real positive root., but t\\ o re:1l neJ.!ative
root.
These real root lie between
_ an'd - .
nnci -3 and -4 .
' . J. F~:tn11er .
65 . 'I he . olution of this que51ion 1kp• nds up
on another condition: nam I the , h:'Jll 11f the
field. In this olution we a ·tune the held to l.>e
quare .

I ct. = -- of roo per cent.= 8 per cent.
I2Yz
Yz ct . = Yz of 8 per cent. =4 per cent, los- in
per cent. hy selling for cash.
The amount of I2 Yz cts. for 6o day at 6 per
cent. == 12 }1! cts.
12 >, cts.- 12 cts. = }1! ct, loss.
12 }1! cts.=IOO per cent.
I
00
I ct. = of 100 per cent. =-per cent.
12}1!
IOI
~ct.=·
,e? percent.= 4 1906r per cen t .,
lo · by keep1ng gmlCb. 6o days tnen elling fur
12 ct ·.
J. D. French.
69. The equation of any tangent to the ellipse
is,
1.
y = m,
l' a~m 2 + u:t
The equation of the tangent at right < s lo ( 1)
I

2.

i

y= -

-x+
m

a2

'V) - + h'2

/

( mz
learing (2} ~,£fraction aucl tran ·po ing in both
(I) and (2), we get,
from (I) y-mx=~/ alm!-,....-L'--.,.z-:--:::4· and from (2) ym 1 x= 1/ a- 1 tJ2m2
Aclciing the quares of (3) and (4)together, and
ciividing by the factor (I -+- m :! ), wt: get
5· >..~ y 2- .l 2 + 1J Z, "hi hi the ] l CU re
quned . lienee, it lorn . i: a circle'' tth it · cent~..r
at the o rigin anci 1 .~for its radni.. ,' ee
B cl\\.t:r':,; ,\nalytind
.cometry, p
x.p, and
() ' Hrit· n·~cnmdlllatcGeoml.:lry I ·· 11.
'. :\1 lan-ky
The foll owmg ndditwnal credit . ate due~ L.
I. Kno\\lt un, so 52, 54 and 55: E . J. Ftrmte r,
69: J.D. French 65 nnd 67: G . T . ·a·.;,6J.6S,
7 and 69
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ORATIO~

AT THE DEDIC.\TION OF NEW COLLEGE BUILDING .
Gov.

lR A

(Rep0rted for

J T ha s been my intention to uncover
·.not Jess than a hundred pages to you
to-night, but my fri e nds havesaid"clon't
do that; speak out from the shoulder".
I do not know what that means. Prob ·
ably they hav e pugilists in this school.
So I finrl myself something lik e the
captain who asked the pilot if he could
run the boat s.1fely, and the pilnt said he
thought he could. Said the captain,
''Until I comeon deckagain sailbythat
star." The captain was gone longer
than the pilot supposeJ he would be.
·when he returned he said, "Captain,
you will have to give me another star;
I have sailed past that one." And so I
have got to sail, after spe ndin g some
very anxious hour in th e preparation
of something that I thought woulcl be
just and fitting to this occasion , by another star, or shift my bearin g.;; in a
measure to say the least. But I am glad
to be with you. It is a greater occa sion than I had supposed it would l>ethi s magnificent presence-but it is ju st
about what anybody might expect fro1n
the grand old H oosier
tate. \\ hy if
I were to ri e to-morrow morning an(l
ride upon the waves of light with more
th a n the neetne
of the wind there
would be no civilized lime but where I
would find before me , year. before me,
the native IIoo. ier. If I were to visit
the great nations of the earth I would
find Indian a represented everywhere.
Her tatesmen arc second to no slate men in the world , o far a: those are

J.

CHASE.

THE STUIJENT.)

concerned who have been representing
us in the nation, and lnng ago we stopped girdling presidential timber, for we
did not know which one might be th e
very one we might want to save.
Indiana has never been di sg raced
previou s to r892 by her statesmen. Her
prosperity has been perhaps paralleled,
l>ut not surpassed. And so I ought not
to L>e surprised when I look upon this
vast concourse of people and only this
moment learn that it is a paid audience,
n eve r dreaming but what it wasa spontaneou audience gotten up on a special
occasi n on this stormy night. And
when I remember that this school sta rted less than a score of years ago with
thirty -five pupils, I ask myself the question, " \Vhat hath (;od wrought?" It is
amazing, and for a private enterprise is
absolutely without parallel in the annals
of time. Our fathers builded wi se ly
and well, laying th e foundation of liarvan! College, in eighteen years after,
amid December s now s, the Pilgrim fa thers knelt on Plymouth rock; but thank
eel God that they had at last anchored
where they could worship God a cording to the dictates of their own conscience with none to molest or make
afraid. They knew that to bring out
the highest itizcn'ihip and the very IJ ·st
and noblest civili;,ation they mtt'il not
fail to rear the · hoot house by the side
of the mccti ng hou'ie. Thus they acted,
thus they builded and we ha,·e ome
now to the glorious inhcritan c of su h
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fathers' parentage, for which we ought
to thank God and take courage. And
when we remember that the educational
imtitutions bf this land are so numero.ts that we bave hardly time to catalogue them ; and when we remember
that the Capital of Indiana is situated
within a circle with a radius of seventyfive miles in which are twelve insti tutions of learning that will compare favorably with any other twelve that may
be :elected in any quarter of the world,
we ought to be proud . And if we stretch
that radius for a hundred and fifty miles
I question whether any other state in
the union, any other thirty-five thousand square miles, could show as many
students a-; the State of Indiana, wending their way every morning to the
fountains of knowledge in order to satisfy their insatiable desire to know what
is going on in the world, and to fit and
qualify them selves for the duties and
activities of life. Therefore, again I
say I am gratified in being able to fill
this engagement and meet with you upon thi . certainly auspicious occasion.
\Ve must not forget, however, that
there are duties and responsibilities that
are attached to every individual that
do not begin and end with our existence or with our individual lives. Two
thousand years ago the people from
whom we sprang were barbarians. " ' hen
Julius Caesar drew up his army on the
banks of the Rhine, it was to find as
dense a fore ·t a Livingston or tan ley
found in the Dark Continent. It was
to find a people living out of doors, and
in the rudest way, and as cruel to each
oth r as they were to an opposing foe .
\Ve can understand then what two milleniums have brought us by the vi_;or
and force and power of Christianity.
gain we cannot help but ask the ques-

tion , "What hath God wrought?" vVe
ought not to forget in our scheming, in
our intense desire for learning, that
there is a wisdom that cometh from
above. No matter how well equipped
a man may be for the duties of life in
the narrow circle in which he may move
his life will be at last a failure unless he
seeks wisdom from that fountain from
whence all true wisdom flows. Christianity never has been a barrier to the advancement of science. It has always
been in the lead. If you enjoy the surroundings of a Republic like ours it is
because a Christian civilization brought
it to your hearths. It was not civil liberty that gave the world religious liberty,
but it was religious liberty that gave
this country, at least, the principles upon
which the government rests to-night.
·w here no conviction is, where no revolution is, the people perish.
There
never can be a truer declaration. If we
are to neglect the spiritual, we may fatten the intellectual all we please, we will
write upon it with our own hand that
''life has been a failure." \Ve shall pronounce judgment upon ourselves.
It is not a sermon that I am going to
deliver to you neither shall we take up
a collection for the purpose of, in any
sense, repaying for the remarks that
have been made in this direction. But
I am anxious, when I stand before an
audience like this, I am anxious to leave
no uncertain sound ringing in the ears
of the multitude. I know that in a few
years at most my eyes shall close upon
the scenes of earth. I know-I do not
believe-r knou' that in the distant future I must tand before the great Judge
of the universe and render an account of
my stewardship. There is no ambition
standing in my way that hall ever keep
me silent with regard to the outcome of
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the human race as I unde rstand it fr om
the r evealed will of God.
I have seen much of life. I am beginning to think of the time, in less than
twenty years, when I shall call myself,
if I live, three score years and ten. I
am not anxious tu arrive at that period
and feel that I have neglected my uuty.
It has been my privilege to have been
thrown among the educated and the cultured. You may believe that I have
learned too little from the advantages
that have come to me; but I have heard
individuals talk as if they knew all about
everything. God has given man a desire to know, and God be praised that
he has so conformed us in body, soul
and spirit tl1al this desire .can grow in
our hearts and we can feed this longing
desire as we can feed the body when
it is hungry, or slake its thirst when it
is thi rsty.
But how little we know when we talk
about the universe.
vVhy, Brother
Brown don't know it all, and he knows
a thousand times more than I do.
(Laughter.) You did not wait 11ntil I
got through . I meant abont running a
Normal School. ( L aughter) Hut he
does not know anything at all about the
universe. There is not a man in the
world who knows anything about the
universe. We speak that word trippingly; sometimes write it with a capital
letter and sometimes we don't. It is
according to the way in which we look
at the word. But wh e n I remember
that the astt onomer makes what he calls
a sweep of the heavens and of the
"milky way" and tra ver-;e<; into countless systems like that of which rmr world
forms a part, then, my friends, he begins to reali1.e that he knows \ ery little
about space;and that word ••Universe"
comprehenJs all that is al>ove, all that
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is around and all that is be neat h, a nd
the further we penetrate what we call
space the more we see and the less we
know about it. It seems strange to me
that a man should say that if he -should
make a world he would do i t thus and
so. He does not know how little a ma n
he appears in my eye. He does not
know how small he is in the sight of the
Almighty, and that Gabriel would have
to use a microscope to find his soul in
the day when souls would l>e asked to
come up to the great jndgment. The
word "Universe"-let us stop a moment. Why we are on a speck of sand
as compared with the sun. We are told
it is about like the head of a small pin
as compared with an orange. Who
knows about this world? What geologist can look further than into the depths
of the grave, J.nd what astronomer can
look further than the fixed stars when he
tells us that there are more than sevt:ntyfive million suns like this systl!m of which
our earth forms a part. ·w hen I remember that I do not know the people
of this world,and we cut it up into contincnts; we cut the contin<.:nts up into
nations, and the United States into
states, and the states i nlo countic~, and
the counties into township s, and the
town sh ip s into scho ol districts, - now let
somebody stand up and tell me he knows
something of every man, woman, and
child in his school district. And he
know s all about the universe . Fourteen
hundred millions of human beings on the
face of the earth and the mere fact that
we can tell this, and how f:udistant we
are from the sun, then we are going to
tell the Almighty how he shou ld have
builded, and how he should not have
builded' 1\ · one man :.ai d "If I were
going to make a world it would not have
any bed bugs in it." That is about a
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far as a real smart man , that does not believe in God, coufd get. You can smell
him as far as you can the detested insects.
Now, I want to call y our attention to
the fact that we are living in J.n age of
progress, of learnin g, and that Christianity has always gon e in advance. I
do not believe that I hazard anything
when I repeat the language of a philosopher who, thank God, still lives:
"There was never a great discovery in
the heavens above, nor scarcely one in
the earth beneath, that was not discovered by a preacher or a preacher's son."
And yet you undertake to say that
Christianity is a stumbling block in the
way of progress. It was Christian gold
that laid the fountbtion of colleges
everywhere in this land. It was Christian gold that builded wisely and
well the hospitals and orphan asylums
and the private enterprises . It is not
the money that has been raised through
the avenues of skepticism that has blessed the pathway of mankind. All th~
skepticism of the nation could not . ave
one institution in Boston named after
Tom Paine from being sold out under
a mortgage.
nd so I repeat, if we are
to have a higher development of civilization, of noble manhood and womanhood, it must be laid deep in the
foundations of truth that were never
born in the mind of mJ.n. It must be a
wisdom that rises above us for no stream
can ever rise higher than its ·ource. I
remember v ry well thJ.t it has been
said in the way of life we arc con lantly m etina with ob ' tJ. le. . I am deJicrhted to know that there may be ome
obsta le · mel and onqucred.
ur ' i an J.cre of prugre ·s. ~ e\·er in
the history of the world ha man been
o indu trious a we find him to-day.

In intense devotion to public and private business, the country in which we
find our home excels any other on the
globe.
·when we try to trace our ancestry we
are lo st in the dense forests that once
covered the unknown German country,
and see the hardy race from whence we
sprang seated naked beneath the German oak, free, warlike even to the point
of exterminating themselves. The Pbrenicians had invented letters, navigated
the waters of the then known world,
established colonies in Africa, and even
on the continent of Europe-Germ::my
was unknown. \Vhen Egypt possE'ssed
learning and permitted Greece to rob
her of her laurels and adorn the earth
with grace and beauty, with pen and
chisel; and when Rome was in the
height of her power, and her despotism
had run through all the arteries and
veins of that ancient civilization, your
ancestors, naked and wild, roamed at
will in forests as dense as those of Africa and as difficult to penetrate. It is
,not my purpose to pursue this line of
thought farther than to say for all our
drawbacks, in the late start apparently
made in the race of life, we bear comparison with the Rome, Greece, Egypt
J.nd Phoenicia, of to-day. The center
of the broadest learning, of the deepest
thougllt, is now where the will beasts
roamed at will hunted by the scarcely
less savage men. Their de endants in
the old world are staid, slow, hardy,
methodical, patient indu:lrious, and
thorough. Those in the new world are
impetuou , pro(Tre ive inventive> utilitariJ.n patrioti , full of lo,·e a well as
advcntu r ' and known a: the all-ar und
nation of modern time.
Y u my friend , ha,·e ome int the
bl '~ eun s , of both world . The be t
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thought pays you tribute. You are in
the rounding up of the 19th century, favored beyond measure. It is only by
contrast that we can realize our opportunities and blessings.
vVe wish to remember those wjth whom
we have been intimate for the good
which we have received at their hands.
Turn back the leaves of memory and
witness for yourselves. What class in
society has been the most help to you?
If your companions have not been benefitted by you, or you by them, they have
been obstacles in your path of progress.
Avoid them in the future.
Would Livingstone have interested
the Christian nations in his behalf but
for his supreme faith in God ? Who was
Stanley before he met the greatest explorer of the age in Darkest Africa? In
finding Livingstone he found through
him the Savior of men. It was a long
step from the poor-house in Wales to
the position in the hearts of good and

thoughtful men throughout the world.
The famous lecturer never touched the
responsive chords of the hearts of the
listeners more tenderly that when in
closing his lectures he remarked "The
children now living would know of million· of the Dark Continent rejoicing in
Him of whom the angels sang, 'Peace
on earth, good will to men'.
Stanley never wearie~ of speaking of
Livingstone, who set in lllotion a train
of thought that rearranged his entire
being; not by silvery speech, nor by
unanswerable argument; not by persuasive rhetoric, nor by the waving of
a magic wand. It was by power divine;
at least a power borrowed from heaven
that gave the intellectual giant, with a
heart as brave as the bravest, a life so
sweet, so huml>le, so angelic, that the
brutal savage and the ultureu 'aucasian fell at his fe2t.
otto worship, but
to adore the (~ocl whom Livingstone
adored.
[ Condutlerf next mont it. J
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OR several months Venus has been
an interesting object in our western
sky. It has been continually increasing in brightness and on June 2, will
attain its maximum brilliancy. It wil1
then be visible to the naked eye in the
day time as has been the case during
Iay. Those who have good eyes and
know exactly wher to lo k for it may
ea ily find it.
The planet i at present rapidly approachin.r the sun and will be at inferior
conjun lion with it July 9· It will then
be between the earth and ·un. .\: it
approache · thi po ition it· illuminated ide will more and more, be turned

HUSSEY.

away from the earth. At the beginning
of June about 25 per cent. of the illuminated portion will be turned towards
the earth, at the end of the month only
about 3 per cent. It will then appear
in teles opes as a very narrow res ent,
much like that of the moon when a day
or two old. At the end of the month
it will be ncar the sun and annot be
ol>scrvcd to ackantage ex ept in th ~clay
time. During the early part of July it
will be in vi. ible on a ount of its ncarne ·s to the sun. \\'hen it again becomes
visible it will be as a mornin(r star and
it 'ill ontinue a morning star until
ne. t .\pril.
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Mars is slowly coming into better position for observation, both on account
of its rising earlier in the night and on
account of its decreasing distance from
the earth. During June it rises not far
from r I P. 1\I., passes the meridian about
3:30 A. M., and sets about 8 o'clock in
the morning. It is in the constellation
Capricorn, being the most brilliant object in that part of the heavens. It will
be interesting to watch the motion of
l\Iars among the sta rs from June until
October. During June the planet will
move eas tward among th e stars, during
July and August westward, and thtn
eastward again. During the four months
from June r, it will describe a large loop
in the constellation Capricorn and will
then move rapidly in nearly a straigh t
lin e across the constellations Aqnarius
anrl. Pi ·ces. At the end of th e year the
planet will be in the latter constellation.
The opposition of Mars thi s year is particularly favorable on account of its
nearn ess to the ea rth . It is not si nce
r877 that it has approached so near. It
is hop ed that the observations which will
be made this summe r will throw much
light on the many unsettled questions
concerning its physical condition and
also that accurate data may be obtained for a more precise ctet<.:rmination of
the solar parallax, or in other words, of
the earth's mean distance from the sun.
Jupite r is a morning star. For ome
time this planet has been too near the
sun to be een but now the distance has
increased so much that it may be
seen fairly well for an hour or two in the
morning. Jup iter will be in conjunction with the moon on the morning of
Jnne 19. The moon will pa s about a
degree north of the planet.
"'aturn i now in <roo< l po 1t10n for
observation. During the evening hours

of June, the planet may be found in the
south-west about one-third of the way
from the horizon to zenith. The rings
stil_l have their edges nearly toward the
earth so that they cannot be seen to advantage. They will begin to open somewhat in the latter part of June and from
that time on will come into b etter position for seeing th em. Saturn's disc is
cro ssed by faint dusky markings parallel
to its equator, and so faint that they
can be see n only with large telescopes.
Some spots were seen upon the elise last
year but none have been reported thi s
year, at least none of sufficient distinctness to enable the rotation period of the
planet to he determinerl. from them .
U ranu s is in the constellation Virgo
and is movi ng slowly westward among
the stars. It is between Spica the princi pal star of the constellation anu the
fifth magnitude sta r.
Neptune is near th e snn and cannot
be seen. Mercury is abo nea r the sun .
\Vinnecke's periodic come t is moving
south- west across the constellations Ursa
Major and Leo Minor. It has increas eel in brightness very much si nce the
time of its dis ove ry and rl.uring June
will further in rease in brightnes : about
12 times.
lt will be easily vi ible with
small instruments and possibly to the
naked eye towards the end of June.
Th e following are the positions of
some of the constellations and brighter
stars for9P. 1\L, Juners:
Bootes is in the zenith. The
orthern rown is east of it and Berenice'::,
Hair, west. The brilliant star Arcturus
is in Bootes. Virgin is outh of Bereni e's
Hair. The Crow characterized by a
prominent quadrangle i · outh of the
Virgin. Leo is in the south-west near
the horizon; Regulu is its brighte t
star. The Twin , containing Ca tor

BA D SITTING AND STANDING POSTURES.
and Pollox, is in the north-west. To
the east of the northern Crown is Hercu les and still further to the east the
Lyre. Vega, one of the most brilliant

BAD SITTI

northern stars, is in the Lyre.
The
Swan is north-east of the Lyre and is
easily distinguished by the large northern Cross.
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po sition generally assumed in
sitting is dangerous to health .: it
tends to induce various physical deformities.
The mu cles are relaxed,
the shoulders rounded, the chest Oattened and hollow and the spine is bent outward like a bow. These deformitiesdo
not exist among the savages who ha\'e
no chairs to sit in but who lie down
when they want to rest. The way to
sit in a chair so as not to fo . ter these
deformitie s, is to let the hips ome well
to the back part of the chair while the
should ~ rs are supported abov , which
is very differ nt from putting the hips
01 the front of the
hair and bowin g
the ba k all the way to the neck. The
most serious effects of bad sittin g positions are upon the internal organs
which are snugly packed in their resp ec tive cavities like arti I sin a well packed trunk. ' hen the muscle are strong,
tense and vigorous, every organ is held
se urely in its pr per place · but when
the mus le are relaxed ancl th body
di torted into unnatural, unhealthful
positions, very eriou injuri e and di:l lacements are liabl to take place in
the internal viscera.
It i · physiol gi ally wrong and harmful for a person to sit r ·tand in arela. ed p i ti n · the mu . cle. should alway be ener ized except\ hen one lie.
down for re t or Jeep. "he n a horse
is strong and vigorou , he put energy
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into every muscl e; but when he is tired
and exhausted, his head hang:; down,
his muscles are all relaxed and there is
no curve in his spine. It is just the
same with human beings, o nly unfortunately, human b ei ngs sit and stand in
this relax ed , weak position when not
tired. School boys and gi rls of ten
stand in a relaxed lacki dai sica l way,
first on one foot and then on th e other,
and whe •1 l·m g cont i nu ecl , this produ e.;
curvatures of the spi ne. Not lon g ago,
I was invited to a certain college to examine the students with reference to
gymnastic work. Out of the seventythree young ladies, between the ag s of
igbtee n and twenty years, whom 1 examined, there were only four who did
not have lateral s pin al curvature. " 7 hen
the right should er is clown, that means
spinal urvature on the left side and
onversely when the left shoulder is
down. In some of these cases, I found
two curves in th e spine.
ow th ·se
curv s were mostly the result of bad at titudcs in sitting, sta nciin g or walking,
but bad . itting po lures are more demoralizing than ei her bad standing or
ba1l walking.
It is bacl position while sitti ng at the
sewing ma hine that docs the mis hief
rather than th treadle movement. This
i pecially the a . when the muscles
of the waist are b und <l wn with tight
or et or wai ·t band: which r owd the
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internal organs out of place; then the
musc~lar effort required, produces the
worst possible results. If a wo n-ian si ts
at a sewing machine with her muscles
energized and her dress sufficiently

loo se to g ive perfec t musc ular freedom
and will use first one foot and then the
other on the treadle, it is not likely that
her health will suffer.
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Scientific Kite Flying.

A novel expedition led by Dr. J.
\Voodbridge Davis was made r ecently
to desolate little South Brother Island,
in Long Island Sound, to test, with gigantic kites, in a forty-five mile gale,
the practical value of certain theorie s of
Dr. Davis. A description of the kites
and a full account of the experiments
are here given from the N. Y. Sun :
The kites that Dr. J. Woodbridge
Davis had made had six corners. The
sticks were as heavy as the heaviest
lath, and were made of stout wood and
with no attention to weight at all. He
had three of these heavy sticks in each
kite, fastened together in the centre by
a screw, so that they could be opened
out to the regulation shape of the kiteframe or closed up ; and instead of using tissue paper as a cover he used oileel silk for some kites, and duck for
others. The bridles were arranged much
as the bridle of a small boy's kite, and
there was a loop for the tail, which was
of knotted clothes-line. The beauty of
these kites was that when they were rigged they could be folded together and
wrapped up, so that, with a moment or
two of work, they would be ready for
use again. ·w hen unfolded each kite
stood six feet when re sting on the ends
of two of its sticks. A
outh ] rother
I sla nd is small, low, and flat, and ha -

no screen of trees, the wind gets fr ee
sweep over its desolate acre or so of
land, and threatens to lift the short,
brown grass by the roots and blow it
out over the water. When Dr. Davis
and his party landed, the wind was
blowing full y forty-five miles an houra cold, steady western wind, in which
no kite of the schoolboy pattern could
have lived a minute. Dr. Davis and the
young men of the Woodbridge school
set to work to putting down the reels,
which were more like windla sses. There
were two of thes e reels, and upon each
was wound several thousand feet of cod
line, tested to stand a pull of seventy
pounds. In order that the line might
be paid out without becoming entangled
in th e frame of the reel, two pulleys were
fastened to stakes a short distance in
front of the reels, and a line was passed
through each. '.Vhen the reels and putleys were all ready, a kite covered with
duck was got out and arranged for flight.
\Vhen the cod lines were fast to it, six
young men held it aloft and at a signal
let go of it. But the tail had got caught
in some weeds and the kite dived struck
the ground, and 13 y there with a broken
stick. Dr. Davis had had this kite rigged in a peculiar way to make some experiment . The e experiment had to
be abandoned, and an oiled-silk kite
was made ready. InsLead of bringing
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all six strings from the upper and lower
1 arts of the kite to a common center,
and tying the strings to that as the
schoolboys clo, Dr. Davis had brought
the three strings on each side together,
and had the cod line from one reel tied
at one junction and the cod line from
the other tied at tbe other junction. In
addition to these two lines, he had a
lighter cord fastened to the top of the
kite. This cord was to be paid out from
a ball in his hands. The six young men
held up the big oiled -silk kite and, at a
signal, let it go. The reels spun around
and the ball unrolled and the great kite
rose straight it1 the air, its long tail of
zoo feet of looped clothes-line hang ing
far below it. It went up and up and out
and out until it was standing a s thou gh
nailed up in the sk y, far out o ve r the
water.
"Now, see th e adv a ntage of thi s
line to the top of th e kite," said Dr.
Davis.
As he spoke, he pulle<l th e lin e in.
The kite ro se s till hi g her until th e r eel
lines were almo st p e rp e ndicul a r. The n
Dr. Davi s b egan pay i ng out fr om th e
ball anu the kite b egan t o dro p a nd
drop until th e e nd o f th e tail was to uch ing the wate r. Th e kite had m oved
neither to th e r ig ht n o r to the le ft. I t
had s imply fall e n str ai" ht a nd gent ly
throu crh the ai r. .. \ s soo n a t he d o to r
stopped p ayi ng out the li ne, the kite
stopp ed fallin<r, and remained ·tationary.
D r. D avi: had its perpend1 ular motion
und e r perfect control.
"No w here is the advantage of hav i ng two reels," . aid he .
.. \nd he clamped the left-hand re~l
an l b erran payin<r out li n e from the
ri rh t-ha nrl reel. ..-\ . the right-ha n d line
g re w lack the kite :wept slowly around
t o the left until it had de. cr i bccl an

an gle of 55 d eg rees. Th e n Dr. Davis
p11ll cd in th e ri g ht-h a nd line and p:1id
o ut th e le ft -h a nd lin e . The kite, ob e yin g th e n e w impul se, swe pt s teadily
back into the eye o f th e wind and then
on t o the ri g ht, until it had cle::> c ribed
an an gle of 55 d eg rees in that direction.
By s lack e ning o r tig htening the top line,
Dr. D a vi s could mak e the late ral mo ti o n in an upwa rd o r d o wnward curve.
The kite had b ee n built fo r a forty -mile
wind, a nd th e lin e we re tes ted to b e ar
th a t pressure. " Th e pull of thi s kite in
a fo rty- mil e wind ," said Dr. Davi s, " is
more th:1n a horse exe rt s when h e draws
a lo ad we ig hin g a t o n ove r a leve l road.
A h o rse pullin g suc h a load i s supposed
to b e pullin g at th e ra te o f about roo
p o u nd s. Th e st ra in of thi s kite is o ve r
140 p ou nd s.
I a m afr a icl th a t th e wind
is too hi rrh and th a t t he l in es will bre:1k."
H e had ha rdl y d o ne speaki ng b e fo r e o n e o f th e lin es d icl bre ak, an<l the
kite t u mbl ed a b o ut a nd fm a ll y fell into
th e wa ter. Bu t it was u ninjure d, and
a s soo n as the lin es were r et ie d it was
le t go again a n d rose high a h o\'e the isJa nel , whe re several gull s we re ir lin g
a b out t ryi ng to get at the m ea nin g o f
th e appari tion t hat had co m e a mo n a
th em. J )r. D avis b ega n t o write le tt e r-;
in the air. IJ e ha< l just fi nishe< l a n 0 ,
whi h the kite lined out distinct ly, whe n
the line broke again. ancl the triab had
to be abandoned .
Dr. l>a\'i-> propo se:-> to ti<..: two of his
l..ite.., to a o.;Jn .dllJ(>at with a centre! oard
and make a trip on the I Iudson. With
the aid of the n :ntrdHJard, l e expect· to
go a~ainst the wi11d. If the wind is as
high a s thirty 111iks an hour he will get
a :peed of about fifteen mil<.:. an hou r
with the wind an<l two or th rce miles an
hour against it. .\sidt.: from the additional sport, wh .c h ha \' illg p<..:rfe t on-
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trol over one's kite gives, there is a
side to these experiments.
Many years ago it occurred to Dr. Davis
that if a kite could be controlled it
might be very valuable as an adjunct to
life-saving apparatus. When a vessel
goes on a reef or is helpless near the
shore, the wind is nearly always dead
on shore and blowing a stiff gale. Thus
the life-saving stations have to shoot
their lines out toward the helpless vessel with the disadvantage of a stiff
breeze retarding the line, and with the
further difficulty of the long and uncertain distance. Dr. Davis says that he
has heard of several cases of shipwreck
where the shipwrecked ·ailors had built
kit~s and had tried to sencl a line on
shore. But in none of these cases was
there any success.
But Dr. Davis
thought the iclea was a good one if a kite
could be controlled. And it was this
problem he set himself to solve. He
experimented withvariouskinds of kites
and with different ways of rigging their
bridles. He also felt that if a ve sel
was to carry several of these kites their
size would make them unwieldy. Su he
built a kite that could be folded up until it was almost as small as an umbrella.
He now has the rigging arranged so
that in any wind the kite is under control. In one of his experiments he sent
a boat out into the river and then sent
out his kite and lowered it so accurately that one of the men in the boat cut
off a piece of the tail. Dr. Davis thinks
that with the aid of a wind-gauge and
·an accurately determined reel, a kite
could be held steady in even a gu ·ty
gale. A ve sel could carry several kites
of different build, to be used according
to the violence of the wind. For ,·cry
high winds, a frame of light teel mi ht
be used. A further ad,·antage of the

practic~l
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kite as a means of send ing a line from a
shipwrecked vessel to the shore or to a
rescuing vessel, as against the sending
of the line in the other direction,as tl1e
practice now is, would be the fact that
the distance to which a kite can be
flown is greater than the distance to
which a line may be shot. Dr. Davis
hopes that, as he gets further into the
means of controlling kites, he may develop some way of long-distance signalling both for sea and land. He can
make the kites write out letters in the
air, and with a lantern tied to the kite
at night the darkness need not interfere.
To support a kite of any size a wind of
at least twelve miles an hour is necessary, and such a wind would not always
be available. But in cases of shipwreck
the wind is almost always high.
Indian Miracles.

Ancient as well as modern descriptions of India which have tol<.l of the
miraculous feats of the native fakirs
have found but little credence in Europe
and America, and their performances
which seemed to belong to sorcery and
witchcraft were always explained on the
basis of prestidigitation. Recent scien tific researche>, however, have demonstrat~d that frau rl and deception had
no part in these wonderful performances,
which cannot be explained, neither can
they be denied. Te ts ma~e under the
closest surveillance of the English authoritie in India have hown that some
of the . e fakirs possess the faculty of ·uspending the process of life for day ,
weeks, and even month , and to revi,·e
afterward apparently unharmed, a if
the progres of their ex i tence had never been interrupt d.
The e people
caused them eh·es to be m·ercome hy
artificial tupefaction by inhaling the

,--
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smoke of certain narcotics and c:lrinking pierced his cheek.s, his nose, his ears,
certain kinds of wines. They were then and at last his throat, inviting the byplaced in metal coffins, which were standers to convince themselves that the
locked and sealed by the cautio~1s En- pins had real! y penetrated the flesh. No
glishmen themselves, and buried about blood flowed from the wounds, unless
a foot under the ground. The graves it was especially desired, when the
were carefully guarded, and often obliging Soliman would allow th<..: !Jlood
months were allowed to pass before t]1cy to trickle from the wounds.
For his
were reopened. At that time the bodies second experiment the Tndian used lard ~
showed butslightsignsof animation and ing-needles.
He bored one through his
the minimum degree of bodily warmth. tongnc, and then turned needle ancl
The companions of these fakirs call- tongue,until the latter appeared like a
ed the apparently dead back to life, or cork-screw. Then he bared his body and
rather to consciov1sness, and after a few held a sharp sword against it, which he
hour s' time they had entin:ly recovered seemed to drive into the flesh with a
and were as good as new. Experiments wooden mallet. The skin, however, was
of this kind have been repcatt dlt made not even cut, and only a little discoloraunder the trictest control, excluding tion showed where the sharp edge of
every possibility of fraud.
Other In- the blade had pressed his fie h. Anothdian travellers reported that these fakirs er feat was simply harrowing. The In were invulnerable and could absolutely dian pierced his eye and lifted it out of
not be wounded. This, too, was taken its sock<..:t with one of the large needles
with a grain of allowance, until the au- so that it bung st1spendul by the nervediences of the Panoptikum, at Berlin, threads abo~1t an inch from his check,
have within the last few weeks had oc- balanced it on his finger, and allowed it
casion to see for themselves. An In - to .lip back again. In the face of suc h
dian, 'oliman Ben 1\i ssa by name, is a wonderful feat his playing with poi now making a trip <Houncl the world, sonous serpenb, 'vhich bit him, until he
engaged by the Caston Brothers, and at last himself l>it off one of the reptiles'
will shortly appear also on the other heads and swallowed it, appear alside of the ,\.tlanti . He has <riven his most as of small conse<tuence. In clos performances not only before public ing this wonderful exhibit of invulneraauclien es, but before a narrow circle bility he took a live oal from the basin,
of physicians ancl anthropologists who and 1Jl1ccd it upon his bare arm . \\'h en
came pr~pared to doubt an(l disbelieve. at the end of ten minutes h • removed
oliman is rather a hand . ome man, well the coal, there was absolutely no tra e
Productions of this harbuilt and about thirty year old. li e of burning.
speak: Fren h ,·cry int 'lligibly, and ex- acter cannot l>e explained except on the
plains hi: productions a he roe along. basis that the~e fakirs are in po~ ession
He burne<l a powder in an open ba. in of secrets, centuries upon centuries old,
filled with live coal.:;, and inhaled the which tradition has brought down in the
'oliman Ben
moke to put himself in condition for various religious order·.
the experiment . He then took anum- Ai sa belon 1 S to the or ler of the :aadi,
ber of lar<Te hatpin ·, ·uch as ladie use whi h was f'JUndcd by 'aadedclin I>-, hefor pinning their hat·

and with them

bari in 1335·

-PtJst-Dispatdt.
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The School-Book Question.
State Supt. Vorie s recently wrote the
following letter in answer to a question
by a Couhty Superintendent:
In yo ur fa vor of recent date you say :
"Our County Board decided to adopt a
Grammar to be used in Sixth Year of
the Course of Study, providing it would
make no difference with the Indiana
School B ook Company. I cannot see
h ow it will interfere in the least. What
is your opinion? Should we cto it, or try
to ge t alon g with the two adopted
books.?''
In reply I would say that the action which your Board decided to take
is not only unwarranted by the law, but
directly in conflict with the law. Moreover, it is directly in conflict with the
t:ontracts which the State has with the
present contractors to furnish Sch o ol
Books.
So much of section 4436 as r elates to
the adoption of bo ok s by th e C ounty
B oard of Edu ca tion is repeal ed b y th e
Sch ool Boo k Law o f I 889 and th e up ple menta l J\c t of 189 r. Th e re see ms
to have bee n so me d o ubt in th e minds
of th e leg islato rs o f r89 r, as to wh eth er
o r not th e a ct o f 1 889, ma de th e p rohi biti on o f th e use of oth er books tha n
th ose adop ted by th e 'tate, st ro ng
eno ugh, a nd so th e legislature of 189 r
pu t in . . ectio n II of th e 'upplemcntal
Act "hi h is as follows:
"Sec. II. The book which ha\'c
b ee n or may hereafter be adopted by
th e tate of I nd iana fo r use in it · comm o n school - b y virtu e o f thi • c t or the
Ac t mentioned in ectio n One he reof
sh all b e un ifo r mly used in all the comm o n schools of the ta te, in teaching

the branches of learning treated of in
such books, and it shall be the duty of
the proper school officers and authori ties to use in such scho ols such buoks
for teaching the subjec ts treated in
them."
The Legislature had in mind two main
purposes in framing the School Book
Law--uniformity a s to price and books,
and cheapness. To hold that there is
any power left in the County Boards of
Education , or City and Town School
Boards, so far as the common school
books are concerned, to adopt any other book or books than those adopted by
the State, would b e to defeat the law en tirely and to expose the people of the
State, to high prices, frequent changes,
want of uniformity, and all the other
evils which cau sed the School Book
Law to be e nacted.
B elow I quote fr om Supre me Co urt
o pini o n, written by Judge Elliott, in
122 Ind. 46 2 :
" ecti on o n e c o n sti tutes th e State
n oarct of Education C o mm issio ners fo r
th e pur pose of making se lec ti o ns of
tex t -b ooks fo r use in th e commo n
schoo ls, a nrl d esignates the standa rd
wh ich sha ll g uiu e th e Boa rd in the selectio n of b ooks."
' Eve ry p rov isio n i ndicate - an i ntentio n to e tablish a uniform ystem , a nd
not a pro vision indicates an intention
to pu t it in the power uf any officer to
break the uniformit)."
"~or is the re a word from whi ·h it
can he inferre d th at the Legislature in tended that in fe rior ' chool officer mi rht
exerci e di c retiona ry power and thus
break and deform the uniformity and
symme try of the y tern. '
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"Two things· are very clear, one, that
the Legislature meant to provide an exclusive privilege in order to secure
books at the best prices; the other, that
the Legislature meant to prevent the
possibility of any break in the uniformity of the system framed by the statute.
"We accept as correct the assumption of the appellant's counsel, that the
statute does require the people of the
State to buy the particular books designated by the proper officer, in obetlience to the command of the law, and
that, so far as concerns the officers of
the State, they must be bought from
the firms to whom the State Board of
Education awards th e contract. \Ve
agree fully with appellant's counsel upon this point, for we think that everywhere throughout the statute is manifested the intention to create a uniform
system, and to make a body of rules
which all school officers are bound to
obey."
"It was, too, the intention of the Legislature to equalize price ; to prevent
one locality from being compelled to
pay a much greater price for books
than another· to put it beyond the power of the local officers to mar the uniformity of the system; to prevent favoritism and to oven the field to com petition. To thi end the Legi ·lature constructed a ystem which required comp~titive bidding, and, to make sure that
the best prices 111ight be obtained, provided that whoe ·cr ·ecured the contract should have the exclusive privilc~
of furni hinu to the ">chool officer all
the books desi rnated and n.:quired by
the tate Board. To permit the local
hool officer· to treat the pro\ i'>ions of
the tatute a- the grant of a pri\·ilege
would pre\·ent the attainment o this
end. To gin; eftcct to the intent of

the Legislature and to secure the accomplishment of the principal object of
the statute it must be held that its provisions create a legal duty which the
trustees cannot put on or oft at pleasure.
To hold otherwise would effectually destroy the symmetry of the statute and
so cripple its machinery as to render it
useless, and this we cannot do in the
face of the historical facts which were
laid before the General Assembly by
the Governor, considered in the reports
of the committees of that borly and de bated by its members. Vve know as a
matter of hi story, imparted to us by the
most authentic records and in the most
public method, that, with li tlle diversity of opinion, it was agreed that there
were great evils to be remedied. The
difference of opinion was not so much
as to the existence of the evil and the
neces:ity of a remedy as it was respecting the nature of the remedy that should
be resorted to for the cure of the evil."
The subject-matter in the two adopteel Grammars should be so adapted,ancl
set out in the school manual, as to meet
all the requirements of language and
grammar.
Model Lessons.

ome of the friend:-, of TilL STUIH. .\' r
have sugcrested that each number shoulu
contain a Model Lesson.
It is the desire of the manager<> of
thi-; magazine to give whate\ er is uwsl
helpful to its readers, and they would
gladly -;upply model lessons, if it ,. •re
thought wise to clo so.
But then.: an.:
two objc tion to the model lesson as
ommonly presented.
Experienced teachers do not need
anything of the kind. They an clo
more with wggtJ iil'l' artie les; tho:c that
pre cnt the main points of a !->Ubje t,
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and leave to the teacher some scope for
his originality in the presentation of
the subject .and in working out the de ~
tails to suit the especial needs of his
school.
Inexperienced teachers, by using
model lessons, become machine-like mechanical, and helpless.
Tbe model
leaves noLhing for the teacher to do. He
lea rns to depend upon it. If he uses it
exactly as it is given, th e recira tio :1 is
lifeless and uninteresting, pupils and
teacher both being mere imitators. The
necessity for invention being re mov ed
from the teacher, be fails lo deYelop his
powers in teaching.
On thi s account, we cleem it unwise
to give model lessons frequently. Occasionally one shalll>e presented in THI<:
SrunENT, but generally we shall try to
give food for thought and lea\'e the
teac~1er to assimilate it.
The Schcol.

The one event of the month was the
dedication of th e new Chapel on the
evening of May roth.
The following is the programme of
exercises:
Piano Solo-Ballade,
Henri Ruifrok
Quarte tte- -0, H ea r u~, ye Free,
l\Iisses Grace Groth and J enni e
Thatcher, Messrs. R. A. Heritage and
J. B. Showalter.
Violin Solo-Concerto Op. 76,
l\Iaggie \Yl1ite
Vocal Solo-1\Iy Arm Chair,
R. A. Heritage
. cldress,
GO\'. Ira J. Chase
Vocal Solo-Ca\' atina, from Semiramide
Mrs. M. E. Bogarte
Addr ss,
Hon. H. D. \'orie:>
Impromr tu speeches were tuad e at the
conclusion of the set program me l>y
Ron. H. G. Thayer and 'enalor Ree ,·es
of Plymouth Inti and G. P. Haywood
of LaFayette.

*

* a* notable one, and
The occasion was

remarkable when compareci with the
first chapel exercise held by the school
less than r 9 years ago where, in a little
hall of a seating capacity of 3oo, the
25 students present were lost in a wilderness of vacant seats. Now the finest
hall in Incl iana, with a seating capacity
of zsoo, hardly seems adec1uate to the
wants of the school.

*

* * present at the
Among the visitors
dedi ca tion were Hon. H. G. Thayer,
Senator Reeves, Supt. S. S. Fish, and
Sam Parker,of Plymouth ; A. R. Hardesty and A. Bowser of Chesterton; J.
M. McCill, Mrs. Kate Durand and
Prof. J. N. Roe, of Chicag0; C. M. Eby,
Supt. Frank Cooper,Dr. Benton Brown,
G. P. Haywood, Arthur Pearce, Dr.
Jvs. Carson and Dr. Putnam.

*

*
The building is*a massive
structure of
pre ·sed brick, trimmed with Bedford
stone, and is a credit to the "Hill'' and
city. It was almost exactly a year in
l>uilding and contains 4e, cellent recita tion rooms and THE STUDENT's office
on the first Door, tbe entire second
story being given to the Hall.
The Cresc:mt.

Instead of the regular program,April
29, the school was cnterLaincd by the
DePanw Ouartette,assisted by Clarence
HIJllgh, tl1c humorist. It was considered a rare treat by the audience. The
Quartette and Mr. 1I oup;h were repeatedly reralled by enthusiastic encores.
The Crescent gave one of the most
interesting programmes of the year, l\1ay
20.
One of the chief features of the
e \·eni ng was a talk by I iss Baldwin .
Her story of her trip to Quebec wa
highly appre iatecl by the audience.
P. I. Hoke has been teaching in this
nunty the past eight months.
His
school having closed, he is attending the
rormal. He will take the 'cientific
Cour e next year.
Ii - Edna Landis, a teacher of thi
county, has finished a ucce·sful term of
chool.
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May 27th, the Crescent gave their
program in the ChapeL An enthusiastic audience listened to some interesting remarks about "Seals", by Prof. 0.
P. Kinsey.
J. C. M.
The Star.

0. \V. Storer is in school again after
a winter's term of school near his home
in Delaware Co., Ind.
The program for the eighth meetin g
of Star was omitted on account nf the
entertainment given in the New Chapel
by the Eotus Male 011artette, of Chicago, under the au.,pices of the Junior
Law class.
Miss Maggie Harper has r eturned
and is again at work in school, much
ben efitted by several weeks' rest.
Mis s Rebecca Volkee was obliged to
leave her work in the State Normal at
Mayville,S. 1). , on account of ill health,
and is at her home in Valpo.
Miss Myrtie Landis has jnst completed a nin e 1110nths' tcrtn of school in Porter Co. rncl. She and her ·ister, Edna,
will leave about J11n e rst, for a two
months' visit in Virgini a.

J7J

Ada Carr, Scienti fie of '86, is teaching in Osborne, Kan.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Jansky have been
engaged to teach next year in the
Bloomfield, Iowa, Normal School.
Messrs. Newsom ancl French hold a
Summer Normal in Marion, Illinois.
Their school began April
Geo. Lacure has been retained another year in his school in GcnesseCo.,
Mich., at an in c reas ed salary.
Walter H. Evans finished a very successful year's work in the Magnolia, Ill.,
school May 6.

zs.

I notice among the professional cards
in an Arlair, Iowa, paper, that of F. E.
Gates, Attorney at Law.
H. S. Parsons is the President of the
Sonth Western Normal Col1e6e, and is
making a great s ucccss of it.

J. \V. Kitch l1as been re -elected prin cipal of the .\dair, Iowa, school at an
advanced salary.
Ida lhrn cll who was here last year
will be in school again during th e summ e r.

C. k I fawkins closed his sehoul in
ll e bron, [nd., Jvlay 27. lie is one of
the most popular teachers in thi s counI\1iss I\'fatie 1\[cDonald of '9o and'<)I,
ty.
is assisting J. H. \Vri g ht, a Scientiftc of
Til e \Vinsluw Normal, under th e al>lc
'91, in a SurnnH::r
Qrmal at AllJany,
Ind.
She teaches Eln cution and aiso managcnH.:nt of Sylvester Thomp"nn,
clo:.ed with appropriate exer ·ises .Ylay
ha.- charge of the primary work.
27th.
I\Iiss Sarah R ca111 returne d from At1 have a r:ircular annuunccrucnt of a
lanta, Ga., May 5, and will continue in
Summer
School of Elo cutio n to be held
school the rest of the year.
..'he was
in Westminster, Md., by T. A. Austin,
very .much pleased with her w ork antl
of the Elocu Lion class of 'So.
the "Sunny South'', and will next year
Olof H. Green has :ecured a plea ·ant
return as a m~mber of the Faculty of
and profitable position in the offi ·e of
the Clarke University.
the U. S. Cununi~siuncr of Railroad s,
W ashington, U. C.

\VHAT THEY .\RE D

I t G.

J.

\V. I\fcCaslin has l>een re -engaged
as principal of the Poneto, Ind. school.

A. H. Barber conducts an 8 weeks'
Normal at\\ alkerton, Ind,
J. A. lexander i<> enjoying meritccl
succe-s in his Normal at Odon Ind.
~Iary Gault will ·pend the stunmer
vacation at her home in in innati, la.

.\. L. loon:: has rc ently located in
Fargo
.I)., as -;tale a~cnt f()r ~c:veral
life insurance companies.
1f <.: is d oing
well.

A. A. Quinlan of '9o, has c!o ed a
very pleasant and succc ·o.; ful term of
school in Tc:\a'>, and will spend the
sttmmer \'a< ation al his home, 'ollcge
.M ound, ~I o.
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T. J. Stoetzel, for several years a
County Superintendent in Nebraska,
announces his intention of returning to
school to make a specialty of mathematics.
A very handsome programme announces the close of a successful year's work
by D. B. Fiickingcr at Webster, S. D.
Mr. Flickinger bas been offered the
same position another year.
R. B. Daniel bas so pleased the patrons of the Dows, Iowa, school that he
has been given an assistant principal,
and retained another year at an increased salary.
G. M. Billmeyer has been offered a
position in a Missouri Normal for next
year and, much to the regret of the citizens of Volga City, will probably accept.
He is a good teacher.
A. J. Healy writes from Greenwich,
0, that he bas finished a pleasant term
of seven months in Florida, and hopes
soon to enroll himself here as a student.
He will be welcome.

L. M. Conn of Gibbon, Neb, writes,
I consider THE STUD~:l'n almost as a visit to
the Normal, as I find out where a great many of
my acquaintances and class mates are locatt>d,
and what they arc doing. School is moving
along nicely here.

I had a pleasant call May 25th from
O:;car Hale, Sci en ti fie of '86. He has
been teaching in Holton, Kansas, for the
past four years and has given such good
satisfaction that he has been elected
superintendent of the Holton schools
for next year at a salary of $I ooo.
Prof. W. J. Hussey, who prepares the
excellent notes on Astronomy for THE
STUDENT, has received the appointment
of Prof. of Astronomy in the Leland
Stanford Jr. University. He will assume his duties about August I. THE
STUDENT extends its warmest congratulations to Mr. Hussey on this recognition of his well known ability.
Among the exchanges that come to
my table is T!te Tribune, of Pullman,
Wash., J. J. Murray, of 'go,editor. Mr.
Murray writes,-

It is with great sorrow that I anI have been in the North-west ever since le:J.vn')tmce the untimely death of Mrs. H. ing school. I taught two successful terms of
L. }aber of Tulare, Cal. Mr. Faber school, and at the conclusion of the second. I ac
a position on the Spokane D,1ily Chronicle
was a member of the Classic class of ceptcd
as traveling correspondent. After working at this
'do.
for seven months I settled clown and started a
paper of my own, and am succeeding well. The
A. F. Heitman has been elected prin- many
friends of Miss Mildred Meyers will be
cipal of the schools of Denton, Tex.,at pleased to know that she is now Mrs. Moore, she
an advance of $20 per month in his sal- h:~ving been married last fall.
ary. He is pleased with his work and loMiss Neva Hunt, whom so many of
cation.
you know, writes the following kind
\Vm. Millard is traveling for a Chi- letter:\Vhenever I receive THE STUDENT, I seem to
Caf?o firm, and Lydia, (Mrs. furane)
have met an old friend, and 1 feel as though I
wn~es a pleasant letter from North Yaought to write you a few lines in acknowledgekima, \Vashington, where Mr. Murane ment of the enjoyment and benefit derived from
has opened a law office.
reading its page • I hardly can tell what part of
I like best. I usually read the notes concern ·
Miss Louisa
Boyakin of 8o is fin- itingold
friends first, but am very much interestishing her 7th year's work in the public ed in every de!Jartment of it, and would find it
~chool of :Millstadt, Ill. with the as ur- diilicult to get along without it.
I am very busy at pre ent :I teach school through
an e from the Board that the position
the week, while my evening and Saturday are
is hers as long a she care to fill it.
employed in giving private Je - on in Elocution.
\Vell done.
Several have already asked me to organize a class
again during the summer vacation.

Two of my

J. P. Gadbury and Lura Robb both
pupils recited at an oratorical contest of the town ·
of whom have many friends a monO" ·on
hip schools last week; both were uccc sful; one
were married at humway, Ill.. l\ray 5~ heing first in High ."chool grade, and the other
They will return to Texa in .\ugnst, fir::.t in the (~rammar grade. I very much enjoy
teaching elocution, and am greatly intere. ted in
where Mr. Gad bury will continue teach- my pupils. \ ith be t wishe for the ucce of
ing.
Tll ~: TUOJ<: NT.

PUBLISHER':i PAGE.
just made to the Great Crater of Kilauea,
down into the pit, and out on the ernst.
The article contains an explanation of
----..-'->-~
the eruptive cycle of Kilauea, based on
M. E. BOGAi\.TE,
EDITOR.
scientific investigations, and recast in a
H. N . CARVER,
MANTlE E. !3AlD 'NIN,
clear and readable manner.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS .
Three notable and instructive papers
~~
in THE CALIFORNfAN for June are aRePUBLISHED AT
view of the Fur-Seal CtJntro'l't'rsy, the
Valparaiso, Ind: ::-lv. 108 Collnge Avenue.
first installm ent of Sltall l¥e .Educate
Chicago, Ill: Hoom 15 Lakcsl<lc l3uiiding.
our Politicians, by Casper T. Hopkin ,
The Subscription Price of THE STUDENT i and the se ond installment of Some
American Glaciers.
$ 1.25 a year, payable in advance.
Advertising Rates will be furnished on apWith the May number TI[E ARENA
plication .
lose s its fifth volume, the great review
Remittances may be made by Draft, Post-office Money Orders, Expres Ion ey Orders, or now being just two-and -a-half years old.
in Registered Letters. All money sen t ot her- Since I ov. last its subscription list ha
wi e is at sender's risk . Do not scn .i us cliecks. increased a little over thirty-three and
The Student is issued about the first of eac h
month. In ca e you fail to receive your copy one-third per cent.
by the 12th, address the publishers and a secThe May number of TriE o. :-.toPouond copy will be sent.
TAN under the joint editorship of \V. D.
Notice will be given of the expiration of your
subscription; but your journal will be sent un- Howells and J. B. \Valker is a superb
til you order it di continued and pay all arrear- issue, far in ad van e of the already high
ages.
standard maintained by this beautiful
Many vexatious delays can he avoided by publication.
promptly apprising the publishers when you
The LAI>II·:s ' Ilo:\tl·: JouR . AI. for JunE'
change your post-office address .
Address all communications and make all is on our desk and is, as usual, full of
drafts payable to
arli les well cal 11lated to please the
THE RTUI ENT,
ladies. It is essentially what its name
108 COLLEGE AVE, VALPARAISO, IND.,
suggests- a lwme journal.
oR ROOM 15 LAKESIDE BLDG, CHICAGO, ILL .
The sensible, incisive omments of
~~
~()
\Valter Blackuurn I [arte, .In a Conztr
A IONG THE L\GAZr I':S.
at D(}dslq's, are becominu: a feature of
The PoPUL\R erE. cF: .:\1o . THLY for TIIE
EW E:-1cr .. \ ' 1> i\LH;AZL E.
One
June is a flne number of this ex ellent is getting to turn instin lively to this
journal. Th · PoPULAR . cr EN 'E is doorner before utting the leaves of the
in T a great work in the right dire tion, frc ·h number. A valuabl paper in th ·
and should be read by every student.
June i:suc is Tltc Cltristian Endull'Or
TheArLA'lTIC l\Io~TIIr.\· for Tune on- Ato?•cmclll, a history f the pao.;t and
tains a paper of great value to tea her-; prophe y for the futur ·of this modern
and to all per ons who are int rested in mo\'e ment.
one of the greatest problem: of our day
Prof. Charle-; E. Fay who tl'll the
- The • 'eg ro ( ue Lion. This i · the ar- readers of the june W11>E .\\\ \I-.1. lVILJ'
ti le by Tf'ilfiam T. Han·ir L L. D.,
tilt JV!tif,· ~Jiot;lllaim arc ca!lt•d I I 'Jut;·
om. of I·:ducation enti tied Tltc' i · une of the fa ulty of Tufts ( 'olleg ·
Education tJj lite ~\-,·grcJ.
an l a leading -;pirit in that coterie of
The Tune VERI A'\'D ~lo . THL\' on- m untain limber · the Appala hian
'lulJ.
tain a~ intere tin" a
unt uf a trip

APRIL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
RE .\DING.
"It is not work that kills men; 1t IS worry.
\Vork is healthful Yuu can h.trdly put more up ·
on a m.m than he can bear. \\'urry is rust uptm
the blade. It i · n•>t the revolution that destruys
the machinery, but the friction. " -Beeclur.
I. (a) Define the lo6ical faculty of the mind. (h)
Show how the abuve selection cultivates that
fa..:ulty.
2. Why is it im;>ort.ult that this faculty be culti·
valed?
3· Give five questions howing your method of
bringing out the meaning of the above selec·
tion .
4· Stale your method of teaching beginners in
reading, basing it upon the fundamental
principles, "from within out."
5· Keau a selection.

4· The object of all reading is to awaken thought.
To beginner:; in reading an object is pre-;ented in order to aruuse thought iu their minds.
atur ..tlly this lead s to the presentation of
the name of the object; then to thinl-{S that
may he said of 1he t>nject, thus in•mclucing
~entences.
The sentences thus fr.Hued by
the pupils an·, by th e te .1ch er, written upun
the board and read hy the pupil.

ANSWERS.

l'onsoh·, when they are IO % l>t:low par, in
order tu produce an in come of :;2,000 a year?
6. ln a dormitory ~1: of the buys are in the
upper ·chool, % of the 1emainder in the
middle, and the re"l,R in IIU nher,in the lower. I low ma11y boys 111 the dt>nnitury?

Th e logical faculty is the faculty which en
able'i us to ~::et new knowledge trom old. In
the extract given the new knowledge is "lhar
work does not kill." Lt is niJ tained in some
such wr~y as the following: -W hat ever is
healthful does not k il l; work is her~lthful;
then. it doe-; not kill. The only doubt about
th e conclusi11n, arises from the doubt about
the truth of the second propo itinn,-does it
mean all work or only somt!? lf the latter,
then w' do not know whether the conclusion
is true or ll"t. It i · not knowledge, hut on
ly possible kwwledge. The uther sentence
of the extract arc designed tn show that the
tt·rm "work" in the second proposition
m eans all work, for evidently that i what is
demanded in the conc lusion, - whatever kill:
is not work. The last sentence llll I e rta ke:
to te ll us what it is that kill -.
\n engine i ·
de. troyed by friction, hy energy ex1 ended
in such way as not to reach the purpo e for
which the engine works. What i: friction in
th e engine . is wurry in the mind; th :: n, i1 is
\\-Orry that kills. The rea ·,)nin:.; is analogical.
2. The fat.ulty ~hould he cultivated
becau ·e
. without it no u ew knm\ ledge oultl be •>1>
tained, and without new kn•>wledge there i
no progre:s, no impro cment no life, only
death. It ·hou ld be properly cultivated, be
cau e new knowledge that i n t truth may
be wor ·e than the old knowl<.:d6c, it may
ha-.ten the death.
3 · Pupil · of avera•re intelligence will pn>bahly
under:tand the selection, ·n n > lJlll' lll>lls an:
nee ·s:ary. You might have the JHIJHL tell
of the corr - pondence h 'l\\ ee11 ru"l <>11 111 ight
steel and carking an;.;i t , how fricti n . ym
boliz;e worry, etc.

1.

AR!Tili\lETI ·.

(r8 X 2

24--7--3)--7--l I x z , S-16 : -1- --:= ?
2. Show lww addition of co mpound numbers is
related ttJ addition uf ·imp le numbers.
3· Upon what three principles is the greatest co mmon divisor ba~eJ?
I.

4· Fnd the G. C. D. of¥,

~'17~.

5. How much money must he invested in 3%

7· By selling ahouse for::.3.700T '""t7.Yz %;
what ought I havt: ·uld it fur to havt: gaim:t.l
12.Yz %?
8. Iluw m.111y brick!', 9 inchl!s lon~, 4.Yz broad,
and 2 thick, will be required f,,r a wall (>o
ft. lon g . 20 fL high, and 4 ft thick, allow·
ing 6Jq'% of the pace fur mortar?
9 If arilhn1etic is a science, lwuld evolution he
taught geometrically (that 1s hy the u ·e of
hluck:), or a the inverse <Jf invuluti11n?
10. A log of limber i· 1.' ft lun~ I ft. 4in.widc,
and 15 in. thick
Ifapi•ce containtngz ' 2
snl~tl ft. be cut off the end of it. what length
will he left?
A~s\\'Etc.

I . (1

2.

2

24 : 3) ; I 1 2 8 16 : 4 ('6 8):22
-1- ~1
- 4 2-4,or6.
·A- ::-.ee di ·c u sion of thi . proldem hel'lw.
The principle in adding comp•mnd numlter,.; i
the .-ame as that of addi ng imple number,
hut the c.de in sianple numb..:r i. 10 (i t'.,
10 unit · uf any or ler makt: one of the next
higher) while the :calc in compound num
her: \'arie , except in the case of l'. :-\. mon
ey, where it i · uniform, and 1 10.
(a) Each remainder 1s a 1111111' r :ftiuu.r the
greate:t comnwn di\'i:1 r
(h) ,\ remainder cannut e .tctl y dinde he
pre iou divisor unlc : :uch rem.1inuer i J/ltt!
the greate ·t commnn di,·i nr.
(c) lienee, the remaimler which exactly dit

APRil EXAMINATiON QUESTIONS.
vides the previous divisor,
est common divisor .
4· Greatest common divisor of
Least common multiple of
. ·. G. C. D. of ;1(, ~ and
5· Let IOO %=par value.
3 %=$2,000
I %=$666YJ
90 fo =$6o, ooo. Ans.
6. H -= the whole number.

is on ce the great 3, 5 and 7 is 1.
4, 8 and 12 is 12.
y72 is y\r· Ans.

37i

7· Correct these sentences, giving reasons:
a. His act was despisable.
b. He was very bunglesome in his work.
c. lie don't take pains in hi writing.
8. Correct this sentence, and then an:1ly ze it:
Her beauty, and not her talents, attract attention.
AN S WERS.

1. A co ordinate conjun ction unites imilar ele·
ments. A preposition joins a n object to an
23
11 - 12
antecedent and is always a relation word.
!!s-·n·-za·
YJ of H·::-:ol3 , no in middle school.
2. Regularly and irregularly; as, still, stiller,
!t+~8a=H·, no. in upper and middle.
still est. Faithfully, more f.lithfully., mos t
H-H=~43 no. in lower.
faithfully .
. ·. ~\=8
3· "Me" is the object of "ll'ith," ''garde n" the
"!.13 = }.( of 8 or 2.
object of "into." "13efore" i,; a conjunction
H=23 X 2 or 46, the no. in the whole dorand joins the clause "we left'' to "arrived."
mitory.
"Alps" is the object of "out from among."
7. L et 100 per cent =cost of house.
This may a lso be considered in another way,
7Yz " " =loss
-"from am,)ng the Alps" being the object
92.Yz
=$3, 700, selling price.
of "out,"and ".\Ips" the object of of ''from
I
=T~'!> nf $3700, or S40.
among.''
112 !/z
= II2 YzX$40,or ,4soo.i\ns. 4 · "Between" is used with reference to tw•l oh
8 . A wall 6oft. long, 20ft. high, and 4ft. thick
jects ; "among" with reference to a greater
contains 48oo cu. ft.
number; as, "The apples were divided be·
I00% = 4800 CU. ft.
tw een the t•vo b.1ys." "The apples were
I %=48
"
divided among the children."
6 }~% = 300
", the mortar porti on.
5· "Because" shows a relation of reason.
4800 cu. ft.-300 cu. ft.-:-:4500 cu. ft. the
"Therefore" shows a relation of supposi
brick portion.
tion.
A brick 9 in. long, 4Yz broad, and 2 thick,
6. Parsing is the best means of directing a pupil's
contains 81 cu. in.
th ought to a particular word in a sentence,
45 00 cu. ft.=1728X450o cu. in.,or 7776000
which, if understood, will convey th..: idea
cu. in. Now, there will he as many bricks
intended. l'arsing is really analyzing, be ·
as 8x is contained times in 7776ooo,or g6ooo.
cause it is impo.,sible to parse a wonl \\ ithAns.
out analyzing the sentence, so that in real ity
9· As the inverse of involution.
it includes all that is necessary in this part ot
10. A log I8 ft. long, 1 ft. 4 in. wide, and IS in.
grammar.
thick contains 30 cu. ft.
7. a. II is act wa · despicable.
30 cu. ft. requires I ft. in length.
b. I Ie ·was very awkward in his work.
1 "
"
"
~ 10 of 18 ft. or ~ ft.
c. lie tl0es not take pain!i in his writing.
2Yz "
2~)(~ ft. or I.Yz ft. in
8. ll er beauty, and nut her talents, atlength.
tracts attention. This is a compountl de18ft. -I.Yz ft =- •6.Yz ft. .\ns.
cl.lrative sentence, uf which "her beauty at
tracts attention" is the first member, and
"her talents do not attract attention" is the
GRA:\l~lAP.
econd member. Both arc simple sentences.
1. tate the difference between a conjunction and
"Beauty" is the subject of the first, modified
a prepo ition.
hy "her," an adjective cl m ·nt; "attracts''
is the predi cate modified l1y "attention," a.
2. How are adverb comparee!? Illustrate.
an object. The sanH.: analy.-is for the scconcl
3· What is the object of each of the prepo itions
member.
in each of the following: \\'ill you go with
me into the garden? lie arrived before we
left. The Rhone flows out from among the
Alps.
4· ' how by examples and explanation the differ· 1. 1)efinc anatomy, physiology, hygiene .u1d hi
tology.
ence between the prepositions "between"
2 .• 'ame tive kind of t1:. uc and tell\\ here each
and "among.''
is found.
5· tate what relation IS expre sed by each conjunction in the following: The day i chilly, 3 " ame the kind: of joint. ,and give an example
of each.
becau ·e the '' ind is him •ing hard. The
ground i wet therefore it mu t have rained 4· • 'ame five rlige ti'll: fluids , ancl state the kind
last night.
of fond upon \~hich two c>f th ·m act.
6. What i the alue of p:1rsing?
5· What is meant hy the oxygenation of the
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blood? How and where is the process carriell on?
6. State the principal rules of hygiene whose ob
servance will preserve a healthy digestion.
7· What is a stimulant? A narcotic? Name two
of each.
8. What diseases are apt to attack the respiratory
organs? How may they be provided against
in the school room?

country bas the right of secession from the
Union been claimed or threatened? Explain
the cause in each instance.
7. Name the large acquisitions of territory made
by the United States within this century,and
tell how each was acquired.
8. Name three settlements, differing radically .in
the class of people by which they were made.
In how many of these three regions are still
noticeable any social or political characterisANSWERS.
tics that have descended without much
I. Anatomy is the science of the structure of orchange from the original settlers? Explain
ganisms.
what they are.
. Name five men who, each in a different way,
Physiology is the science of the functions of
9
organs and tissues.
have turned the course of United States his Hygiene is the art of the preservation of
tory from what it would probably have been
health.
otherwise. Explain what each did.
Histology treats of the minute anatomy of
10. Mention the two inventions that, in your es
organisms.
timation, have most changed the course of
2. (1) Epithelial, found as membranes coveri11g
history in this country from what it would
the body and in intestines.
probably have been otherwise.
(2) Connective tissue, found throughout the
ANSWERS.
body connecting other tissues.
(3) Nerve tissue, in the brain and spinal cord. 1. Harvard College was established at Cam ·
bridge,Mass., in 1636, seven years after the
(4) Muscle tissue,in the muscles.
establishment of the Massachusetts Bay Colo (5) Areolar tissue,a kind of connective tissue.
ny. The courses of study were chiefly liter 4· (a) Hinge joint, the knee. (b) Ball and socket
ary, Latin, and Greek. It was sustained en
joint, the hip j,1int. (c) Pivot joint, articulatirely by the colonies, once, at least, each
tion between the radius and humerus. (d)
family giving twelve pence,or a peck of cora.
Compound joint, the wrist joint.
The college of William and Mary was estab5. Saliva, acts upon starch. Gastric juice, acts
lished at Williamsburg, Va., in t6g2,eighty upon proteids. Bile, acts upon oils and fats.
five years after the settlement at JamesPancreatic juice act upon oils,fats,and protown. It received its charter from the Engteids. Succus entericus, acts on all food
lish government, and many favors in addistuffs.
tion. The course<; embraced ctivinity, lan 5· The exchange of C0 2 from the tissue changes
guage, and natural philosophy. Its charttr
in the capillaries for oxygen. Oxygenation
!'tated that it was founded, ·to the end that
is carried on in the pulmonary capillaries.
the Church of Virginia may be furnished
with ~seminary of minister of the gospel.''
6. Eat slowly, masticate food well, be cheerful,
give time for digestion.
2. Georgia was settled in 1733 by Gen. James
Oglethorpe, who had become much interest7· (a) Whatever tends to exalt the bodily func ·
ed in the poor and debtor clas esof England.
tions. (b) Whatever tends to depress the
The settlement was made where Savannah
bodily functions. (a) Alcohol. (b) Tobacco.
now stands. Thou~h Oglethorpe had a roya l
8. Consumption, Bronchitis, Pleuritis, and Pneu title to the land, he paid the Indian for it,
monia. By a proper regulation of temperaand they were always friendly to him. He
ture, ventilation, and cleanliness.
would not allow slavery to be introduced into the settlement. The institution was finally introduced largely through the influence
HI TORY.
of George Whitefield, an as ociate of John
(Amwer any seven . )
We ley in e tablishing the 1ethodist chur.;h.
I. Give an account of the founding of two of the
3· IIi belief that the ermon on the Mount confour Colleges first founded in merica.
tains some good political philo ophy.
2.
ive an account of the settling of Georgia.
4· New England.-The inhabitants have alway
3· What seems to you the one element in the
been men of gootl ability,phy ically, mental
character of William Penn that wa of mo t
ly, and morally; and have c nsequently
service to the colonies he founded.
thought that life is worth living becau ·e iL i
serious.
4· What region of the nited State ha produc ed the highest type of literary work? How 5· Fr m 1 6o to 1 65. Before that time they
do you account for this?
had no sure conviction as to the meaning of
5· At what time in tbe hi tory of the
nited
their con titution. During that peri event
.'tates ha public sentiment made its most
compelled them to find out.
rapid changes on great political que tions? 6. From 1 32 to 1 61 it was the rreneral political
E plain.
creed of the cotton tate · poradically it
6. At what times and in what regions of our
bas probably been held in all.

1
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7· Louisana purchased from France in 1803 for
$15,ooo,ooo; Texas annexed in 1846, the
government assuming its debt uf $7,50o,ooo;
New Mexico and California in 1848, the
government paying Mexico $15,ooo,ooo and
assurning the debts due citizens of the U. S.
from Mexico amounting to three or four
milliuns.
8. Massachusetts, Pennsy I vania, Virginia. Yankee
shrewdness, Quaker st.titlness, aml cavalier
hospitality.
9· The question probably implies what never occurred. The course of history is n~ver turned very much from its course l>y any one
man. If any particular man were not found
to fill a given place in the course of things,
another would be found. \Vashington, l\1on·
roe, Webster, Lincoln, and Grant wlluld,
perhaps, represent what the question implies.
10. The steam engine ::tnd the telegraph.

1.

2.

3·

4·
5·
6.

DAVID COPPERFIELD.
David Copperfield is regarded as (in part) an
autobiographical story. Note the principal
parallelisms in the lives of the hero (Copperfield) and the author.
Sketch, connectedly, the career and character
of Mr. Micawber.
Besides the two already mentioned, name the
half dozen leading characters in the story,
and give reasons for your selection.
What insight into English business is afforded
by the story?
Trace the steps in David's education, and note
its extent and efficiency.
Sketch and compa::e the characters of Dora
and Agnes.
ANSWERS.

1. Many incidents in Dickens' early life are pic
tured in David Copperfield. Dickens' childish fondness for several old works of fiction
are shown in David's childhood. Dickens'
leaving, at nine years of age, his childhood's
home in Chatham is protrayed in David's
leaving his home to go to work, after his
mother's death. Dickens' early impressions
of London, his father's incarceration in
l\Iarshalsea Prison, are all pictured in David's career while working at Murclstone and
Grin by's and in his fir t experiences with the
Micawbers. One of the schools attended by
Dickens is pictured in Salem House in
"David Copperfield". His experience as
reporter is shown in David' . A real Dora
influenced Dickens' early yearssomewhat as
David's Dora did his early manhood.
z. Mr. Jicawber was generous, kind, impulsive,
improvident, and weak in many things, but
noble in heart. He first appears in the
story as we see him all through, "waiting
for something to turn up." He was David'
friend when David was enduring hardships
at l\lurdstone and Grinby's. lie was imprisoned for debt in King's Bench Prison ;

3·

4·

5·

6.
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was released ::~nd went to Plymouth in the
vain hope of securing employment in the
Custom House. He returned to London
a~ain vainly to seek refined employment.
He fell into the power of Uriah Heep, but
ultimately assisted in bringin~ that villain to
justice. He was finally ass isted to g-o to
Australia where he became a worker in earnest.
Dora, David's lovely child-wife, who developed his powerof self-dependence. Agnes,
his ~ood angel, who always influenced him
and aspired him to the highest that was in
him. Peggntty, his faithful friend through
all the ills of his life. Betsey Trotwood, his
eccentric but noble aunt. Steerforth his
bad angel. Uriah Heep, the villain of the
story.
Some idea is given of the difficulties in the
way of people's securing important positions
in business; also of doing business as Mr.
Spenlow did, hy apparent proxy.
Numerous other instances are found among the occupations of the minor characters.
David's education was rudimentary. He grew
and developed from his experiences. His
learning gained in school, as at Salem House
and Dr. Strong's, was helpful, but not as
much so, as that gained by his own keen observation and his quickened sensibilities.
His education entire made him able to turn
to many things to earn his living, and yet
developed most fully his talent as a writer.
Dora was a lovely, spoiled, petted child, af·
fectionate, dependent, and thoroughly !ova·
ble, but unable to be or do aught to help
David. Agnes was beautiful, strong, selfreliant and helpful; a woman to be loved
and trusted; a guide and helper always to
those needing help; the one woman to fill
out and complete the incomplettness of David's later, stronger manhood; the dear presence without whom he was as nothing.
SCIENCE OF EDUCATI N.
(Ans7t1er any five.)

[These questions are based mainly on the
Reading Circle work for the current year.]
1. What important changes has public thought
undergone in the last twenty five years, in
regard to fitness for teaching ?
2. What do you consider some of the mo t important natural qualifications for the work of
teaching?
3· What general fields or departments of study
do you think a liberal preparation for teaching ought to include?
4· Show why you wvuld have such a course of
preparation include the lines of study you
name in answer to que tion three?
5· What is meant by teaching power?
6. What advantages re ult to a person from the
study of a history of his profe sion?

APRIL hXA.lf;JINA TION QUESTIONS.
f\.NSWER •

The art of teaching has developed mu ch, and
the den~ancl for real teachers is much greater
than it was twenty-five years ago. Proper
method · are much better understood and appr~ciated, chiefly because the greater demand
and consequent better wage have induced a
greater number of really able men and worn ·
en to give a Jar <>er part of their lin~s to the
work.
2. Good thinking, good feeling,and, consequently, good willit1g, all within the sphere of the
teacher's wmk. The qualifications of a good
teacher are n,;t cl iffere n t from those of a good
lawyer, or good doctor, or good merchant in
his own pruper . phere.
3· The branches to he taught, and so much 0f the
outlying fie!Js of knowledge as the teacher
can enter honestly.
4· The teacher's work cannot be thorough, but it
I.

can be tlwrough lroing, and must be so to be
good. NJw, there is no branch which does
not in some way touch all others, enter in
in some way into the fields of all o thers. So,
it would be well for the thorough going teacher t? .know so muc.h of the e as his opportumties may penmt.
5· The power of getting the pupils to have the
clearest and distinctest view of any subject;
and of knowing how to impr•Jve for them ·
selves this perfectness of knowledge ; and,
finally, of loving such p~rfcctness of know!·
edge.

6. "History is philosophy teaching by example."
The teacher's work i an organic wurk as
mnch as any other kind of work is; and if
the teacher i to be ma ter of his work, he
needs to know what his position in the organic series is, a much as the physician, or
lawyer, or theologian c.loes.

than terms. It was to bring terms into this close
* Discussi< n of problem 1.
relation that the parenthesis was first used by the
In the first part of the problem we have
German writer, Albert Girarc.le, more than two
(x8X 2 + 24+ 3) = 44+ I I X 2, etc.
row , 44 ~ ~ 1 X 2 gives rise to the que tion centuries ago. The parenthesis has been used
wheth er we shall divide by I I and multiply the up to the present time to connect terms, and to
quotient by 2, or whether we shall divide by 22. show that these terms are to be considered as one
::.urely bot/1 cannot be correct, and yet authority quantity; but thi u e has never been extended to
factors, since they are in the close. t possible remay be quoted on either side.
1 ow, if we had 44+ 22 no one would hesitate lation, to retain their indentity as numbers. A detn give the correct result, and there could be no gree nearer and they pass into the composite
difference of opi11ion. A learned author says the number of which they are the factors, lo ing their
signs of multiplication ( X ) and clivi. inn (+ ) identity as drops of water disappearing into a
should be taken i'n the order in which they occur; larger quantity, still a part but not a distinct
but why this order here, when the algebraic u age part.
- and an unque tionable one-overrules it, giv·
Again, 44+21 - 44 i--IIX2 · and, if II X 2
ing the sian of multiplicati n precedence over all pre ent identically the same thing to the mind
other ? Beside II X 2 not only equals 22 but it a 22, that is, if 11 X 2 pre ents 22 to the mind,
pre ·e nt. 22, aud not!ting else, to the mind. I 1 and then the interpretation mu t be the same, and
hence, the same re ult.
J. B. S.
2 a re factors, which are much more closely related

r
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BAl'TISTEH..,
CASH Hardware Jlea,ers.

- -S TOVES AND TINWARE, BUGGIES AND HAR

ESS A

SPECTALTY. - -

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW
carry a first class line of

FURNITURE,
PICTURE FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

A1l.

~i:n.d..s

JOHN LEPELL,
Ii i :n .e J:i--..t-.rni tt-.re~
MIRRORS, PICTURE

1~

RAMES.

EAST ltfAIN STREET.

e>f lv.l:eats.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J. W. SIEB, NO. 5 FIIANKLIN ST.

jilt.~
-.. .
~

makes the best PIIOTOCRAPJJS and CRAYON
PORTRAITS in all sizes and styles at lowest prices.
Please call and examine our samples whether wiRhlng work

------·--~'--J~ lone or not.

Nn. 27 nlon 50t.,
CO LLEGE HILL, Val}laral o, lnd.

J. R. PAGIN, DENTIST.
FFICE OVER VAIL'S J

~

\VELRY

TO

E.

·

ADVERTISING .DEPA.l?T.MEN7'.

4

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREAT 'J'RUNK LINE between Valtlnraiso and all
points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that

cotnfort, speed and snfcty at low sm·vice.

tickets read via above line, and secure
est rates compatible with first

cla~s

N. B. -Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through the
Great /nternntionnl Tunnel.
GOING EAST.
10.

GOlNG WEST.

+ 8. * 24. $14. *

12. t

A.llf .

1'.1\1.

8 40 11 \!5

1 15

a oo

4 t:i

0 * f LEAVE .
P:l\1.
R 15 CH ICAGO

P.l\L

P.M.

P.ll.

P.::ll.

P.lll.

A.llf.

-A.lf.

11 10

12 45
3 20
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P.M.

P.M.

ARRIVE .

l)

0 :,1)

20
35
30
40
3.')

ElUO
6 ::o
8 20
!l 30
10 20

-- -- -P.l\f.
- 'f·P.M.

-

VALP,\RAISO

12 00 SOUTH !lEND
2 40 llATTLE CH.EEK
4 00 LAN~HNG
500 DURAND
- - - ·- - .

P.llf.
9 0~

tP.M.

A.M.

800

6 45

SAGINAW

9 56

8 50

12 25

7 EO

PORT HUHON

P.l\f.

j\.l\1.

A.M.

P.l\1 .

3 10

7 30

4 10

P.M.

P .M.

A.l\1.

5 07

800

7 00

P.~r.

A.l\1.

NEW YOHK

\) 00

7 04 PHILADELPHIA

P .M.

A.llf.

A.::U.

8 15

9W

BOSTON

t Dail y exce Jt Sunda y

1

13. 1• 23. $

1.

*

A.l\l.

P.M.

9 4;i 1000

4 i'IO

A.l\1.
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A. liT.
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20
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NIAGARA l<'ALL

10 00

*Dail y

--

800

8 00

25 .

--

DETROIT

P .::ll.

!)

4 uo
uo 1 3.')
12
15
30
30 11 20

P .l\I.

7 45

P.l\1 .

A.::ll.

5 30

10
3.')

8 00

9 25
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*

P.M.

A.M.

9 25
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3
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2 45
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800
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$Sunda y on! y

Through Palace Sleeping cars between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9. 7: Boston-Trains 4 11nd 5;
Saginaw Valley-TI'Rins 6 and !'i; etrolt-Tralns 6 and !'i. Train 8 and 7 run through olld between Chicago and
New York via Eric Ry. 1\Ieals served en rente In splendid New ln!ng Cars,
For time tables, tickets, and further Information, apply to JAliES McCREE, Agent. Valparaiso.

GEO. B. REEVE,

W. E. D..l.VIS,
Gen. Passeuge•• and Ticket Agt.

'.I'raftlc :Tianagcr.

TIIE NEW KIL\t.IRALI_.A I:>IAN<J.
FI'OIT• a large numher of te timon!als In our pos es~ion, referring to the excellency of the K DinA LL PIA ·o, w
tnke plea urc In quoting [by permission] the names of a few well known musicians of Europe and America, who hf<,.<'
used and recommended the Kl.MBALL PIANO:
e
FROM ADELINA PATTI "The Queen of Song."
FR0~1
!'IARLES RUNKEL. ''The well known CompoCh!cngo, D c. 16, 1 !l.
cr nnd Plan! t"
W. W. KnmAJ.L Co., Chlcngo, Ill.
St. Lout , Mo. ept. 21 1 91.
Gent! •men :-It gll•es me great pleasure to testify to the
'
merits of the EW KDIT\ALL PIANO. It hns a wonderfully W. W. KnmALL Co., hlcago, Ill.
sweet and sympathetic tone and upports the YOice in a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A tirm mnkmost atlsfactory mannrr.
lug a nlano that place It In the front rank of plano make1·s
FRO~! EMIL LJEBLl G.
" hlcago's Leading Plan!. t." I to he, Indeed. congratulated. You mnke such a plano
hicago, April lith, 1 !J.
and I take pleasure in tatlng that I ha\'C alway found
W. W . RnmALL o., City.
Gentlemen: -Your plano has an excellent touch and the th tone 1et1ned, sympathetic and sonorous !i'ntlsfying the
tone Is perfectly sat!sfnctory nnd in the t womo, tlmport- demands of the mo t fast!d!ou artist. I will u~e your pinnt particulars the KD111ALT. PIANO will compnrc f:wom· anos at my concert where ·Ro·el'er I chance to meet them
hly with those of older and well known makes. I gll'e It
Again my congratulation .
my fullest indor cment.
Minni e Tiauk,
Lilli Lehmann,
lg. Del Puente,
Slg. Fran i co Tnmagno,
.l\lax Alvary
Emil :Ftsller,
Mme. Alhan!,
Paul Kal! ch
Frederif'k Archrr,
,Julin~ Perotti,
!g. Ardltl,
J"lllinn ordlca.
nan Balntka.
P . S. Gilmore,

Office and\ arerooms, KIMB LL

UILDI1r

We leynn ollege of Music, Bloomington, Ill., t. Atoyslu chool, ChicRgo. 111. Our Lndy of Angl'l ~cm!na ry,
Lyons, Iowa, l\luont ' t ••JOSl'Ph Acadrmy,n ,, nque, lown .
"orthern-lndiRna 'ormal 'l'll()oi,Ynlparal.o, Ind., Blnom·
lngton , C'ons natory of )lu~k, Bloomington, 111., Grand
ltallan Opl'ra Company, ~h·tropolltan Oprra ompnny.
no, ton Ideal Opera Compnny, anti many other prominent
art! 1 . Illu tratcll <.:atnlo"ucs mailed.

W . W. KIMBALL CO. ,
243- 253 \\'aba h vc., Chicago.

(

LOCAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE.
lla)paraiso 1 11)diaqa 1
--HAS OPENED I

--

:l::'TE\J\7 EUILDIJ::'TG-

-WITH A N - -

E:l'JL.A..~G-ED

STC>C~,

--CHIEFLY O F - -

~ inc. ~ OClU ~ 1 ~ ~"lol~~
tyin~

in

t~c

in ~ inc ~ inc-Jin~ ~ ' and cvcrp

book line § uitublc

f~,l~ a

----~ ~f~ f lf~w~~[.,

-

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~ BOOK MAKING,~~

Rulin~,

Printing, Bindin2;,

We ll.famifacturt: a line of TABS, SMALL BLA KS, STUDENTS'
OTE BOOI'S, REl'ORTL G DOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCII BOOKS, Ere. For use in schools.
llfanufacturin,£; Commercial Blank FOR TllEOR \" IN SC!!OOLS is our specialty. Our
line fur Sehoul is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper IS water marked ".'unny Side 1ills." In this line we make a JollRl\AI., Li~I><a: R, DAY
BooK and CASH BooK, 40 page ea ., pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board binding·, I2Yz cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather !Jack and marble paper side , over reaching cover , digit line ruling, YJ and Yz page Accounts in I .cclgl.!rS, and
ind!"xed on edge, 1 6 2 ~ cents per quire. .'ame in cloth in place of marble paper, lmt \\'ith leather
corner, 25 cents per quire 4 page per quire . Our line of :\otc.;, Dr.1ft ·, l'e ceipts, Checks and
other blank have been so exten ively called for that we are making cngravl.!cl forms, giving the ap ·
pcarance of lithographic work. These are li ted at 5 oo per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our Bill ·
Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank l'ass Book are thl.! same price, 5 cents each,

~:f'

For Banking, we make,CA.'II BOOKS, COLLE TION RE(;I.'TER.·,
TICKLER.', DI 'COUNT BoOK., LEDGERS, A D INDIVIDUAL LEDGER·.

AI o,

rx-CoLU:\tN JouR TAL:, Lu~1BER Bo K ·.

pecial Ruling of any kind made to order.
13. F. PERPI?\E, lluuk · elll.!r and Stationer,
alparaiso, Ind.
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THE STUDENT.

PUBJL~~~ED .

JOHNSTON'S CICERO'S ORATIONS AND LETTERS,

Octavo, 814 pages, extra cloth, with separate text for class room, 327 pages.
It is the most complete school edition ever issued, in fullness of introduction, amount of text
and extent of notes.
Permit us to call attention to
The very complete life of Cicero and analysis of the Roman Commonwenlth .
The selection of Orations-those grouped aro und the conspiracy of Cataline - thus enabling the
student to become familiar with historical conditions .
The introduction of Cicero's Letters to give variety and acquaint the student with epistolary
literature, and with Cicero's Social Life.
The arrangement of notes on same page \vith text, doing away with useless turning of leaves.
That the text omits disputed readings, being plain and readable throughout.
That all matter in introduction, notes, vocabulary and ind exes is inserted for the benefit of tlte
undergraduate student.
The full Index, by means of which topical and inductive stud y may be carried on.
The separate text for recitations.
The introduction price is $1.25, prepaid, and a full set of the texts for the class is suppliP.d free
to the teacher when the adoption is made.
Already Published IN THE INTER-COLLEGIATE LATIN SERIES
BELLUM llELVETIUM, by Lowe and Butler. $ 1 oo. The ideal beginne r's book as it pre pares directly for the reading of Cresar and save the student at least three months time in his first
year's work.
LOWE & EWING'S Ch:SA R . Notes and special vocabularies on same page with text, and
a separate text for class room. Introduction price $ 1.25.
IN LATINUM. Professor J.D. S. Riggs. A manual of Latin Prose work based on the first
four books of C resar. 50 cents.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price.

co.,

ALBERT, SCOTT ~

Educational Publislter.fl,

106 Jl,.abas/1,

JUST THINK OF IT!

.JI~>•entu,

VHIC.JIGO, ILL.

F~EE!

GIVEN AWAY!

VALUE, $125.00.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Addition and Revi ions thorough ly Americanizing and Revising this great work to I 9 1, including lliographies of noted Living
Persons, by W. 11. DePuy, D . D. LL. D., the widely known Encyclopedia editor. This edition,
with its thorough equipment of NEW MAP· brought up to date, makes

THE MOS1' COMPLETE
~~~

E~CYCLOPEDl 1\

THE WOHLD H 1\

EVER SEEN.

'A"Qfll
QUA"TQ
VQT~WI!Uil
mlfils _We
hnve tlct~rmtnecl that no one cat~ offer furth •r ex ·u ·e for not owning this
~ II
~
Monarch of Encyclopcdll\ • Wl'itc tor tcnm of our wonderful offer.

"Ill iW

1

20,506 Pages! 10,643 Illustrations! 671 Maps and Plans! A Digest of the Libraries of the world ! COMPLETE AND UN ABRIDGED. Costing Originally to
Produce over ThreA Million Dollars.
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS,

STAR PUBLISHING COMPANY 76 Montgomery St., Jcr ey

ity, N. J.

THE STUDENT.

-

f1o~thern

7

OF THE -

Indiana normal School,

Now stands at the head of the Musical Conservatories of the 'iVest. This is
not a statement only, but investigation will more than verify it. Students who
come from the large cities say that they have better advantages here, owing to
the fact that they receive more personal attention.
The best of instruments are used j the instructors are the most competent, and
the expenses the lowest.
No other institution offers anything like equal advantages at such low rates.
That the department does what it promises is proven by the rapidly increasing attendance, and in the constant demand for those trained here.
Send for Catalogue.
Address H. B. BROWN, Principal, or 0. P. KINSEY, Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

REG ULATE THE

STOMACH,

LIVER P.~~

•

BOWELS,

• AND •

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

Indigestion, Biliousness, Headache, Constipation,
Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troubles, Dizziness, Bad
Complexion, Dysentery, Offensive Breath, and all
disorders of the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Ripans Tabules contain nothing injurious to the most delicate con titution. Pleasant to take, safe, effectual. Give immediate reHef. Sold by
druggists. A trial bottle sent by mail on receipt of xs cents. Addre&J

10

THE ~IPANS CHEMICAL CO.,
Spruce Street,
New York City.

Ripan.' Tahul

r lieyr, colic.

8

:[HE S T UD ENT .

"I adyise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type wntmg.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar ."-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man . "

,.-.Cite IIigltest
I )cvelO})lllCtlt o.f t.Jtc

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
T he only award made by the Pa ris Exposition fo r imp rovements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \ V. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the R emington fa cto ry.

-

" ' .. .. _ .. .. .. .. ~ .... -

are w~rr~nted to give s~tisf~ction. -

RIB~ONS

The W. S. &B. PARAGON

~.-.- ..... ~ .. _,. .. _ .............. #

'

.... ~ . . . . . _

..... ,

.... '

.... ,

. . . ...

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET , CHICAGO.

VALP.ARAISO
is situated on the Pi ttsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi ·
cago Railway, .a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
I t is thereby in direct communication with Chi·
cago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos;
Li ma, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon , and Can ton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Din·
ing cars are carried via Valparaiso to
PITTSBURG,
BALTIMORE,
WASHINGTON,
PIIILADELPHI ,
NEW YORK .
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,
Ticket Agent, Valparai o, Ind.,
JOSEPH WOOD,
E. A. FORD,
General Manager,
General Pa senger Agt.
Pittsburg, Pa.

'fhe ~enn pitman
3}fstem of pbonog~apb}/
IS THE

To supply the in creasing demand for s te n ographers , schools of s horth a n d a n d type-writing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, w ith few except ions, a ll business colleges now have a " depart m en tof shorthand." A number of systems a re taught, but

that of' Bt!nn P'ilmu,n is mort! gt!n·
t!rally ust!d titan any otlter i n tltis
country., and may be called tlte
.. '.llnte rican Systent. " -Extract f rom tlu
R eport of tlte Commissioner of Education (Wash ington, D . C.), f or the )'t!tlr 1887-88, page 927.
Tf I were starting to learn Phonography now,
I h ould get Benn Pitm an ' ll.fnnual and oth er
books and follow them.-Denuis FJ.furphy, OJficial R eporter of the U. S . Senate. (Set! PHO ' 0·
G R AP HLC l\1AG AZl ' E, Vol. V, page I O$ -Ajril,
1891.)

end for com plete catalogue and speci men
pages of all phonographic publications.
A liberal discount will be made to all schools and to
teachers of Phonography, and special prices w ill be
quoted for introduction and exchange . A ddress

T H E PHONOGRA PH I C INST ITUTE,
C I NCINNATI , OH I O .
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The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and a rrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. V., L. E. & W.
Ry. Station, Buffalo.

TRAINS ])AlLY
Except Snnday.
DUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEVUE.
. FOSTOLUA.
NEW HAVEN.
FJ'. WAYNE.
OUTH WHITLEY.
cr,AYPOOL.
MENTONE.
·ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOU'l'H WANATAH.
V ALPARAH:iO.
HOBART.
HAMMOND.
CHlCAGO.

GOING EA T.
No.2.

No.4.

ti 00 P. ~1.

]0 fl!)
8 15

..

!l 20 P.M •.
tl 4fi

A. M,

6 flO

LOCAL.

••

..

1)20
2 01
1 45
12 36
12 06
Jl 4
11 21
10 40

10 Oii
!) 46
9 21

....

6 Oi'•

P.M.

3 5!S

A . M.

"
"

4!i

2 20
1 17
12 30
10 40
9 07
8 lfi
7 13
6 06

..
..
"
A . M.

"
••

..
••

7 35

IDE DOWN.

HEAD l 'Rl

IDE UP.

Through ti ckets to all points on sale at princ ipal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Te~che1.. s

~~:n..ted!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for th e great work of teachin g, you will
wa nt a position in September next. We shnll be please I to a sist you, if you will let us hea r from
rthern Indiana
yo u. \Ve refer with pleasure to ove r 40 former graduates and students of the
Normal, whom we have located in the Ia t two years. We have a large patronage, a ll through the
\Vest and South, among the uest vi ll age and city schuols,r urmals, Academies, 'ollegcs, Etc.
Send f r manual, blank, etc. Address,

C. J. ALBERT, Manuger, The 'chool and College Bureau, ELMIIUR T, ILl••

Do

yoz~

want to make the best use of' your time.
Do you u;ant a live and practical book on tea hin&.
. Do you want ·ome fresh e._ ercise. ·f

IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.
\

1.00

h ol or home.
\

"HeW

ELC ll

G uR

TO

LA . l.FY A. D TEACH A

'ou

TRY .' C IIOOL",

1.00

I.oo
All new ancl timely ook written by uccessful t a hers.
To any JIC?O ub. riber to TtiE .'T IJE. ' T, 'c will furnish either of the abov
bo ks f r J. 35·
EY' ·

EW

PENLTG ExERCJ E.,

books,

I. 25
1.00

I

~I

We furni h
f

- -1 ...

In ordering by mail 5 cent must be a 1 ed for postage.
1

a

u
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UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK For

/

~logln g

Classes, Etc. ·

GOOD LUCK,

B Y S. W. STRAUB. Note the following important
features in the Elementary Department: 1. Truthf ulstatemonts in simple laoguage. 2. Daily reading
exercises, pe11ectly graded, 3. Exercises and Topics introduced in their be11torder. 4. The principles
of reading are vradtically taught, so that pupils
learn to read in
keys i ~the t1me that is genera 1ly given to only one )(e_y{key of ]. 5. Modulating
exercises by which r-eading the classics is mad(~ eagy.
6. The only correct time signatures are used.

au

See what charming matter the body of "Good
Luck" cont!}tns: 1. An nnusualJy large number of
easy and delightful pieces for "first term work." 2.
Chuice Quartets and fine four part songs. a. Solos
of exceptional beauty with instrumental accompaniments. 4. A number of humorous pieces that are
irresistible in a class or concert. 5. Splendid i<olos
with vocal accompanimepts. 6 . !Sacred music, ex·
cellent Anthems, Hymn tunes etc. 7. Pieces that
include humming and whil!tl'ing novelties. t!. Farmer's celeb1·ated.Oratorio Chorus and Quartet, "Grent
and Marvelous." 9. Bishop's areat Concert Glee,
with obligato solo, ''Now Tramp o'er Moss and
Fell.''
Goon LUCK contains 19'2 pages, is well printed,
wire stitched. Price only 60 cents.

S . W . STRAUB & CO., P ub.,
243 State St., C HICAGO , ILL.

MODBL TBIT BOOKS.
Houston's New Physical Geography.
Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
Smyths' American Literature.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin Grammar.
Chase & Stuart's First Year in Latin.
Chase & Stuart's New Illustrated Cresar.
Chase & Stuart's Classical Series.
Trimble's Hand Book of Literature.
Houston's New Phy ical eography is u ed in
the NNthern Indiana Normal 'chool.

Eldredge

&

pro.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HEUREK.A
CUres Instantly
Headaches, Neuralgia, Hemicrana,
Nerve Storms, Migrain, Clavus,
Storm Pains, Hysteria,
A nd all Pains Resulting from Disordered Nerve:

ONE SMALL DOSE INFALLIBLE.
Contains no Opium, Morphine or Narcotic of
a ny kind.
It is a discovery or the active principles oT
essences of wholesome vegetables. All imitations
are worthless, as we alone hold the secret of the
chemi cal compounding.
.
The following endorsement speaks for itselt:
THE MANHA'ITAN MEDICAL Co.
GENTLEMEN. I !eel it a duty and no favor
Whatever to consent to your request to ~ive my
opinion ot your medicine. In a word, it 1s wonderful. For over forty years I have sutrered !rom
excl'Utiating Headaches. "HEUREKA" never
tails me. I merely say, and am pleased to do so,
that HEUREKA cuts short pain quicker than any
narcotic and wholly without any reaction or
Injurious res ult.
l honestly and heartllywi h ever.v poorsulferer
to try your remedy, and only hope all shall experience the great benefit that I have derived !rom
Its use.
Yours truly,
R. J. BELFORD.
Managing Editor, Beltord's Monthly.
We will send on application thousands
of rec01nmeudations by physicians and
others who have used this remedy.
1
A BOX OF 10 DOSES. I f not obtahtable
a t your druggt ts, remit us 81 and we
wlll forward a box free of Po tage.

A.ddres ,
MANHATTAN MEDICAL CO.

''The Fol om Building," Broa<tway, New York.

SOUVEHIR or COLLEGB HILL.
A beautiful book just published, containing portrait ot
entire faculty of chool; al o new chapel exterior and Interior; nearly all the clas e , hall , lAke , chur.:hes, Including picture of old College BuUdtng, with over one thousand persons on lawn and street In front. Also blrd's eye
view of ColiE'gQ Bill and urroundJngs. and m ny sc nes
not mentioned above.
Price $1.50 P t·paJd. Send orders to l.tl. L. IDe•
Clelland of Val paral o, or Hob rt & Ken•
nedy, No. 24 Adams t ., LRoom 65] Cble&KOo
-A beau tiful book of ""eat Interest a nd worth. particularly to those
who hAve been In Valpllr.liso, or those contempt tintr com
-Ed. S"rUDBNT.

STUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
The publisher recommends, ;:J,ncl guarantees fair dealing on Lhe part of, every one nolice.1
in this Directory.]

TOTE :

PHYSICIANS.
H. M. RE!i.:R, M.D., Physici!Ln and Hm·geou.
C:or. Chicago and Ll\fnyt'ttc ~tll.

CITAS. S. PEU!CE, No. 'i E. Mn!n St.

s1m ADI'.

~1-l!n ~t.

>ml·: ,\ll\'.

AYJ,ES\VORTII'S. No.2! E.

L. W. ELLJIJT, )1. D., lfomt•opn.thk T'liysi<'itlll aucl Rill' ·
Cu1·. Main anrl Fmnklln :-<ts.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

geun.

1\1. l\1. Ml DGE, No. 1:3 l\laiu St ..

DENTISTS.

J. M.

Jl . \tlKLI<~SB,

Co1·. Collt•gp Al' l'. nnd ITniun HI.

DR. II. N. RENNER, "''' 11 E. 1\fa.in st.
SEE

Rlr.~:

o 7 K MaiH St.

DR. ,T. R. PAGJN,

LIVERY STABLES.

SF.F. AI)V.

GF.O. T.

~llLLI~P..

Laf;lyt•ftr• • t., opp {\•ntml

J. A. wALKER.

~lnln

St.

]lian.ond~.

Hum<~'.

l'oiU: AHV.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. VAlL. No. 'i

API',

AI>I'ETITISlOII~N'T.

::>EF. \OV.

BELL, OP.O'B., No. 58 K 1\htln st.

Watcht•sand Fine Jewelry.

s~:r~

AI>\' .

GROCERS.

('or. Main and WaBhingtoH St~.

W. G. WJNDLE, S. E. Cot·. 1\laln nnd l<'ranl.::lill 1-'t~.

W. II. \lcCLUrtF., Fl)rmerly with E!gL1 Watcl1 Co.

Ko.

2t R. Mn.in St.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
,J. T. MASSE'\, Lndi<'H ntH I l'llildn•n's h:lir 1'111 I inr.r. Ua ·
zm·s pnt. in orrk1·. Jlut and t'olrl Baths. 'o.li \\'.~lain Sr.

GUNSMITH.
A. PAI~KR. Guns. Hl'I'Olver". Arnmnnitillll, Cnrtt·lrlg<'~,

Guns to rent. Keys or nll kintl~ nt I<'• I. T1·nnk" repait·ed,
Umbrellas rcp:-tii'Pfl aucl roi'<'I'Cd tww.
. ·u. 10 . •. Wn~hington St.

L. 1\IASSI.:\', Tinil' t·ut.Unr.r, 1-'h
in onlc1·.

c:u!Jcl wnrknwn.

~·o.

lllpooln~.

lliHl

l~:lzors

put

:1 E. Mnlu St .

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

INSURANCE.
:'II L. Me (J.F.TI,\K,mnk!•sa l'P<'l'iallyuf Lif!•,l<'lre,
A('cirlent null Plute Gla~s Jnsunnwt'. J:t'JII'\'HI'IIting only
,·o. 1 WeH .'\lain St.
first cia:<~ eompanic~.

,JOTI;.l LEPELL, 'o. l:l R.

~lnln

FI~ •• RYan•lll,\l!TllOLO~!E\\',

St.

.·o. ~!I

, ~:h ·' "'' ·

Franklin ,'t.
hi. _,,.,• •

BOOKS.

LAUNDRY.

R. F. PEP.f!! ,·E, , 'o. 111-1 J:> Coil,.:::•· .\ \'P.

THE Llt.fiTG.\P CO, ,'o 101-lll:l

Cull•·~('

!'-RP. All\',

.\1 ''·
'-•:~-:

All\',

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

DRUGGISTS.
A. f'.

·w. '.

~.'IIITIT, .~u.

3 Fl':lnklin Sr.

CLOTHIERS.
SRE A!l\',

CONFECTIONERY.

LETHEit\L\ . •. Cnr. :\I :tin nud Washlnl!'ton .

BOOTS AND
•1. F. TALll>TT,

.·o.

~HOES.

F.. M 1111 :-.t.

MEATS.
,J. ,,..

I·:IB, ·u.l> Fr lhkllrr

t•

I

1>\.

-

G

PCHLISHE}) B\ THE _\Mf:RILAN BOOK COi\lP.\. ~ \:

ffiHE progressive teacher owns a professional library; such teachers know more,
teach better, and earn more than unprofessional teachers whose professional
study stops when they "get their certificates." Teachers insist that teaching must
be recognized as a "profession"; what does the public think of doctors, lawyers,and
clergymen who neither study nor own professional books? It does not respect them;
they are employed in unimportant matters if they work cheaply enough and there
are no better men immediately at hand. Just t!u same wit!t teac/urs}· those who prepare themselves besl get the best places.

-J.-

l)EDAGOGICAL HAND- BOOKS.
Calkins's Primary Object Lessons ........ $1.00
Manual of Object Teaching ......... 1.25
nay's Science of Erlucalion............. .72
Eckctic .\l:llwnl of \fethocls . ............ .60
(,)nestion Uook, or Teacher's New Ex·
:uniner ..................... . .. .
1 lailmann's Kindergarten Cultnre ...... .
ltistory of Pedagogy .............. . .60
Leclllles on Fclucntinn (Kindergarten
nncl Pedngngy) ........... . .... . 1.00
l'rim:try !\let hods. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .Go
IJcwett's Pedagogy fnr Ymmg Teachers,
.ss
1[ow tn 'L'cach-;t l\lannal of 1\lethocls. . $1.00
h. rusi"s 1.; fc and \ \·ork of l'cstnlozzi. . . . . . 1. 20
:t\atinnal Sdwoll'urrcncy, per set ...... , 1.2S
I >gden's Sci<.·ncc of Ed neat ion ........... I.on
Art nf Teaching . ........... : . .... 1.00

.so
.so

Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching
(Payne) ..........................
Palmer's Science of Education...... . . . .

1.00
I

oo

Payne's School Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contributions to the Sciet1ce of Educa
tion ...........................
Putnam's Elementary Psychology.. . . . . . .

1.00

Sheldon's Lessons on _Ot)jects ..........
Elementary Instruction .............

1.20

Shoup's I1ist.xy and Science of Eclucatinn
Graded Didactics, Vol. I . ..........
Graclecl Didactics, Vol li...........

1.00

1.25

.90

Swett's Questions for \Vritten Examination
l\1cthocl of Teachin~ . . . . . . . . . .

1.20

.so
.6o
I

.72
.oo

\\'hite's (E. E) Elements of l'cdn~ngy .... 1.00
Warts on the l\Tind (Edited by l'ruf. Fclltl\\s) .6o

The foregoing list of zfi books is an excellent equipment in Edu ational :\Ietho<b ancl Theory: the cnti re set will be sent post or ex pre s paid to any teacher on

receipt of Szs.oo.

\ny single book

rnail~d

on receipt of price.

u
ay~

137 Walnut Street,
CI CI
ATI

r

'

